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I. JURISDICTION OF THE COURT 
This is an appeal from an order of the District Court for the 
Third Judicial District ("District Court"). The District Court 
granted summary judgment in favor of Appellee and against the 
Appellant, based upon cross-motions for summary judgment filed by 
the Appellant and by the Appellee. In so doing, the District Court 
upheld the validity of a royalty assessment on State of Utah oil 
and gas leases on ad valorem tax reimbursements received by Enron 
Oil & Gas Company. Jurisdiction is vested in this Court pursuant 
to Utah Code Ann. §78-2-2(3)(f) (1987 & Supp. 1991). 
II. STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 
A. Issues on Appeal 
(a) Did the District Court err in finding that 
reference to "gross value" in Utah Code Ann. §65-1-
18 (1953) (repealed 1988) includes ad valorem tax 
reimbursements which Enron receives for the sale of 
its own production and in finding that such tax 
reimbursements are therefore subject to royalty? 
(b) Did the District Court err in finding that 
reference to "market value" in the royalty clauses 
contained in the oil and gas leases subject to this 
dispute included ad valorem tax reimbursements 
which Enron receives for its own production and in 
finding that such tax reimbursements were therefore 
subject to royalty? 
(c) Did the District Court err in finding that its 
ruling as described in paragraphs (a) and (b) above 
was not inconsistent with federal or state law? 
B. Standard of Review 
The standard of review which is applicable in this case is one 
of correction of errors. Because the resolution of these issues 
involves only questions of law and no need exists for agency 
expertise, this Court owes no deference to the positions assumed by 
the Appellee, the Utah Department of Natural Resources and Division 
of State Lands and Forestry.1 Adkins v. Division of State Lands 
also involved an action for declaratory judgment in which this 
Court was called upon to review cancellation of oil and gas leases 
issued by the Division of State Lands, 719 P.2d 524 (Utah 1986). 
As the standard of review to be applied in cases involving 
interpretation of the leasing statute by the Division of State 
Lands, this Court held as follows: 
However, on questions of statutory construction involving 
pure questions of law, we owe no deference to the 
administrative determination.... Construing §65-1-9(2) 
requires no technical expertise and is a pure question of 
law. Therefore, we are free to substitute our judgment 
for that of the Board of State Lands. 
1
 As Enron's Request for Redetermination was filed in May 
of 1987, prior to the effective date of the Utah Administrative 
Procedures Act, (the "UAPA") , the UAPA does not apply to this case. 
The UAPA applies only to cases or proceedings commenced on or after 
January 1, 1988. Specifically, Utah Code Annotated, §63-46b-22(2) 
(1989) provides that statutes and rules governing agency action, 
agency review, and judicial review in effect on December 31, 1987, 
govern all agency adjudicative proceedings commenced before an 
agency on or before December 31, 1987, even if those proceedings 
are still pending before an agency or court on January 1, 1988. 
2 
Id. at 526. 
The issues raised must be determined based upon whether or not 
the position set forth by the Appellees, Utah Department of Natural 
Resources, Division of State Lands, which is to assess royalty on 
ad valorem tax reimbursements received by Enron, is correct as a 
matter of law, no deference being given to the agency's judgment. 
III. DETERMINATIVE STATUTES 
a. Utah Code Ann. §65-1-18(2)(a)(1953) repealed and 
reenacted in part at §65A-6-4, (1988). 
b. The Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978, 15 U.S.C. §§3301-
3432, specifically, 15 U.S.C. §3320; and 
c. Utah Property Tax Act, Utah Code Ann. §§59-2-101 to -1372 
(1987 & Supp. 1991). 
IV. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
A. Case and Proceedings Below 
After an extended review and audit of the records of 
Appellant, Enron Oil & Gas Company ("Enron"),2 the Utah State Tax 
Commission determined that Enron had improperly paid royalty to the 
2
 Enron Oil & Gas Company is successor in interest to Belco 
Petroleum Corporation, the party against whom the original audit 
was made. Belco Petroleum Corporation is also the original 
signatory party to the Natural Gas Purchase Agreements which are 
relevant to this dispute as hereinafter described. Belco Petroleum 
Corporation and Enron Oil & Gas Company will be collectively 
referred to herein as "Enron." 
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Department of Natural Resources Division of State Lands3 (the 
"Division"). This determination pertained to State of Utah oil and 
gas leases committed to the Chapita Wells and Natural Buttes Units 
in Uintah County, Utah. Specifically, the State auditors found 
that Enron had not paid royalty on ad valorem tax reimbursements 
received by Enron from its natural gas purchasers. By letter dated 
February 11, 1987, the Utah State Tax Commission advised the 
Division that Enron should be assessed additional royalties based 
upon receipt of ad valorem tax reimbursements by Enron. Record at 
73-94. 
On February 23, 1987, the Division advised Enron that as a 
result of the State audit, a deficiency of $91,000.19 in royalty 
payments was due the Division, premised upon oil and gas royalty 
assessed against ad valorem tax reimbursements received by Enron 
from its natural gas purchasers. See Addendum A; Record at 73-111. 
Enron paid this assessment under protest. Record at 73-116. 
On May 29, 1987, Enron submitted its Request for 
Redetermination of the February 23, 1987 assessment. This request 
was denied by correspondence dated July 14, 1987 from Patrick D. 
Spurgin, as Director of the Division of State Lands and Forestry. 
Record at 73-126. Enron was advised of its right of appeal to the 
Director of the Department of Natural Resources, however, because 
Mr. Spurgin was also the Director of the Department of Natural 
3
 At all times material hereto, the State Land Board and the 
Division of State Lands (now the Board and the Division of State 
Lands and Forestry) was a division of the Department of Natural 
Resources. 
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Resources, Enron determined that no useful purpose would be served 
by an appeal to the Department of Natural Resources. By 
correspondence dated August 17, 1987, the Attorney General and 
Enron agreed that Enron had exhausted its administrative remedies. 
Record at 73-129. 
On February 22, 1988, Enron filed its Petition for Review of 
Agency Action and Complaint for Declaratory Judgment and Further 
Relief with the District Court. Enron's Complaint contained a 
claim for judicial review, a claim for declaratory relief, and a 
claim for mandamus. Record at 2. By order dated May 17, 1990, and 
pursuant to stipulation of the parties, the Court dismissed Enron's 
claims for judicial review and claim for mandamus. Record at 118. 
The case was before the Court based on Enron's claim for 
declaratory judgment seeking an order that the assessment of 
additional royalty of February 23, 1987 was incorrect, and that no 
royalty was due the Division based upon ad valorem tax 
reimbursements received by Enron. 
Enron filed its motion for summary judgment based upon its 
claim for declaratory judgment. The Division filed a cross- motion 
for summary judgment. By its order for Summary Judgment dated 
January 17, 1990 (sic), the District Court found that no material 
issues of fact existed, and granted the Division's motion for 
summary judgment and denied Enron's motion for summary judgment. 
See Addendum B; Record at 174. In so doing, the District Court 
ruled that the Division was entitled to collect royalty on ad 
valorem tax reimbursements which the Court found were included 
5 
within the terms "gross value" and "market value." The Court 
further found that the Division's position was not in conflict with 
or contrary to other state or federal law. The Court made no 
specific finding as to royalty payments on oil and gas leases 
issued by the United States. 
Enron timely filed its Notice of Appeal and Docketing 
Statement to this Court. 
B. Facts 
Enron owns sixty-four (64) oil and gas leases which were 
committed to the terms and provisions of the Chapita Wells and the 
Natural Buttes federal units in Uintah County, Utah. Fifty-two 
(52) of these leases were issued by the State of Utah, State Land 
Board, on three different lease forms.4 Except for provisions 
4
 Twelve (12) of the leases which were subject to this audit 
were originally issued by the United States of America at a time 
when the United States owned the pertinent mineral estate. Later, 
title to the mineral estate was conveyed to the State of Utah 
pursuant to Clear List selections, and jurisdiction of these leases 
was transferred to the Department pursuant to Act of September 14, 
1960, 74 Stat. 1024. These leases were issued on forms prepared by 
the United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land 
Management and contain royalty provisions different from those 
found in the other leases which are subject to this appeal. In 
oral argument in this case, it was stipulated that unless the Court 
specifically addressed the issue of payment of royalty on the 
United States oil and gas leases, either in the context of royalty 
due on the twelve (12) leases issued by the United States, or in 
the context of the applicability of the minimum royalty price 
provision related to royalty on the United States oil and gas 
leases which is discussed further herein, then royalty on the 
twelve (12) leases issued by the United States of America would not 
be covered by the Court!s order. (Stipulation of counsel, page 5 
of hearing transcript.) Because the Court's order did not 
specifically address the issue of payment of royalty in the United 
6 
allowing higher percentage of royalty under former Chapter 1, Title 
65, U.C.A. 1953, as amended, found in some of these leases, each of 
the leases subject to this appeal contains the same royalty 
clause.5 Each lease also provides that the lessor will have the 
right to take its royalty share of gas in kind. See Addendum C. 
During the time period at issue here, Enron sold its natural 
gas production from the Chapita Wells Unit Area to Mountain Fuel 
Supply Company under an agreement dated January 22, 1982 ("Mountain 
Fuel Agreement"). Record at 73-1. The Mountain Fuel Agreement 
generally provides that the price to be paid for gas delivered, 
with certain adjustments and modifications, is the highest price 
permitted by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. The 
Mountain Fuel Agreement also provides that the gas purchaser, 
States oil and gas leases, the Court's order and this appeal 
pertain only to those leases originally issued by the Department. 
5
 The royalty clause at issue provides: 
Gas - Lessee also agrees to pay Lessor twelve and one-
half percent (12%%) of the reasonable market value at the 
well of all gas produced and saved or sold from the 
leased premises. Where gas is sold under a contract, and 
such contract has been approved in whole or conditionally 
by the Lessor, the reasonable market value of such gas 
for the purpose of determining royalties payable 
hereunder shall be the price at which production is sold, 
provided that in no event shall the price for gas be less 
than that received by the United States of America for 
its royalties from gas of like grade and quality from the 
same field. 
Utah Code Ann., Title 65, 1953, as amended, was repealed by 
Laws, 1988, ch. 121, §19. Title 65A now governs the Board and 
Division of State Lands and Forestry. Former Utah Code Ann. §65-1-
18 was the section in effect at the time of issuance of the leases 
in question. It generally provided for a twelve and one-half 
percent (12%%) royalty. The percentage of royalty due the Division 
is not an issue in this case. 
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Mountain Fuel, will reimburse Enron for ad valorem and severance 
taxes on the gas produced and sold under the Mountain Fuel 
Agreement. Record at 73-13; see Addendum D. 
As to wells committed to the Natural Buttes Unit Area, Enron 
sold its gas pursuant to a gas purchase agreement with Colorado 
Interstate Gas Company dated June 20, 1974 ("CIG Agreement"), which 
provided that the price to be paid for natural gas delivered would 
be the highest price allowed by the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission. Record at 73-44. See Amendment dated November 27, 
1978. Record at 73-91. CIG was also required to reimburse Enron 
for ad valorem and severance tax increases after the date of the 
CIG Agreement, June 20, 1974. See Addendum E. 
Enron paid all ad valorem and severance taxes associated with 
its natural gas production from the Chapita Wells and Natural 
Buttes Units. However, the Division's royalty interest in that 
production is not subject to taxation. Utah Const, art. XIII, §2; 
Utah Code Ann. §59-2-1101 (1988 & Supp. 1991). Enron received the 
price specified under the terms of the Mountain Fuel Agreement and 
under the terms of the CIG Agreement for the delivery of its 
natural gas. Enron also received reimbursement of its ad valorem 
taxes from Mountain Fuel and CIG in accordance with the terms of 
their respective agreements. Enron paid royalty to the Division 
based upon the price received for its gas, but did not pay royalty 
8 
on the tax reimbursements it received from Mountain Fuel and CIG. 
Record at 73-95.6 
V. SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 
The issues raised in this appeal concern whether or not 
royalty is due the Division on ad valorem tax reimbursements 
received by Enron in connection with the sale of its natural gas. 
As discussed above, Enron sells its gas and pays the applicable ad 
valorem and severance taxes on the production. Enron's taxes are 
then reimbursed in part pursuant to the terms of the CIG Agreement 
and Mountain Fuel Agreement. No tax is assessed against the 
Division's royalty share of production. 
It is Enron's position that royalty is not due the Division on 
ad valorem tax reimbursements received by Enron. Utah Code Ann. 
§65-1-18 (1953)(repealed 1988), the relevant statutory provision in 
force at the time the leases were granted, required that royalty be 
paid upon the gross value of the product, and limited royalty to 
twelve and one-half percent (12%%) of that gross value. Because no 
taxes are assessed against the Division, no portion of the tax 
reimbursements received are applicable to it. Tax reimbursements 
are therefore, by definition, not part of the "gross value" of the 
6
 The dispute between Enron and the Department in this case is 
illustrated by the example set forth in Enron's Memorandum of 
Points and Authorities in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment. 
Record at 54. A summary of this example is set forth in Addendum 
F. 
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product as contemplated by Utah Code Ann. §65-1-18. Further, in 
establishing value, gas of similar legal characteristics must be 
considered for comparison. Because the Division's royalty share of 
production is tax free, it cannot be valued by reference to Enron's 
interest which is subject to tax and therefore possesses different 
legal characteristics. 
The provisions of Utah Code Ann. §65-1-18 were implemented in 
the lease terms of the respective oil and gas leases subject to 
this appeal. The royalty clauses found in these leases provide 
that royalty is based upon market value which in turn is determined 
by the price received for production pursuant to approved gas 
purchase agreements. Here, the gas purchase agreements specify the 
price paid for production, and it does not include tax 
reimbursements. The terms of these agreements are controlling in 
determining royalty value, and these terms clearly provide that ad 
valorem tax reimbursements are not applicable to the Division's 
royalty or relevant in determining its value. Finally, the lease 
provisions which provide that the price received under an approved 
contract cannot represent a price less than that received by the 
United States for similar production does not require that royalty 
be assessed against ad valorem tax reimbursements. This clause 
pertains only to the price actually received for the sale of 
production, which in this case is the same as the price received 
for production from federal leases. In any event, the issue as to 
whether or not royalty is due on ad valorem tax reimbursements on 
United States oil and gas leases is one that is subject to 
10 
continuing litigation and is presently pending before another 
Court. 
Enron also argues that the Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978 
("NGPA") (codified as amended 15 U.S.C. §§3301-3432 (1978)) and the 
determinations of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
("FERC"), the federal agency responsible for administering the 
NGPA, establish the maximum lawful price for which the natural gas 
subject to this dispute can be sold. If market value under the 
lease terms and gross value under Utah Code. Ann. §65-1-18 mean 
what a willing buyer will pay and what a willing seller will accept 
for the delivery of natural gas, royalty value for natural gas 
cannot exceed the maximum lawful price specified by law. By 
including tax reimbursements as a portion of the value of 
production which bears no tax, the Division's position, as 
validated by the District Court's ruling, establishes a value 
higher than the maximum lawful price allowed under the NGPA, a 
price higher than that for which the gas could ever be sold. 
Concomitantly, by allocating a portion of the tax reimbursement to 
a tax free interest, the Division's position is in direct 
contradiction with the NGPA as interpreted by the FERC. 
Based upon the foregoing, the Division has established an 
artificially inflated royalty value bearing no resemblance to 
reality, and the ruling of the District Court adopting that 
position must be reversed. 
11 
VI. ARGUMENT 
A. Utah Code Ann, S65-1-18 Provided That Ad 
Valorem Tax Reimbursements Are Not Part of 
the Value of Natural Gas for Royalty Purposes, 
Utah Code Ann. §65-1-18 governed issuance of the oil and gas 
leases at issue here. It stated in relevant part as follows: 
All mineral leases issued by the Board shall contain such 
terms and provisions as the Board deems to be in the best 
interest of the State and shall provide for such annual 
rental and for such royalties as the Land Board shall 
deem fair and in the best interest of the State of Utah, 
but the annual rental shall not be less than 500 per acre 
per annum nor more than $1 per acre per annum and the 
royalty shall not exceed 12%% of the gross value of the 
product at the point of shipment from the leased 
premises. 
Utah Code Ann. §65-1-18 (1953), (repealed, 1988). 
Thus, royalty is limited to twelve and one-half percent (12%%) 
of the value of the product at the point of shipment. Because the 
Division's royalty share of production is tax free, ad valorem tax 
reimbursements are not part of its value. 
Utah Code Ann. §65-1-18 is not ambiguous and its plain meaning 
must be applied in this case. Grant v. Utah State Land Board, 485 
P. 2d 1035, 1037 (Utah 1971). Words in common usage are presumed to 
be used in their ordinary and usual sense, with the meaning 
commonly attributable to them; consequently, forced, subtle, 
strained or unusual interpretations are to be avoided when the 
language of the statute is plain. Id. at 1036. Utah Code Ann. 
§65-1-18 states that royalty shall not exceed a percentage of the 
gross value of the product. The gross value of the Division's 
12 
share of production does not include tax reimbursements, and there 
is no provision reflecting that it should. Further, any ambiguity 
must be resolved against the State as draftor of the lease.7 By 
assigning a value that includes tax reimbursements which are not 
assessed against the royalty share of production, the Divisionfs 
position, as ratified by the District Court's ruling, is in clear 
contradiction of the statutory terms. The Division and the 
District Court are divining statutory language not actually 
written, in clear contradiction of long-established rules of 
statutory construction. Enron's position consistently applies the 
statutory terms, and should be adopted by this Court. 
1. The Royalty Share of Production Reserved by the 
Division in its Oil and Gas Leases is Separate and 
Distinct from the Interest of the Lessee. 
In issuing an oil and gas lease, the Division as any mineral 
owner, grants an interest in the oil and gas estate, and reserves 
from that grant, as a royalty, a cost free share of production. It 
is established law in Utah that a royalty interest is a separate 
and distinct interest in real property, which entitles the lessor 
to a share of the production produced and saved. This is in 
contrast to a mere contract right to receive a specified sum of 
money. Flying Diamond Oil Corp. v. Newton Sheep Co.. 776 P.2d 618 
(Utah 1989). Flying Diamond involved a circumstance where the 
surface and mineral estate had been severed. In that case, this 
Court determined the nature of payments provided for under a 
7
 See State v. Pennzoil. 752 P.2d 975 (Wyo. 1988). 
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surface access agreement where the mineral owner granted to the 
surface owner a payment of two and one-half percent (2%%) of 
production. In determining that this payment arrangement was 
dependant upon and reciprocal with other covenants running with the 
surface estate and therefore was not freely assignable, this Court 
described the nature of a royalty interest: 
A royalty interest is a share of production, *if as and 
when there is production, free of expenses of 
production.1 ... An oil and gas royalty is an interest 
in land. 
Id. at 629 (citing 8 H. Williams & C. Meyers, Oil & Gas Law 862-63 
(1987)), and cases referenced therein. 
Thus it is clear that the Division's royalty interest, 
consisting of a percentage share of the oil and gas produced, is a 
distinct and independent interest in land. This conclusion is 
further illustrated in two important respects. First, each of the 
leases subject to this dispute contains a provision allowing the 
lessor, the Division, to take its share of gas production in kind. 
The language of the lease is significant: 
Lessor may at its option, take its royalty gas in kind at 
the well store, provided expressly that lessee shall be 
under no obligation to furnish any storage facilities for 
royalty gas. 
(Emphasis added). Addendum C. 
By reference to the lessor's "royalty gas," the lease form 
establishes beyond doubt that the lessor, the Division, may retain 
a share of natural gas produced and saved separate and apart from 
that of the lessee, Enron. The lease form thus confirms the basic 
lessor/lessee relationship recognized under the common law of the 
14 
majority of oil and gas producing states, including Utah. 
Secondly, the lessor's royalty interest is treated separately 
for purposes of ad valorem taxation. The Utah Property Tax Act, as 
it existed during the years at issue, exempts "the property of the 
state, school districts and public libraries....11 Utah Code Ann. 
§59-2-1101 (1953), Utah Const, art. XIII, §2. In so doing, the 
Utah Property Tax Act necessarily recognizes the royalty interest 
of the State as separate and distinct from the interest of the 
lessee under its oil and gas leases. On the other hand, 
nongovernmental lessors are not exempt and are responsible for 
their proportionate share of ad valorem taxes. The Wyoming Supreme 
Court has addressed this issue and, in interpreting a statute 
similar in scope to the Utah Property Tax Act, found as follows: 
If a mining lease provides that the lessor shall have as 
royalty a certain share (which might in some cases be a 
very large share) of the minerals taken from the land, it 
might well be considered, for the purpose, at least, of 
taxation, that the lessor was the owner of the oil which 
he received as royalty, and assumed that, in the absence 
of an agreement in regard to the payment of a property 
tax based on production, each party to the lease intended 
that he should be liable for the tax on his share of the 
production. 
Miller v. Buck Creek Oil Co., 296 P. 43 (Wyo. 1928) ; see also, 
Ashland Oil Co. v. Jaeger, 650 P.2d 265 (Wyo. 1982). 
Thus it is clear that the lessor's interest in oil and gas 
production is a separate and distinct portion of oil and gas 
produced and saved. This principle is established by common law, 
by the provisions of the lease form and by the statutes governing 
taxation of these interests. 
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The Division's royalty gas is sold for the maximum lawful 
price allowed, and the Division is paid accordingly. No tax is 
paid on the Division's gas, and no tax reimbursement is received 
for it. Clearly, ad valorem tax reimbursements received by Enron 
were not part of the gross value of the Division's gas and in fact 
bear no relevance to it. 
This point is further illustrated by the fact that had the 
Division elected to take its gas in kind, it could have done so at 
the wellhead, and disposed of its gas in any way it wished. But 
the Division could not have received the tax reimbursement because 
no tax is assessed against its gas. Yet the Division here asserts 
that it should somehow be entitled to receive a portion of the tax 
reimbursement simply by declining to take its gas in kind. There 
is but one market value for the Division's gas. It is the same 
whether or not the gas is taken in kind. It is, after all, the 
same gas being produced from the same wells, and no good faith 
buyer would pay more for it because it was delivered by Enron 
rather than the Division. 
These issues were not discussed by the District Court in its 
decision. The lower court found only that market value for royalty 
purposes included tax reimbursements. This finding is totally 
unsupported upon this record, contrary to established principles of 
oil and gas law and must be reversed. 
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B. The Terms of the Applicable Oil and Gas Leases 
Require that Royalty be Paid Upon the Price 
Received for the Division's Share of Production 
Under Enron's Natural Gas Purchase Agreements, 
The provisions of Utah Code Ann, §65-1-18 were implemented by 
the specific language of each of the oil and gas leases subject to 
this dispute. As described in Note 4, at page 6 above, royalty 
provisions for each lease provide that royalty is a percentage of 
the reasonable market value of the production. The gas royalty 
clause further states that if the gas is sold under a contract, 
which is approved by the lessor, then such reasonable market value 
of the gas for purposes of determining royalty shall be the price 
at which the production is sold. The natural gas purchase 
agreements at issue here are clear, and they do not provide that ad 
valorem tax reimbursements are included within the market value of 
the natural gas purchased and delivered. 
1. Enron's Natural Gas Purchase Agreements do not 
Provide for Ad Valorem Tax Reimbursements on the 
Division's Share of Production. 
Even if it might be argued that ad valorem tax reimbursements 
received by Enron ought to be considered part of the "gross value" 
of production under Utah Code Ann. §65-1-18 (1953), the terms of 
Enron's gas purchase agreements provide that the Division's share 
of production is to be treated separately from the lessee's share 
and further dictate that tax reimbursements are not applicable to 
the Division's royalty share of production. The CIG Agreement 
provides that taxes will be reimbursed to the extent of increase in 
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tax after the date of the contract. Addendum E; Record at 73-75. 
It then states as follows: 
Taxes or assessments applicable to any royalty, 
overriding royalty, production payment, or similar 
interest shall be considered to be covered by the 
provisions hereof to the extent reimbursement made by 
Buyer to Seller with respect thereto is passed on by 
Seller to the owner of such royalty, overriding royalty, 
production payment or similar interest. 
Addendum E at 7; Record at 73-75. 
Consistent with the CIG Agreement, because the Divisionfs 
royalty interest was tax free, no portion of the tax reimbursements 
received by Enron under the Agreement were attributable to the 
Division's royalty interest. As noted, above, the CIG Agreement is 
controlling in terms of value under the applicable lease provisions 
implementing Utah Code Ann. §65-1-18. 
Even more to the point, the tax reimbursements clause under 
the Mountain Fuel Agreement specifically addresses the issue of tax 
free interests. The Mountain Fuel Agreement states that tax 
reimbursements are limited to taxes "borne by seller," and further 
provides as follows: 
When necessary, seller shall advise buyer in writing as 
to seller's interest in production, if any, which is 
exempt from taxes. 
Addendum D at 11; Record at 73-13. 
Again, the Mountain Fuel Agreement treats the Division's tax 
free share of production separately from the lessee's, and provides 
that no portion of the tax reimbursement paid will be applicable to 
it. 
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Clearly, the value of the Division's gas is the price paid for 
it. Any fair reading of the CIG Agreement and Mountain Fuel 
Agreement leads to the conclusion that ad valorem tax 
reimbursements are not paid upon the Division's distinct royalty 
share of production. If the provisions of the CIG Agreement and 
the Mountain Fuel Agreement are determinative of royalty value, 
which under the applicable lease terms they must be, the value of 
the Division's gas cannot include tax reimbursements. 
2. Enron's Natural Gas Purchase Agreements do not 
Include Tax Reimbursements as Part of the Price 
Paid for Production. 
Even if royalty is to be calculated based upon the total value 
of all production from these gas wells, the gas royalty clause in 
each respective oil and gas lease subject to this appeal provides 
that value for royalty purposes shall be "the price at which 
production is sold." See Note 4 above. That price is determined 
under the provisions of the applicable natural gas purchase 
agreements. Each of Enron's agreements clearly states that tax 
reimbursements constitute a separate contract provision and are not 
part of the purchase price paid for production. 
Not every item of exchange under a natural gas purchase 
agreement is relevant to the purchase price for production, or 
determinative of value for royalty purposes. Natural gas purchase 
agreements are typically long-term, complex contracts and contain 
many elements of value or consideration exchanged by both parties, 
only some of which determine value for royalty purposes. For 
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example, natural gas purchase agreements typically contain 
provisions, as do the contracts at issue here, to the effect that 
the purchaser must take and pay for a minimum quantity of natural 
gas, or if not taken, must pay for a minimum quantity and accept 
deferred delivery of gas. Obviously, these payments represent a 
significant benefit to Enron, especially since the gas paid for may 
not be delivered for an extended period of time, if ever. In 
Diamond Shamrock Exploration Corp. v. Hodel the United States 
Department of Interior took the position that because these 
payments, typically referred to as "take or pay" payments, 
represent a value to the producer and constitute money received for 
the purchase of gas, they represent value for royalty purposes. 
853 F.2d 1159 (5th Cir. 1988). The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals 
rejected this argument, finding significantly, that take or pay 
payments are not for the purchase of gas and that not every element 
of consideration exchanged pursuant to a natural gas purchase 
agreement necessarily constitutes an element of value for royalty 
purposes: 
While the take or pay obligation is intended to 
compensate the producer for the explicit commitment of 
reserves for a gas sales contract, this does not 
automatically mean that the take or pay obligation is 
part of the value of the gas. 
Id. at 1167, see also State v. Pennzoil, 452 P.2d 975. 
Clearly, only those elements of value pertaining to the price 
paid for the purchase and delivery of gas are part of "the purchase 
price at which production is sold...", and are relevant to its 
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value for royalty purposes. 
The tax reimbursement clause found in the CIG Agreement is 
contained apart from the pricing provisions. Addendum E; Record at 
73-75. The tax reimbursement clause is found in the CIG Agreement 
in Article V of Exhibit A to that Agreement. The pricing 
provisions are found in Article V in the body of the contract, and 
make no mention of tax reimbursements. Obviously, the price paid 
for production was not intended to include tax reimbursements. 
The pricing provisions of the Mountain Fuel Agreement are less 
conclusive, but no less clear in import. The tax reimbursement 
provision is found at Article VII-3. Addendum D; Record at 73-13. 
Under Article VII-1, the price of regulated gas "shall be the 
highest applicable base price, including all applicable 
escalations, on the date the gas is delivered." Addendum D; Record 
at 73-11. For gas qualifying as tight formation gas, the price 
"shall be that base price established by the FERC for such gas 
pursuant to its incentive pricing authority under the NGPA Section 
107." Addendum D; Record at 73-11. While the "total price" does 
include tax reimbursements, this provision is obviously designed to 
allow the producer, Enron, to recover the largest amount of 
contract benefits available to it under the NGPA. That it does not 
intend to include tax reimbursements as part of the price paid for 
gas delivered, is illustrated by the provisions of Article VII-
1(b), dealing with unregulated gas. Addendum D; Record at 73-11. 
It states that the price for unregulated gas may be negotiated in 
good faith between the parties and during any period in which a 
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negotiated price is not in effect, the price will be a specified 
price. The negotiated price and the fixed price do not include tax 
reimbursements, which remain in effect as to both regulated and 
unregulated gas pursuant to the provisions of Article VII-3. Read 
as a whole, the provisions of the Mountain Fuel Agreement, as well 
as the provisions of the CIG Agreement, clearly indicate that ad 
valorem tax reimbursements are not part of the "purchase price at 
which production is sold" as specified in the gas royalty 
provisions of each applicable oil and gas lease subject to this 
appeal. Market value for royalty purposes is established as the 
price at which production is sold under Enron's agreements, and 
that price does not include tax reimbursements. 
3. The Lease Provision Stating that Royalty Payments 
Must be Based Upon a Price Not Less Than That 
Received by the United States Does Not Require That 
Royalty be Paid on Ad Valorem Tax Reimbursements. 
In addition to the provisions discussed above, the gas royalty 
clause in each lease subject to this appeal contains a provision 
specifying that although the price at which production is sold 
under an approved contract will be determinative of market value, 
that price cannot "be less than that received by the United States 
of America for its royalty from gas of like grade and quality from 
the same field." See Note 4 above. In this case, both the Chapita 
Wells and the Natural Buttes Units consist predominantly of oil and 
gas leases issued by the United States. Further, these United 
States leases have been committed to the same gas purchase 
agreements. See Transcript at 11; Record at 185. The price 
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received for gas allocated to the United States leases and that 
allocated to the Division's leases is the same. Referring to the 
example in Addendum F, the price received for natural gas produced 
from state leases is $4.00 per unit, and the price received for gas 
allocated to the United States leases is also $4.00 per unit. The 
lease provision quoted above only requires that the price received 
for production under approved natural gas purchase agreements not 
be less than the price received for production on United States 
leases. It does not specify or imply that all elements of royalty 
valuation must be the same for state leases as for United States 
leases. Accordingly, this provision does not allow the Division to 
receive a royalty on ad valorem tax reimbursements that it would 
not otherwise be entitled to receive. 
As such, the position of the Department of the Interior as to 
whether or not royalty is due on ad valorem tax reimbursements is 
not relevant or applicable to this case. Should the Court find, 
however, that treatment of ad valorem tax reimbursements by the 
United States is relevant, the Court is advised that this issue, as 
it applies to the United States leases located in the Chapita Wells 
and Natural Buttes Units, is the subject of litigation presently 
pending in the United States Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals. Not 
surprisingly, the Department of the Interior takes the position 
that tax reimbursements are subject to royalty payments. The only 
Court to address this issue is the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals 
which, in a two to one decision, ruled that tax reimbursements are 
subject to royalty on United States leases. Hoover & Bracken 
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Energies. Inc. v. Department of Interior, 723 F.2d 1488 (10th Cir. 
1983) . However, that case involved leases located in the State of 
Oklahoma and was decided based upon Oklahoma case law. Although 
the decision when arrived at in the presently pending case in the 
Fifth Circuit may be relevant, it is Enron's position that Hoover 
& Bracken is not relevant to this particular case. 
Nevertheless, as stated, gas purchased from United States 
leases is sold under the very same contracts and at the very same 
price as gas allocated to the State leases at issue here. The 
provisions of the royalty clause requiring prices received under 
approved natural gas purchase agreements to be not less than the 
price received by the United States for its gas are not relevant to 
this appeal. 
C. Assessment of Royalty on Ad Valorem Tax 
Reimbursements Violates the Provisions of the 
Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978. 
With the enactment of the NGPA, the United States Congress 
established ceiling prices for several different categories of 
natural gas. The United States Supreme Court has ruled that 
because the NGPA's natural gas categories span both interstate and 
intrastate gas sales, the NGPA expanded federal control over gas 
pricing and effectively established a single system of control over 
the wellhead prices of natural gas. Transcontinental Pipe Line 
Corp. v. State Oil & Gas Board, 494 U.S. 400 (1986). 
In establishing maximum wellhead prices for various categories 
of natural gas, Congress weighed the conflicting interests of 
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natural gas consumers, pipelines and transportation companies, and 
producers, to establish a maximum price for natural gas that was 
high enough to compensate producers for the production of natural 
gas and to encourage exploration for new supplies, yet low enough 
to protect consumers who rely heavily upon natural gas for heat and 
other energy needs. See Comment, For Gas. Congress Spells Relief 
N-G-P-A: An Analysis of the Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978, 40 
U.Pitt. L. Rev. 429 (1979). As such, the maximum lawful price 
specified for each category of natural gas represents its inherent 
value as determined by Congress, as well as the highest price for 
which it can be sold. 
Nevertheless, although inclusion of ad valorem tax 
reimbursements as part of "gross value" or "market value" for 
royalty purposes results in a royalty value higher than the maximum 
lawful price specified under the NGPA, the District Court found 
that, "[t]his interpretation is not inconsistent with or contrary 
to other state or federal law." Record at 172. 
1. The District Court Ruling Establishes a Royalty 
Value Higher than the Maximum Lawful Price 
Specified in the Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978. 
As stated, the NGPA establishes the highest price for which 
natural gas in each described category can be sold. Significantly, 
the NGPA recognized the practice of tax reimbursements in long term 
agreements, and in Section 110 of the Act allows the seller to 
receive the maximum lawful price specified for its gas, in addition 
to tax reimbursements, provided that the producer pays the tax 
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being reimbursed. 15 U.S.C. §3320 (1990). A producer cannot 
receive a tax reimbursement for a tax that the producer does not 
pay, in addition to the maximum lawful price. 
As discussed above, the Division's royalty share of production 
is free of tax. By attempting to establish a value for royalty 
purposes which includes some portion of a tax reimbursement, the 
Division creates a value in excess of the maximum lawful price 
specified under the NGPA. Referring to the example set forth in 
Addendum F, the maximum lawful price specified is $4.00 per unit or 
.500 per unit for the Division's l/8th share. Yet the Division's 
royalty calculation results in royalty at a higher figure, .543750. 
Utah law provides and it was agreed to by the parties at the trial 
court level (Reply Brief at 13; Record at 139), that value for 
royalty purposes means that which a willing seller will accept and 
a willing buyer will pay for gas.8 Congress has dictated that 
which a willing seller can accept and a willing buyer can pay for 
the delivery of natural gas. As to the Division's share of gas, it 
does not include tax reimbursements. 
It is well established that value for royalty purposes is in 
fact limited by the maximum lawful price specified under the NGPA. 
In Bowers v. Phillips Petroleum Co. , 692 F.2d 1015 (5th Cir. 1982), 
the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals, interpreting Texas law, 
8
 "Fair market value" is defined for purposes of the Utah 
Property Tax Act as "the amount at which property would change 
hands between a willing buyer and a willing seller, neither being 
under any compulsion to buy or sell and both having reasonable 
knowledge of the relevant facts " Utah Code Ann. §59-2-102(2) 
(1987 & Supp. 1991). 
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addressed a circumstance where a lessor filed suit against an oil 
and gas lessee for improper payment of royalty. The plaintiff 
asserted that the royalty value of gas produced was not limited by 
the NGPA maximum lawful price specified for the category of gas 
produced, but should be calculated as if the gas were unregulated 
or in a different price category. The Fifth Circuit Court of 
Appeals held otherwise. In finding that the maximum lawful price 
effectively established the value for royalty purposes, the Court 
stated in relevant part as follows: 
Under Texas law, ^market value1 is determined by 
comparable sales of natural gas subject to federal price 
regulations similar to that to which the gas here is 
subject, for these legal restrictions limit the prices 
permitted in a transaction involving a willing buyer and 
a willing seller. We therefore affirm the District 
Court's ruling that, in the highly regulated market of 
natural gas sales, market value for royalty purposes 
cannot exceed the maximum ceiling price imposed on gas 
within that particular federally regulated category. 
Id. at 1020-21. 
The ruling in Bowers has been adopted in other jurisdictions. 
See Domatti v. Exxon Corp., 494 F.Supp. 306; Kinqerv v. Continental 
Oil Company. 626 F.2d 1261 (5th Cir. 1980). Because the NGPA 
controls the wellhead price of gas produced, it necessarily 
dictates what the gas can be sold for, and, therefore, its value; 
establishing value on any other basis ignores and violates the 
spirit as well as the letter of that statute. This Court is urged 
to follow the ruling in Bowers and its progeny, and reject the 
Division's position, as approved by the District Court, which 
establishes royalty value for the Division's share of production 
higher than the maximum lawful price permitted under the NGPA. 
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2. The District Court's Ruling Creates an Inherent 
Conflict with the Provisions of the Natural Gas 
Policy Act of 1978. 
The District Court's finding that its ruling was not in 
conflict with other State or federal laws is patently wrong, not 
only because it approves a royalty value higher than the maximum 
lawful price permitted under the NGPA, but also because it requires 
Enron and the Division to allocate tax reimbursements in a manner 
that is in direct conflict with the provisions of the NGPA and the 
stated positions of the FERC. Inclusion of a portion of Enron's 
tax reimbursements in the value of the Division's royalty share of 
gas requires an allocation of that portion of the tax reimbursement 
to a tax free interest. In the example set forth in Addendum F, 
the Division's position adds l/8th of .350 tax reimbursement to the 
price received to determine a royalty value. Because tax 
reimbursements may exceed the maximum lawful price only if the 
taxes are in fact paid, this allocation is in direct conflict with 
the provisions of the NGPA. 
This point is illustrated by the issues raised in a letter 
opinion issued by Robert L. Baum, Deputy General Counsel to the 
FERC. The question addressed is the same question now before the 
Court in this case. It concerned the applicability of a formula 
previously approved by the FERC to allocate tax reimbursements 
among various producers. The question presented was the 
applicability of that formula to circumstances where some of the 
gas was the royalty share of gas belonging to the United States and 
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was therefore tax exempt. The inquiry essentially asked whether or 
not tax reimbursements could in fact be allocated to a tax free 
royalty interest• In response, Deputy General Counsel Baum ruled 
that no portion of tax reimbursements received could be allocated 
to tax free royalty interest of the United States of America, 
stating in relevant part: 
The Commission [FERC] has not developed any formula for 
imputing tax reimbursement, since Section 110 of the NGPA 
and Section 271.1102 of the Commission's Interim 
Regulations permit reimbursement only for those State 
severance taxes actually borne by the seller.... 
Furthermore, since the NGPA does not provide for 
adjustments to the maximum lawful price for tax exempt 
transactions, the situation should not arise where a 
producer is taxed on that portion of the price which 
represents a reimbursement of taxes which are not 
assessed. 
See Addendum G. 
Thus, because Enron paid no tax on the Division's royalty 
interest, ad valorem tax reimbursements received by Enron cannot be 
allocated to the Division's royalty interest. To do so would 
violate the NGPA. Yet this allocation is precisely what the 
Division's position requires. 
Once again, the Division has created a fantasyland approach in 
which their position is based upon facts which do not exist. In 
reality, for the time period at issue, natural gas produced from 
the Chapita Wells and Natural Buttes Units was sold at the maximum 
lawful price under the auspices of the NGPA and the administration 
of the FERC. Yet the Division's position completely ignores the 
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NGPA. Value for royalty purposes must be determined based upon 
circumstances which actually exist, and not upon the Division's 
contrived version of what ought to have occurred. The Division's 
position, and the District Court's ruling substantiating it, must 
be reversed. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RELIEF SOUGHT 
The ruling of the District Court is incorrect in several 
respects, and must be reversed. It is abundantly clear on this 
record that tax reimbursements are not paid on or applicable to the 
tax exempt royalty interest of the Division. Tax reimbursements do 
not represent part of its value because no one paid, or could ever 
pay tax reimbursements for the royalty interest in this case. The 
District Court's ruling ignores these undisputed facts. 
Enron's position that no royalty is due on ad valorem tax 
reimbursements received by Enron is consistent with the statutory 
terms, the lease provisions and the NGPA. The ruling of the 
District Court is in direct conflict with the applicable statutory 
and lease terms and the provisions of the NGPA, and is unsupported 
by any controlling statutes, documents or theories. Most 
importantly, the District Court's ruling allows the Division to 
establish royalty values in a vacuum, with no reference to the real 
circum- stances under which natural gas is produced and sold. The 
District Court's ruling thus perpetuates the arbitrary and unfair 
practices that the Division's position in this case represents. It 
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is respectfully requested that the District Court's ruling be 
reversed. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 15th day of January, 1992. 
Dante L. Zarlengo 
PRUITT, GUSHEE & BACHTELL 
A. John Davis 
Attorneys for Appellant 
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Tab A 
STATE OF UTAH 
NATURAL RESOURCES 
State Lands & Forestry 
355 W North Temple • 3 Triad Center- Suite 400* Salt Lake City. UT W180-1204 • 801-538-5508 
Norman H Bangerter Governor 
Oee C. Hansen. Executive Director 
Ralph A. Maes. Division Director 
February 23, 1987 
Enron Oil & Gas Company 
Attn: Mr. Don Fox, Room 2132 
P.O. Box 1188 
Houston, TX 77251 
Certified Mail P 657 353 347 
Gentlemen: 
In a letter dated February 11, 1587, the Utah State Tax Commission Informed 
this Division a royalty audit had been completed covering the issue of ad 
valorem tax reimbursements for the wells in the Natural Buttes Unit and the 
Chapita wells in which Enron is the payor. This examination results in an 
assessment of $91,009.19 as summarized on the attached schedules. Payment is 
due within 60 days of the date you receive this notice. 
Since a copy of the above letter containing the audit detail was sent to your 
office, we will not duplicate the effort of sending it again. 
It should be noted, this audit covers a single issue on select wells. The 
assessment and settlement of this issue in no way prevents the Division from 
auditing and potentially making assessments on other issues for these 
properties or any other properties Enron is responsible for making royalty 
payments on. 
If you do not agree with this assessment, submit your reasons for disagreement 
In writing, together with detailed information and evidence to support you 
position. Such request for redetermination must be filed within 60 days. 
A. MILES, DIRECTOR 
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Nov 84 Jan 65 $11,437.43 $43,762.32 
Feb 85 $0.00 $43,762.32 
Mar 85 $0.00 $43,762.32 
Apr 85 $0.00 $43,762.32 
May 85 $0.00 $43,762.32 
Jun 85 $0.00 $43,762.32 
Jul 85 $0.00 $43,762.32 
Aug 85 $0.00 $43,762.32 
Sep 85 $0.00 $43,762.32 
Oct 85 $0.00 $43,762.32 
Nov 85 $0.00 $43,762.32 
Dec 85 $0.00 $43,762.32 
Nov 85 Jan 86 $15,635.53 $59,397.85 
Feb 86 $0.00 $59,397.85 
Mar 86 $0.00 $59,397.85 
Apr 86 $0.00 $59,397.85 
May 86 $0.00 $59,397.85 
Jun 86 $0.00 $59,397.85 
Jul 86 $0.00 $59,397.85 
Aug 86 $0.00 $59,397.85 
Sep 86 $0.00 $59,397.85 
Oct 86 $0.00 $59,397.85 
Nov 86 $0.00 $59,397.85 
Dec 86 $0.00 $59,397.85 
Jan 87 $0.00 $59,397.85 
Feb 87 $0.00 $59,397.85 
0.01500 
0.01500 
0.01500 
0.01500 
0.01500 
0.01500 
0.01500 
0.01500 
0.01500 
0.01500 
0.01500 
0.01500 
0.01500 
0.01500 
0.01500 
0.01500 
0.01500 
0.01500 
0.01083 
0.01083 
0.01083 
0.01083 
0.01083 
0.01083 
0.01083 
0.00641 
$656.43 
$656.43 
$656.43 
$656.43 
$656.43 
$656.43 
$656.43 
$656.43 
$656.43 
$656.43 
$656.43 
$656.43 
$890.97 
$890.97 
$890.97 
$890.97 
$890.97 
$890.97 
$643.28 
$643.28 
$643.28 
$643.28 
$643.28 
$643.28 $63,257. 
$685.08 
$405.48 
.52 
Total $29,387.61 
Enron Penalty Calculation 
1st 
Month Month Royalty Penalty Penalty 
Due Due Due Rate Due 
Nov 83 Jan 84 $9,989.27 0.06000 $599.36 
Nov 84 Jan 85 $11,437.43 0.06000 $686.25 
Nov 85 Jan 86 $15,635.53 0.06000 $938.13 
Total $37,062.23 $2,223.73 
Summary of Total Due 
Year 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
Royalty 
Due 
$12,899.35 
$9,436.27 
$9,989.27 
$11,437.43 
$15,635.53 
$0.00 
Interest 
Due 
$1,375.46 
$4,020.41 
$5,818.48 
$7,877.22 
$9,205.48 
$1,090.56 
Penalty 
Due 
$0.00 
$0.00 
$599.36 
$686.25 
$938.13 
$0.00 
Total 
Due 
$14,274.81 
$13,456.68 
$16,407.11 
$20,000.89 
$25,779.14 
$1,090.56 
$59,397.85 $29,387.61 $2,223.73 $91,009.19 
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R. PAUL VAN DAM (3312) 
Attorney General 
DAVID S. CHRISTENSEN (4294) 
Assistant Attorney General 
236 State Capitol 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114 
Telephone: (801) 538-1017 
FILED DISTRICT COURT 
Third Judicial District 
JAN 1 7 1991 
A SALT LAKE COU NTY 
Deputy Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
ENRON OIL AND GAS COMPANY, a 
Successor to Belco Petroleum 
Corporation, 
Petitioner/Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STATE OF UTAH, DEPARTMENT OF 
NATURAL RESOURCES, DIVISION OF 
STATE LANDS AND FORESTRY 
and the DIRECTOR OF THE 
DIVISION OF STATE LANDS AND 
FORESTRY, 
Defendants. 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Civil No. C8801203 
Judge Frank G. Noel 
The parties' cross motions for Summary Judgment came on 
for hearing on November 9, 1990. Plaintiff was represented by 
Dante L. Zarlengo and A. John Davis and Defendants were 
represented by David S. Christensen. After considering the 
memoranda and oral argument, and it appearing that there is no 
genuine issue as to any material fact and the Court can rule as a 
matter of law, and the Court having entered its ruling granting 
defendants' motion and denying plaintiff's motion, it is hereby 
ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that: 
1. The State is entitled to collect royalty on ad valorem 
and severance tax reimbursements. Both the statutory reference to 
"gross value" and the lease reference to "market value", are 
interpreted as a matter of law to include amounts received as tax 
reimbursements. This interpretation is not inconsistent with or 
contrary to other state or federal law. 
2. The State properly assessed additional royalties for tax 
reimbursements and is entitled to the amount paid by Enron for this 
assessment. 
3. Defendants' motion for summary judgment is granted, 
plaintiff's motion for summary judgment is denied, and plaintiff's 
complaint is dismissed. 
4. The parties hereto shall bear their respective costs and 
attorneys' fees. 
DATED this / / day of PVfe^ v^ --^  199S. 
BY THE COURT: 
Frank G. Noel, District Judge 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The foregoing was prepared by David S. Christensen, 
counsel of record for Defendants, and pursuant to Rule 4-504 of 
the Utah Code of Judicial Administration, was served by first-
class post-paid mail on the of , 19 to: 
Dante L. Zarlengo 
1801 Broadway, Suite 1600 
Denver, Colorado 80202 
A. John Davis 
PRUITT, GUSHEE & BACHTELL 
Beneficial Life Tower 
36 South State Street, Suite 1850 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
TabC 
Proof Read 
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MINERAL LEASE NO. 
APPLICATION NO ^-L GRANT S c h o o l 
Oil and Qas Lease 
2nd . January 53 
THIS INDENTURE OF LEASE entered into in duplicate this day of # AD Yr* 
by and between the STATE OF UTAH acting by and through the State Land Board, hereinafter called LESSOR, and 
COmNEHTAL OIL CQMPANX 
hereinafter called LESSEE, whether one or more 
WITNESSETH 
Section 1 RIGHTS OF LESSEE—That Lessor, m consideration of the rents and royalties to be paid and the covenants and 
agreements hereinafter contained and to be performed by Lessee, does hereby grant and lease to LESSEE the right to prospect and 
explore for and the exclusive right and privilege to drill for, mine, extract, remove and dispose of all oil and gas in or under the 
following described tract of land in the County of TJIKTAH , State of Utah, to-* it 
All of Section Two (2), Tovnahlp Mine (9) South, Range Twenty-two 
(22) East, Salt Lake Meridian, 
6A0#00 
containing acres, more or less, together with the rights to construct and maintain thereon all works, buildings, plants 
waterways, roads, communication lines, pipe lines, reservoirs, tanks, pumping stations, or other structures necessary to the full 
enjoyment thereof, subject, however to the conditions hereinafter set forth. 
The term gas as used in this lease shall be interpreted to mclude any substance, either combustible or non-combustible, which 
is produced in a natural state from the earth and which maintains a gaseous or rarefied state at ordinary temperature and pres-
sure conditions 
The term oil as used in this lease shall be interpreted to mclude any liquid hydrocarbon substance which occurs naturally in the 
earth, including drip gasoline or other natural condensates recovered from gas without resort to manufacturing process. 
Section t TERMS OF LEASE—This lease, unless terminated at an earlier date as hereinafter provided, shall be for a pri-
mary term of ten years from and after date hereof and for so long thereafter as oil or gas or either of them are produced m com-
mercial quantities from the leased premise 
In respect to the duration of the term of this lease, gas shall be deemed commercially produced from any "shut-in" gas well 
capable of producmg gas in commercial quantities when such gas cannot be reasonably marketed under the then existing market-
ing and transportation conditions, and such facts are shown to exist to the satisfaction of the Lessor, provided expressly that Lessee 
shall be obligated to pay to Lessor for each month during the "shut-in" period the sum of five cents (5c) per acre as rental in addi-
tion to the rentals herein provided for 
If a t the expiration of the primary term of this lease, leased substances are not being produced from said lands, but Lessee 
is then engaged in dnlling or reworking operations, or if after the expiration of the primary term production shall-cease but 
Lessee commences drilling or reworkmg operations within sixty (60) days thereafter, and such facts are shown to exist to the satis-
faction of the Lessor, then and in either of said events this lease shall contmue in force so long as drilling or reworkmg operations 
are being diligently prosecuted on the leased lands as determined by Lessor, and so long thereafter as oil or gas or either of them 
shall be produced in commercial quantities from the leased premises 
Section 3 ANNUAL RENTAL—Lessee agrees to pay to Lessor annually in advance as rental the sum of fifty cents (50c) per 
acre. The rental for the calendar year in which this lease is granted shall be that portion of such annual rental which is proportion-
ate to the period of time remaining in the calendar year durmg which the lease is issued, except as in this lease otherwise provided 
Any such rental paid hereunder shall be credited against the royalties, if any, which may accrue on production durmg the year for 
which such rental is paid. 
Section A ROYALTIES 
(a) Oil—LESSEE agrees to pay to LESSOR a royalty of twelve and one-half per cent (12%%) of the oil produced and saved 
from the leased premises, or, at the option of LESSOR, to pay to LESSOR the cash value of such royalty oiL When paid in monev 
the royalty shall be calculated upon the reasonable market value of the oil at the well, including any subsidy or extra payment 
which the lessees, or any successor in interest thereto, may receive, without regard as to whether such subsidy or extra payment 
shall be made in the nature of money or other consideration, and in no event shall the royalties be based upon a market value 
less than that used by the United States m the computation of royalties, if any, paid by this LESSEE to the United States of 
America on oil of like grade and gravity produced in the same field When LESSOR elects to take royalty oil in kind, such rovaltv 
oil shall be delivered on the premises where produced without cost to LESSOR at such time and m such t * ^ f provided by LESSEE 
as may reasonably be required by LESSOR, but in no event shall LESSEE be required to hold royalty oil in storage beyond the 
last day of the calendar month next following the calendar month m which the oil was produced LESSEE shall not be resmmnhi* 
or held liable for the loss or destruction of royalty oil m storage from causes over which LESSEE has no control «***«*«»iuic 
.v <b?, G / 8 T T L E S S 5 5 a l i f a 5 r e e 8 £ P a y M J^^ORtwelYe and one half per cent (12%%) of the reasonable market value at 
the well of all gas produced and saved or sold from the leased premises Where gas is sold under a contract, and sneh ennt^* \ « . 
been approved in wfole or conditionaUy by the LESSOR the reasonable market valul of such gaVfor t h e I m ^ S S t S S S i tte* 
royalties payable hereunder shall be the price at which the production is sold, provided that m no event shall the p n « todts be 
less than that received by the United States of America for its royalties from gas of like grade and quality from the sameTfield 
Provided expressly that the reasonable market value of processed or manufactured or extracted products, for the purposed com-
puting royalties hereunder, shall be the value after deducting the costs of processing, extracting or manufacture exceptthat the 
deduction for such costs may not exceed two-thirds of the amount of the gross of any such products without aonrovil hv XI 
LESSOR and, provided further that the market value of extracted, processed or manufactured products used m &*™™™L^Z 
of royalties hereunder shall not be less than the value used by the Umted States in its J S S S t i S ^ S ^ on S L S H S S S 
resulting from production of like grade and quality m the same field w«u«r pruaucis 
(c) Other Substances—Should the LESSEE encounter or discover on the leased premises any mineral substances other « , .« 
oil and gas or either of them, as herein defined, the LESSEE snail immediately report such fact to LeLESSOR. 
(d) Time of Payment—All royalties on production d u n r ^ any calenaar month shall be due and payable by LE<?<?FF f« 
LESSOR not later than the last day of the calendar month following that m which produced. pay*we oy LESSEE to 
Section 5. RIGHTS RESERVED TO LESSOR—The LESSOR expressly reserves: 
(a) Easements and Rights of Way—The right to permit for joint or several use in a manner which will not unreasonably 
interfere with LESSEE'S operations hereunder, such easements or rights of way upon, through or in the land hereby leased as may 
be necessary or appropriate to the working of other lands belonging to the LESSOR containing mineral deposits, or to the work-
ing of the land hereby leased for other than the hereby leased substances, and for other public purposes. 
(b) Surface Disposition—Leasing for Other Deposits—The right to use, lease, sell or otherwise dispose of the surface of 
said hereby leased lands, or any part thereof, under existing 6tate laws, subject to the rights herein granted and insofar as 
in the judgment of the LESSOR, said surface is not necessary for the use of the LESSEE in the exercise of the rights granted 
LESSEE hereunder; and also the right to lease mineral deposits, other than the hereby leased substances, which may be contained 
in said hereby leased lands. 
(c) Unitization—The right, with the consent of the LESSEE, to commit the hereby leased lands to a unit or co-operative plan 
of development and to establish, alter or change the drilling, producing and royalty requirements and term of this lease to conform 
thereunto. 
(d) Production Control—The right to alter or modify the quantity and rate of production to the end that waste may be elimin-
ated or that production may conform to the LESSEE'S fair share of allowable production under any system of state or national 
curtailment and proration authorized by law. 
Section 6. DRILLING AND DEVELOPMENT PROVISIONS. 
(a) Drilling Requirement—At any time after five years from the date of this lease, LESSOR may at its discretion, by writ-
ten notice to LESSEE, require LESSEE to commence operations for the drilling of a well upon the leased premises within not 
less than one hundred twenty days from the mailing of such notice to LESSEE. Upon LESSEE'S failure to so commence drilling 
operations within the time so required, this lease shall terminate and be without further force or effect. Failure of LESSEE to 
comply with such requirement of LESSOR as to commencement of drilling operations shall impose no liability upon LESSEE other 
than in respect to the resultant termination of LESSEE'S rights under this lease. 
(b) Offset Wells—Subject to the right of surrender as provided in this lease, LESSEE shall protect the oil and gas under the 
leased premises from drainage from adjacent lands or leases, and the LESSOR expressly reserves the right to require the com-
mencement, completion and operation of a well or wells, that it considers necessary for the protection of the leased premises from 
adjacent lands or leases. 
(c) Diligence—Proper Operations—LESSEE agrees: 
(1) After discovery and subject to the rights of surrender herein provided, to exercise reasonable diligence in producing oil 
and gas and in the drilling and operating of wells on the land covered hereby, unless consent to suspend operations temporarily is 
granted by the LESSOR; and 
(2) To carry on all operations hereunder in a good workmanlike manner in accordance with approved methods and practices, 
having due regard for the prevention of waste of oil and gas, or the entrance of water to the oil or gas bearing sands or strata, to 
the destruction or injury of such deposits, to the preservation and conservation of the property for future productive operations, 
and to the health and safety of workmen and employees; and 
(3) To take every reasonable precaution to prevent water from migrating from one stratum to any other and to protect any 
water bearing stratum from contamination; and 
(4) To securely and properly plug in an approved manner any well before abandoning it; and 
(6) To not drill any well within two hundred feet of any of the outer boundaries of the land hereby leased, unless to protect 
against drainage by wells drilled on lands adjoining less than two hundred feet from the property lines thereof; and 
(6) To conduct all operations subject to the inspection of the LESSOR and to carry out at the LESSEE'S expense all reason-
able orders and requirements of the LESSOR relative to the prevention of waste and preservation of the property, and the health 
and safety of workmen; and on failure of the LESSEE so to do the LESSOR shall have the right, together with other recourse 
herein provided, to enter on the property to repair damages or prevent waste at the LESSEE'S expense; and 
(7j To conduct all operations under this lease in accordance with the LESSOR'S rules and regulations governing exploration 
for ana production of oil and gas which are now in force, and with such reasonable rules and regulations as hereafter may be 
adopted by the LESSOR; and 
(8) To reimburse the owner or lessee of the surface of the leased premises, for actual damages thereto and injury to improve-
ments thereon resulting from LESSEE'S operations hereunder, provided that LESSEE shall not be held responsible for acts of 
providence or occurrences beyond LESSEE'S control. 
Section 7. DRILLING BOND—LESSEE agrees at the time of commencement of drilling operations to furnish a bond with 
an approved corporate surety company authorized to transact business in the State of Utah, or such other surety as may be accept-
table to the LESSOR, in the penal sum of not more than Five Thousand ($5,000.00) Dollars conditioned upon the payment of 
all moneys, rentals, and royalties accruing to the LESSOR under the terms hereof, and upon the fall compliance of all other terms 
>and conditions of this lease and the Rules and Regulations relating hereto,-and also conditioned on the payment of all damages 
to the surface and improvements thereon where the lease covers lands, the surface of which has been sold or otherwise leased. Such 
bond or bonds furnished prior to the development of the lands contained in this lease may be increased in such reasonable amounts 
as the LESSOR may decide after discovery of oil or gas. 
The LESSOR may waive the provisions of this section, as to this lease, upon the furnishing of a blanket bond by LESSEE 
extending to and including LESSEE'S operations hereunder. 
Section 8. LOGS—REPORTS—MAPS—LESSEE agrees to keep a log, in a form approved by the LESSOR, of each well 
drilled by the LESSEE on the lands hereby leased, showing the character of the formations, water, sands and mineral deposits 
penetrated by the drill, amount of casing, size and where set, and such other information as LESSOR may reasonably require, which 
log or copy thereof shall be furnished to the LESSOR. LESSEE agrees to file progress reports in a form prescribed by LESSOR, 
a t the end of each week while each well is being drilled, to file annually or at such times as LESSOR may require, maps showing 
the development and the location of all wells, pipe lines and other works used in connection with the operations of LESSEE upon 
said leased lands, and to make such other reports pertaining to the drilling and production operations of LESSEE on the said 
leased lands as may be called for by the LESSOR. LESSOR may waive such reports as conditions may warrant. 
LESSOR shall treat as confidential all reports, and other material filed pursuant to this paragraph, marked "confidential" by 
the LESSEE, for a period of one year from the date of filling. 
Section 9. CABLE TOOL WELLS—NOTICES OF WATER ENCOUNTERED—LEAVING OF CASING—In the drilling of 
wells by cable tools under authority of this lease, all water bearing strata shall be noted in the log. LESSEE shall promptly give 
notice to LESSOR when water has been encountered and such notice shall include an estimate of the possible amount of flow of 
said water. LESSOR may, as herein below provided, in any case where a cable tool well drilled hereunder would otherwise be 
abandoned, elect to require that all or any part of the casing shall be left in any well when LESSOR deems it to the interest of 
the State of Utah to maintain said well for water. If LESSOR so elects, it shall so notify LESSEE of such election within fifteen 
days after receipt from LESSEE of notice of intention to abandon any cable tool well where water has been encountered. In any 
case in which the LESSEE incorporates in the notice of discovery of water a declaration that LESSEE desires to plug and abandon 
the well, such notice of election shall be given by LESSOR to LESSEE within twenty days after receipt of such notice of discovery. 
If LESSOR so notifies LESSEE it shall specify in the notice of election what part of the casing is to be left in the welL Failure 
of LESSOR to give such notice of election within the times provided herein shall be deemed an election by LESSOR not to require 
any casing to be left in the well. 
Section 10. DEFAULTS OF LESSEE—Upon failure or default of the LESSEE or ASSIGNEE to comply with any of the pro-
visions or covenants hereof the LESSOR is hereby authorized to cancel this lease and such cancellation shall extend to and include 
all rights hereunder as to the whole of the tract so claimed, or possessed, by the LESSEE or ASSIGNEE so defaulting, but shall not 
extend to nor affect the rights of any other LESSEE or ASSIGNEE claiming any portion of the lands upon which no default has 
been made; provided, that in the event of a default LESSOR shall, before any such cancellation shall be made, send by registered 
mail to the LESSEE or ASSIGNEE so defaulting, to the postoffice address of said LESSEE or ASIGNEE, as shown by the rec-
ords of the LESSOR, a notice of intention to cancel, specifying the default for which cancellation is made, and if within thirty (80) 
days from the date of mailing said notice, the said LESSEE or ASSIGNEE shall have paid all rents or royalties in default, and 
shall have to the satisfaction of the LESSOR commenced to remedy any other default specified in said notice, there shall not be 
a cancellation thereof. 
Section 11. LESSOR'S RIGHTS OF ACCESS TO LEASED PREMISES AND LESSEE'S RECORDS—It is understood and 
• «»*—* *»- «~^ w^*-.^« *u~
 M _ ^ ^ i.~—*~ +k»* T r o c n p \¥m A«tMAM **A . M « f i mhaU k m th* ritrht at all reasonable times to eo in 
Section It. TRANSFERS OF INTEREST BY LESSEE—LESSOR will not permit any assignment of this lease, or of anv 
interest therein, or any sub-lease or operating agreement as to the leased lands, or any portion thereof, unless and until such 
assignment, transfer, sub-lease or operating agreement is approved by the LESSOR. Any such instrument shall be filed with 
LESSOR within ninety days from the date of final execution thereof, and when and provided it is approved by the LESSOR, shall 
take effect as of the date of its execution. Subject to the necessity of approval as herein set out, all of the terms, covenants, conditions 
and obligations of this lease shall extend to and shall be binding upon the successors in interest of the LESSEE. The LESSEE 
further agrees not to enter into any agreements limiting, restricting, prorating, or otherwise affecting the natural production from 
said lands m any way or in any event without the consent in wilting of the LESSOR first had and obtained. 
Section IS. SURRENDER BY LESSEE—LESSEE may surrender this lease as to all or any part of the leased lands but not 
less than a quarter of a quarter section or a surveyed lot, by filing with the LESSOR a written relinquishment; which relinquish-
ment shall be effective as of the date of filing and thereupon LESSEE shall be relieved from any liability thereafter to accrue as to 
the lands so surrendered, provided that such surrender shall not relieve LESSEE from any rental or royalty obligations accruing 
prior to the date of such surrender, and provided further that such surrender shall not relieve LESSEE'S obligation to properly 
plug and abandon any well drilled prior to such surrender, unless LESSOR at the time or prior to such relinquishment shall have 
requested LESSEE not to plug and abandon any well not theretofore plugged or abandoned. 
If any portion of the leased lands are surrendered, the annual rental payable hereunder shall hereafter be reduced proportion-
ately. 
Section, 1U. EXCESS HOLDINGS—LESSEE agrees to observe faithfully the provisions of Title 86, Chapter 1, Section 18, 
Utah Code Annotated 1943 as amended. 
Section IS. FAILURE OF LESSOR'S TITLE—It is understood and agreed that this lease is issued only under such title as 
the State of Utah may now have or hereafter acquire, and that the LESSOR shall not be liable for any damages sustained by the 
LESSEE, nor shall the LESSEE be entitled to or claim any refund of rentals or royalties theretofore paid to the LESSOR in the 
event the LESSOR does not have the title to the mmerals in the leased lands. If LESSOR owns a less mterest m the leased lands 
than the entire and undivided fee simple estate in the leased minerals, then the royalties herein provided shall be paid the LESSOR 
only in the proportion which its interest bears to said whole and undivided fee simple mineral estate in said lands. 
Section 16. NOTICES—All notices herein provided to be given or which may be given by either party to the other except as 
otherwise provided by law shall be deemed to have been fully given when made m writing and deposited in the United States mail, 
postage prepaid, and addressed as follows: 
to the LESSOR— 
State Land Board 
105 State Capitol 
Salt Lake City 1, Utah 
and to the LESSEE— 
Continental QU Coapany 
1755 Glenam Place, 
D«T8T 2, Colorado 
The addresses to which the notices shall or may be mailed, as foresaid to either party, shall or may be changed by written 
notice given by such party to the other as hereinabove provided. 
Nothing herein contained shall preclude the giving of any such notice by personal service. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereto subscribed their names the day and year first above written. 
ATTORNEY G^K^A^L 
St 
STAfE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF 
On the X6 
Salt Lake 
day of October 19 53»Personally appeared before me A N Sndi.h » 
who being by me duly sworn did say that he is the Executive Secretary of the State Land Board of the State of Utah and that said 
instrument was signed in behalf of said Board by resolution of the Board, and said * %r S m i t h acknowledged 
to ma that said Board executed the same in behalf of the State of Utah. 
' /Given under my hand and seal this j £ day of O c t o b e r 
My commission Expires: 
19 53 
October 13, 1956 Notary Pubhotfesiding at 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
} -STAXE OF COUNTY OF 
On the day of 19 , personally appeared before me 
the signer of the above instrument, who duly acknowledged to me that 
Given under my hand and seal this day of 
executed the same. 
19 
My commission Expires: 
Notary Public, residing at: 
SW&PF COLORADO . 
COUNTY OF DENVER J 88t 
Onthe ^ ^ a y o f O c t o b e r ^ . p e r s o n a l l y a p p e a r e d b e f o r e m e J « W * L I M > E L L 
who being by me duly sworn did say that he is an officer of C o n t i n e n t a l O i l C o m p a n y ^ that said instrument 
was signed in behalf of said corporation by resolution of its Board of Directors, and said J « ^ . L I D DELL acknowledged 
to me that said corporation executed the same. 
Given under my hand and seal this ^ ^ d a y of O c t o b e r ^ ^ 3 
My commission Expires: My Commission expires October 1. 1957 "6tt«^ ~T- ^ ^ ^ J l a n v e P - C o l o ^ d * 
Proof Read 
IIS LR 
O 1 rr — -N 
MrNERAL LEASE NO. <- 1 xJ f { 
APPLICATION NO U ^ GRANT: S c h o o 1 
0/7 and Gas Lease 
"miS INDENTURE OF LEASE entered into in duplicate this 1 0 t h dav of A p r i l
 J 0 ^ a n r f b e r w e e n 
the Stare Land Board. Room 105, State Capitol Building, Salt Lake Citv M, Utah, acting in behalf of the State of Utah, hereinafter called 
the LESSOR, and MIDtfEST O I L CORPORATION 
1700 Broadway 
Denver 2, Colorado 
hereinafter called the LESSEE, whether one or more, under and pursuant to Title 65, Utah Code Annotated, 1953. 
WITNESSETH: 
Section I. RIGHTS OF LESSEE—That Lessor, in consideration of the rents and royalties to be paid and the covenants and agreement* 
hereinafter contained and to be pertormed bv Lessee, does hereby grant and lease to LESSEE the right to prospect and explore for and the 
exclusive right and pmuege to drill for. extract, remove and dispose ot ail oil and gas in or under the following described traa of land in the 
County of U i n t a h State of Utah, t o w n . 
All of Section Thirty-two (32), Township Ten (10) South, Range Twenty-one (21) 
Eaat, Salt Lake Meridian, 
containing * acres, more or lea, together with the nfhts to construct and maintain thereon all work*, buildings, plane*, water* 
wsys, roads, communication lines, pipe lines, reservoirs, tanks, pumping stations, or other structures necessary to the full enjoyment thereof, 
subject, however to the conditions hereinafter set forth. 
The term gas as used in this lease shall be interpreted to include any substance, either combustible or non-combustible, which is produced in 
a gaseous state trom the earth and which maintains a gaseous or rarefied state at ordinary temperature and pressure conditions, and shall not 
include gas wnich results from transformation ot solid hydrocarbons by artificial introduction of heat 
The term oil as used in this lease shall be interpreted to include any liquid hydrocarbon substance which occurs naturally in liquid form 
in the earth, including drip gasoline or other natural condensates recovered from gas, and shall not include oil which results from transformation 
of solid hvdrocarbons by artificial introduction ot neat. 
Section 2. TERM OF LEASE—This lease, unless terminated at an earlier date as hereinafter provided, shall be for a primary term of five 
years from and attet the first day ot the month next succeeding the date ot issuance hereof and for so long thereafter as oil and gas or either 
of them fa produced in paving quantities from tne leased premises. 
If drilling operations are being diligently prosecuted on the leased premises at the end of the primary term of any oil and gas lease, 
the primary term ot «aid lease shall be automatically extended for a term of two additional years. An extension rider shall be i«sued bv the 
state land board within thirty dav< after the expiration ot the primary term and upon application of the lessee and satisfactory «howinc ot due 
diligence in prosecution ot such drilling operation AH provisions at the lease will remain in full force and effect during the extended term. 
Lessee shall be entitled to an extension of live years on this lease if Lessee makes application within 90 days prior to the expiration of the 
lease and providing the following requirements are met 
(1) Rentals due have been paid and all abandoned wells have been properly plugged. 
(2) The iand under lease does not lie within four sections in any direction from a section with a commercially productive well fir«t dis-
covered afur the date of issuance ot the lease unless tne «aid lessee had at least a 25% working interest in such first discovered well at the time of 
discovery. 
(3) The application for extension is accompanied by the advance payment of rental for the sixth year. 
(4) If a bond was required and filed with the lease, consent of surety to the extension must be filed ot a new bond filed, unless the bond 
with the record covers all extensions ot the lease. 
The fact that drilling operations are being diligently prosecuted on the leased premises at the expiration of an extended term of this lease 
shall not extend its term, and in no event «ha!i the term of this lease be extenaed beyond ten years from the first day of the month following 
its date of issuance, except at, provided bv section 65-1-89 .U.C.A. , *«
 ftn _ ^ _ « „ . » - « - « . - « . « . . « . • - u « ^ « » ^ f - o ^ 
5T.25 pe* acre tor tne f i r s t year .and 91.00 per acre per annum thereafter. 
Section J. A N N U A L RENTAL—Lessee agrees to pay to Lessor annually m • s v t w w w t t m n ttie^wwvi-mw;^ioHaT^1,<Wr'-prr,irrgr 
Any such rental paid hereunder shall be credited aeainst the royalties, if any, which may accrue on production during the year for which such 
rental u paid. 
Section 4. ROYALTIES 
(a) Oil—LESSEE agrees to pav to LESSOR a royalty of twelve and one-half per cent (12,/2<&) or such higher per cent as is now provided 
by Chapter I. Title 65. U C.A. 1953 as amended, of the oil produced and saved from the leased premises: or. at the option ot LESSOR. 
to pay to LESSOR the cash value of <uch rovaltv oil When paid in monev, the rovalry shall be calculated upon the rea«onable market value 
of the oil at the well, including any <ub«idy or extra payment which the lessees, or any successor in interest thereto, may receive, without re-
gard as to whether such suostdy or extra payment snail he made in the nature of money or other consideration, and in no event «haJl the royalties 
be based upon a market value less than that used bv the United States tn the computation of revalues, if anv, paid by this LESSEE to the 
United States of America on oil of live grade ana gravity produced in the same field. When LESSOR elects to take royalty oil in kind, such 
royalty oil shall be delivered on tne premt«es wnere produced without cost to LESSOR at such time and in such tanxs provided by LESSEE *$ 
may reasonably be required bv LESSOR, but in no event shall LESSEE be reauired to hold rovaltv oil in <torage bevond the last dav ot tne 
calendar month next following the calendar montn in which the oil was produced. LESSEE shall not be responsible or held liable for the lo«s 
or destruction of rovalty oil in storage from causes over which LESSEE has no control. 
(b) Gas—LESSEE also agrees to pay to LESSOR twelve and one half ptr cent {WAVc) or such higher ptr cent as is now provided bv 
Chapter 1. Title 65. U C J \ 1953 as amended, oi tne reasonable market value at the well of all gas produced and «aved or «old from rhc lea«ed 
premises. Where gas is sold under a contract, and «uch contract has been approved in whole or conditionally bv the LESSOR, the rea«onacle 
market value ot such gas for the purpose of determining the royalties pavable hereunder «hall be the price at wntch the production is *old pro-
vided that in no event *hail the price lor gas he ie«« than that received bv tne United States ot America tor us royalties from ga« of like grade 
and quality from the «ame field. Provided expre««lv tnat the reasonable market value of processed or manufactured or extracted products, for the 
purpose of computing royalties hereunder, shall be tne value after deductine the costs oi proce«sine\ extractme or manufactu-e ctccm that 
the deduction tor such costs mav not exceed :wo-tnirds of the intount ot the cross oi anv «uch products without aoproval bv the LESSOR and 
provided further that the market value ol extractea. processed or manufactured products used in the computation «>f rovaltics hereunder shall 
not be less than the value used by the United States in it-* computation of royalties on similar products resulting trom production ot like grade 
and quality in the same field 
(c) Other Substances Should the LESSEE encounter or discover on the leased premises any mineral substances other than otl and faa 
either oi them, at herein denned, the LESSEE shall immediately report such fact to the LESSOR. 
<c) Anv .crctmcnc to vtcatc or anv u«.Cnmcnt creatine overriding royalty or pavmcnK mil ..f prmhut on of m v U c e t ^ d i n . . per 
.cnt oi the value oi production removed or M.IJ from tn„ ka^d land- -mil ^c *ub.eu to tnr auihor.tv o. tne tau . ..id h„ rd to , ^ » , c i-u 
Proper panic* tnereto to u«pcnd or nuniiiv MIJI nivalin, or payment, ui ... prnduuion in .M» manner i* max o< niMinanlc wn.n inu dur 
!nq «uch period- ol time a* cnev nuv ton«tittitc an unuuc n..ni»n.k rurdvn upon the rca«»nanlc operation- oi «un i n c 
LESSOR mav at it« option taKe ,t« rovaity *a« in Kind at well «tore provided cxPre-Jv that LESSEE «hi.l S. under no onhcaimn to 
furnish an> «torai»c 'ac.l *-» x— —\ar\ C3' 
Section 3. RIGHTS RESERVED TO LESSOR—The LESSOR expressly reserve*: 
(s) Easements and Rifhts of Way—The nght to permit for >oint or several use in a manner which will not unressonably interfere with 
LESSEE'S operanons hereunder, such easements or nghts of way upon, through or in the land hereby leased as may be nf««ssary or ap-
propriate to the working of other lsnds belonging to the LESSOR containing mineral deposits, or to the working of the land hereby leased 
for other than the hereby leased substances, and for other public purposes. 
(b) Surface Dispottnon—Leasing for Other Depostts—Tne right to use, lease, sell or otherwise dispose of the surface of ssid { ^ J I T leased 
lands, or any part thereof, under ensnng state laws, subiect to the nghts herein granted and insofar as in the judgment of the LESSOR, 
said surface is not necessary for the use of the LESSEE in the exercise of the nghts granted LESSEE hereunder, and also the nght to 
lease mineral deposits, other than the hereby leased substances, which may be contained in said hereby leased lands. 
(c) Uninxanon—The nght. with the consent of the LESSEE, to commit the hereby leased lands to a unit or co-operanve plan of de-
velopment and to establish, alter or change the drilling, producing and royalty requirements and term of this lease to conform thereunto. 
(d) Production Control—The nght to alter or modify the quantity and rate of producnon to the end that waste may be eliminated or 
that producnon may conform to the LESSEE'S fair share of allowable producnon under any system of state or national curtailment and 
proranon authorised by law. 
Section 6 DRILLING AND DEVELOPMENT PROVISIONS 
(a) Drilling Requirement—At anv time after one year from the date of this lease, LESSOR may at its discretion, by wnrren nonce to 
LESSEE, require LESSEE to commence operanons for the dnlling of a well upon the leased premises within not less than one hundred 
twenty days from the mailing of such nonce to LESSEE. Upon LESSEE'S failure to so commence drilling operanons within the nme to 
required, this lease shall terminate and be without further force or effect. Failure of LESSEE to comply with such requirement of LESSOR 
as to commencement of dnlling operanons snail impose no liability upon LESSEE other than in respect to the resultant terminanon of 
LESSEE'S nghts under this lesse. 
<b) Offset Wells—Subject to the nght of surrender as provided in this lease. LESSEE shall protect the oil ana gas under the leased 
premises from drainage from adjacent lands or leases, and the LESSOR expressly reserves the nght to require the commencement, com-
ptcnon and opcranon of a well or wells, that it considers necessary for the protecnon of the leased premises from adjacent lands or leases. 
(c) Diligence—Proper Operanons—LESSEE agrees: 
(1) After discovery and subject to the nghts of surrender herein provided, to exercise reasonable diligence in producing otl and gas 
and in the drilling and operating of wells on the land covered hereby, unless consent ro suspend operanons temporarily i* granted by the 
LESSOR, snd 
(2) To carry on all operanons hereunder in a good workmanlike manner in accordance with approved methods and praences, having 
due regard for the prevention of wasta of oil and gas, or the entrance of water to the oil or gas bearing sands or strata, to the desrrucnoo 
or injury of such deposits, ro the preservation and conscrvanon of the property for future produenve operanons, and to the health and 
safety of workmen and employees; and — 
(3) To take every reasonable precauoon to prevent water from nugraang from one stratum to any other and to protect any water bear-
ing stratum from conraminanon; and 
(4) To securely and properly plug in an approved manner any well before abandoning ir, and 
(5) To not dnll an? well except in conformity with law snd with the rule* snd regulation* of the Utsh Oil & Gas Conservstion Commis-
sion, and 
(6) To conduct all operanons subject to the inspecnon of the LESSOR and to carry our at the LESSEE'S expense all reasonable orders 
and requircmena of the LESSOR rclanve to the prevenuon of waste and preservmaon of the property, and the health and safety of workmen; 
and on failure of the LESSEE so to do the LESSOR trull have the right, together with other recourse herein provided, to enter on the 
property to repair damages or prevent waste at the LESSEE'S expense; and 
(7) To conduct all operanons under dus lease in accordance with the LESSOR'S rules snd regulations governing exploration for and 
producnon of oil and gas which sre now in force, and with such reasonable rules and regulanons as hereafter may be adopted by the 
LESSOR, and 
(8) To reimburse the owner or lessee of the surface of the leased premises, for actus!-damages thereto and injury to improvemena 
thereon resulnng from LESSEE'S operations hereunder, provided that LESSEE shall not be held responsible for acta of providence or oc-
currences beyond LESSEE'S control. 
Section 7 DRILLING BOND-LESSEE agrees ar the nme oi commencement of drilling operanons to furnish a bond with an approved 
corporate surety company suthonsed to transact business in die Sate of Utah, or such other surety as may be acceptable to the LESSOR, in 
the penal sum oi not more than Five Thousand ($5,000.00) Dollars condiooned upon the payment of all moneys, rentals, and royalnes ac-
cruing to the LESSOR under the terms hereof, and upon the full compliance with all other terms and conditions of this lease and the Rule* 
and Regulsnons relating hereto, and also condiooned on the payment of all damages to the surface and tmprovcmcncB thereon where the 
lease covers lands, the surface of which has been sold or otherwise leased. Such bond or bonds furnished pnor to the development of die 
Lands contained in this lease may be increased in such reasonable iroouno as the LESSOR msy decide after discovery of otl or fas. 
The LESSOR may waive the provisions of dus accnon, as to this lease, upon the furnishing of a blanket bond by LESSEE extending to 
and including LESSEE'S operanons hereunder. 
Section d LOGS • REPORTS • MAPS — LESSEE agrees to keep a log, in a form approved by the Oil and Gas Conscrvanon Commission, ot 
each well drilled by LESSEE on the leased lends, snd sgrces to file the same, together with such reports, maps snd supplements as may be re-
quired, with said Commission LESSEE also sgrces to furnish LESSOR copies of such logs, reports, snd sny other informanon which LESSOR 
•nay request from nme to time 
Section 9. CABLE TOOL WELLS-NOTICES OF WATER ENCOUNTERED-LEAVINO OF CASING- in the dnlling of wella by 
cable tools under authority of this lease, all water bearing strata shall be noted in the log. LESSEE shall promptly grve nonce to LESSOR 
when water has been encountered and such notice shall include an esnmate of the possible amount of flow of said water. LESSOR may, as 
herein below provided, in any case where a cable tool well drilled hereunder would otherwise be abandoned, elect to require that ail or 
any part of the casing shall be left in any well when LESSOR deems it ro the interest of the Sure of Utah to maintain said well for water. 
If LESSOR so elects, it shall so nonfy LESSEE of such elccnon within fifteen days after receipt from LESSEE of nonce of intention to 
abandon any cable tool well where water has been encountered. In any case in which the LESSEE incorporates in die nonce of discovery 
of water a declaration that LESSEE desires to plug and abandon the well, such nonce of election shall be given by LESSOR or LESSEE with-
in twenty days after receipt of such nonce of discovery If LESSOR so notifies LESSEE it shall specify in the nonce of elecnon what part 
of the casing is to be left in the welL Failure of LESSOR to give such nonce of elecnon within the times provided herein snail be deem-
ed an elecnon by LESSOR not to require any casing to be left in the welL 
Ueao\W' DEFAULTS OF LESSEE-Upon failure or default of the LESSEE or ASSIGNEE to comply with any of the provisions or 
covenants hereof die LESSOR u hereby sumorued ro cancel dus lease and such cancellsnon shall extend to and include all rights here-
under as to die whole of the tract so claimed, or possessed, by m e LESSEE or ASSIGNEE so defaulnng, but shall not extend to nor 
affect the nghts of any other LESSEE or ASSIGNEE claiming any poroon of the lands upon which no default has been made; provided, that 
in die event of a default LESSOR shall before anv such canccllanon shall be made, send by registered mail to the LESSEE or ASSIGNEE 
so defaulnng. to the postofiice address of said LESSEE or ASSIGNEE, as shown by the records of the LESSOR, a nonce of intention to 
f ^ ^ e , p e a i 1 2 2 S r > ^ d ' f m ^ t . iot wh*fh . . " n ^ ^ o o n » nude, and if within thirty (30) daya from the date of mailing said nonce, the said 
LESSEE or ASSIGNEE shall have paid all rcna or royalnes in default, and shall have to die satisfaction of the LESSOR commenced to 
remedy any other default spcoacd in said nonce, there shall not be a canccllanon dicreof. 
. ^ - i ! ? * ? llm L E S S O R ' S WGHTS OF ACCESS TO LEASED PREMISES A N D LESSEE'S RECORDS-Ir is understood and agreed by and 
between the parnea hereto that LESSOR, its officers and ageno, shall have me nght at ail reasonable times to go in and upon the leased 
!.r*4- mnd m m i * * Aunnm th« t»nn of said lease to insoect tne work done and the progress diereof on said lands and the products oo-
Section 12 TRANSFERS OF INTEREST BY LESSEE—LESSOR will not pcmut an? assignment of this lease, or of an? interest therein, 
or an? tub-lease or opcranng agreement as to the leased lands, or any portion thereof, unless and unnl such assignment, transfer, sub-lease 
or operating agreement u approved by the LESSOR. Any «uch instrument shall be filed with LESSOR within ninety dsys from the data of 
final execution thereof, and when and provided it u approved by the LESSOR, shall take etfecr as of the date of its execution. Subfecr 
to the necessity of spproval as herein set out, all of the terms, covenants, condmons and obligations of this lease shall extend to and 
shall be binding upon the successors in interest of the LESSEE. The LESSEE further agrees not to enter into any agreements It mi ring, 
restricting, prorating, or otherwise adeenng the natural production from said lands in any way or in any event wimout the coosent m 
wnong of the LESSOR first had and obtained. 
Section 13 SURRENDER BY LESSEE—LESSEE may surrender this lesse as to all or any part of the leased lands but not leas than a 
quarter of a quarter section or a surveyed lot, by filing with the LESSOR a written relinquishment; which relinquishment shall be etfco 
nve as ot the dste of filing and thereupon LESSEE shall be relieved from any liability thereafter to accrue as to the lands so surrendered, 
provided that such surrender shall not relieve LESSEE from any rental or royalty obiigaaons accruing prior to the date of such surrender, 
and provided further that such surrender shall not relieve LESSEE'S obligaoon to properly plug and abandon any well drilled prior to such 
surrender, unless LESSOR at the tunc or prior to such relinquishment shall have requested LESSEE not to piug and abandon any well not 
theretofore plugged or abandoned. 
If any poraon of the leased lands arc surrendered, the annual rental payable hereunder shall hereafter be reduced proportionately. 
Section U WATER—If the Lessee shall initiate or establish any water right on the leased premises such a right shall be-
come an appurtenance of the leased premises, and. upon the termination of the lease, the Lessee shall convey the right to the Lessor. 
Section 15 FAILURE OF LESSOR'S TITLE—It u understood and agreed that this lease at issued only under tucn t»de as she State 
of Utah may now have or hereafter acquire, and thst die LESSOR shall not be liable for any damages sustained by the LESSEE, nor shall 
the LESSEE be crmded to or claim any refund of rentals or royalties theretofore paid to the LESSOR in the event the LESSOR does not 
have the ntle to the minerals in the leased lands. If LESSOR owns a less interest in the leased lands than the ennre and undivided fee 
simple eststc in the leased minerals, then the royalnes herein provided shall be paid die LESSOR only in the proportion which in tntreet 
bears to said whole and undivided fee simple miners! estate in said lands. 
Section 16 NOTICES—All nonces herein provided to be pven or which may be given by cither party to the other, except as otherwise 
provided by isw, shall be deemed to have been fully given when made in wnnng snd deposited in the United Ststes msil, postage prepaid-, and 
addressed to the Isst known sddress of the parties. 
Section 17 CONSENT TO SUIT—Lessee consents to suit in the courts oi the State of Utah in any dispute anting under the terms of this 
lease or as a result of operanons earned on under this lease Service of process in any such acnon u hereby agreed to be sufficient if sent by regis-
tered msil to «he Lessee st the last known address appcanng on Lessors records 
IN wU NESS WHEREOF, the paroa have hereto subscribed their names the day and year first above written. 
STATE OF UTAH 
STATE LAND BOARD // £ 
r 'waicro 
A T T E S T ;
 o / MIDWEST OIL CORPORATICH 
_ y / - > \y/y^ 7 # 
STATE OF COLORADO- ? 
) ss 
CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER ) 
On the ss day of / / U w A. D. 1964, personally appeared 
^
f : " "*-
 u M r c ^ T7» :<N0* 1. who being by me duly .worn, did say, 
tnat he is the Vice President of MIDWEST OIL CORPORATION, and that said 
instrument was signed m behalf of said corporation by authority of its by-laws 
a n d s a u | DOUCLAS w. KNOX , acknowledged to me that .aid corporation ' 
executed the same. 
Notary public 
My commission e x p i r e * M Commission expires June 28. 1967 uAov 
STATE OF UTAH 1 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE J 
On the day d¥fly * 9 '%4 19 , personally appeared before me Max C Gardner, who being by me duly 
sworn did say that he is Director of the State Land Board of the State of Utah and that said instrument was signed in behalf of 
said Board by resolution of the Board, and said Max C Gardner acknowleded to me that said Board executed the same in behalf 
oi the State ox Utah. 
Given under my hand and aeal this day of 
TabD 
;:::V.CATf 
UAiGiNAL 
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GAS PURCHASE AGREEMENT 
i 
\ 
THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into this 22nd day of January, 1982, by and 
between BELCO DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, One Dag Hammarskjold Plaxa, New York, New York 
10017, hereafter •Seller," and MOUNTAIN' rUEL SUPPLY COMPANY, a Utah corporation. Post 
Office Box 1136t, Salt Lake City, Utah 84139, hereafter "Buyer** (Seller and Buyer are 
collectively referred to as "the parties.") 
THE PARTIES REPRESENT AS FOLLOWS; 
1. EL PASO NATURAL GAS COMPANY and BELCO PETROLEUM CORPORATION entered into a 
Gas Purchase Contract dated February 20, 1961, pursuant to which Belco Petroleum 
Corporation agreed to sell, and El Paso agreed to purchase, gas produced from the subject 
lands which are located in the Chapita Wells Area, Uintah County, Utah. 
2. On April 15, 1961, El Paso assigned all of its right, title and interest in 
the February 20, 1961, Contract to Buyer. On December 1, 1980, Belco Petroleum 
Corporation assigned all of its right, title and Interest in the February 20, 1961, 
Contract to Seller. 
3. The February 20, 1961, Contract has been amended numerous times. Such 
Contract, as amended, is hereafter referred to as the "Existing Contract." 
4. On December 4, 1981, the fixed term of the Existing Contract expired. The 
^ parties intend that this Agreement, once i£_is_jucecuted, be effective from the date of the 
expiration of the fixed term of the Existing Contract. Upon becoming effective, this 
Ayr^ ggjgn* win y%r ««« "Ji^if|^ rollover contract," as defined in Sections 2(12) and 
106(b) of the Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978. 
5. Seller owns or controls natural gas produced from or allocated to the lands 
and leaseholds which were dedicated under the Existing Contract and which are described in 
Exhibit "A" to this Agreement, attached hereto and incorporated herein (such lands and 
leases and the gas wells thereon are referred to respectively as the "subject lands" and 
the "subject wells"). 
6. Seller desires to deliver and sell, and Buyer desires to receive and 
purchase, Seller's share of such natural gas under the term* and conditions set forth 
below. 
THEREFORE THE PARTIES AGREE AS FOLLOWS: 
ARTICLE I 
Definitions 
Tho following definitions shall apply whenever the defined terms are used in 
this Agreement: 
2-1. "Gas" means all merchantable combustible gas or vapors including, but not 
limited to, natural gas, casinghead gas and plant residue gas remaining after processing 
of natural or casinghead gas. 
1*2. "Well* or "gas well" means a well delivering gas into the gas gathering 
system. 
1*3. A "day" is 24 consecutive hours beginning at 12:00 noon local time on each 
day; and a "month" or "year" shall begin at 12:00 noon local time on the first day of such 
month or calendar year and ends at 12:00 noon local time on the first day of the month or 
calendar year following such period. A calendar quarter is a period of three consecutive 
calendar months that begins on the first day of January, April, July or October. 
1-4. "Cubic foot of gas" means the quantity of gas contained in one cubic foot 
at a temperature of 60" Fahrenheit and a pressure of 14.73 pounds per square inch 
absolute. 
1-5. "Mcf" means 1,000 cubic feet. 
1-6. "Psig" expresses pressure in pounds per square inch gauge. 
1-7. "Psia" expresses pressure in pounds per square inch absolute. 
1-8. "Btu" means British thermal unit. One Btu is the quantity of heat required 
to rainc the temperature of one avoirdupois pound of pure water Irom 58.5" Fahrenheit to 
59.S" Fahrenheit under a pressure equivalent to that of 30.00 inches of mercury at 32" 
Fahrenheit under the gravitational force of 980.655 cm. per second per second. 
1-9.. "MMBtu" means 1,000,000 Btu's. 
1-10. "Inert substances" means noncombustible substances contained in the gas, 
including, but not limited to, helium, carbon dioxide and nitrogen. 
1-11. "Atmospheric pressure" means, for measurement purposes, 12.4 pounds per 
square inch, irrespective of the actual elevation or location of the point(s) of delivery 
above sea level. 
1-12. "Common source of supply" means an underground reservoir containing a 
common pressure-connected accumulation of gas and associated oil, if any. 
1-13. "FERC* means the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission or any successor or 
other federal governmental agency (including the United States Congress) vested with 
jurisdiction to regulate the maximum bare price of any portion of the natural gas subject 
to this Agreement* 
1-14. "NGPA" means, collectively, the Natural Cas Policy Act of 1978, any 
subsequent amendments to the Act, any legislation superseding the Act and the regulations 
promulgated pursuant to the Act or such superceding legislation by the FERC. 
1-15. "Base price" means the wellhead price per MMBtu of gas, exclusive of any 
adjustments for taxes and production-related costs such as compression, gathering, 
processing, treating or other similar costs. 
ARTICLE II 
Agreement to Sell and Reservations 
Il-i: Seller hereby agrees to sell to Buyer, if and when produced, all gas owned 
or controlled by Seller, produced from or allocated -to Seller's interest in the subject 
lands, except that Seller expressly reserves to itself gas required for: 
(a) Drilling, developing and operating wells.on Seller's lands and leases 
on or contiguous to the subject lands, or within the boundaries of any 
unit plan of operation to which any of the subject lands may be 
committed; 
(b) Delivery to Seller*s lessors in any amount required to meet Seller's 
obligations under the provisions of Seller's leases covering the 
subject lands; 
(c) Use as fuel or shrinkage in processing plants for the extraction of 
nonhydrocarbons or liquefiable hydrocarbons, or for treating gas to 
remove hydrogen sulfide or other impurities, or use as a fuel in 
compressor plants; 
(d) Development and operation of Seller*s lands and leases from which gas 
is delivered, including, but not limited to, gas required for the gas 
lifting of oil, but only if the gas used and the oil to be lifted are 
produced from the same common source of supply; and 
(e) Sale and delivery to others during periods of force majeure hereunder 
to the extent necessary to prevent the termination of any of Seller's 
leases because of non-production. 
II-2. Seller shall have the right at any time during the term of this Agreement 
to process or cause to be processed any gas produced from the subject lands for the 
recovery of liquid and liqucfiable hydrocarbons before delivery of such gas to Buyer at 
the delivery point specified in Section V-l. However, Seller shall not have the right to 
process any gas if, M* a result of such processing, the gas cannot meet the quality 
specifications set out in Section IX-i. 
II-3. Subject to the other provisions of this Agreement, the control, management, 
and operation of the subject lands and wells thereon shall be and remain the exclusive 
right of Seller, including without limitation. Seller9s right to drill new wells, to 
repair old wells, to plug and abandon wells and to surrender nonproductive and 
nonnarticlpating leases owned or controlled by Seller. 
ARTICLE III 
Term 
III-l. Mo notification other than the execution of this Agreement shall be 
necessary to cancel the Existing Contract and such cancellation shall be treated as 
occurring immediately prior to the time this Agreement becomes effective. 
II1-2. Once executed, this Agreement shall be effective as of 12:00 noon on 
December 4, 1981, and, subject to the terms hereof, shall continue in full force and 
effect until December 31, 1984. Provided, however. Seller shall not enter into any 
agreement for the sale of gas subject to this Agreement with any third party until Buyer 
has been offered and has had an opportunity to match any bona fide offer that Seller has 
received from a third party who is not an affiliate of Seller. 
ARTICLE IV 
Well Connection and Commencement of Deliveries 
XV-1. At Seller4s request. Buyer shall connect, or have connected, any subject 
well to its gathering system. If the test of the deliverability of the well, made in 
accordance with Section VI-2, shows that the well does not have an average daily 
deliverability of at least 500 Mcf times the number of miles of pipeline installed to 
connect the well. Seller shall make a contribution in aid of construction to Buyer. This 
contribution shall be in an amount which equals the product of Buyer* s total cost of 
connecting the well and a fraction, the numerator of which is 500 Mcf times the number of 
miles of pipeline installed by Buyer minus the average daily deliverability of the well, 
and the denominator of which is 500 Mcf times the number of miles of pipeline installed by 
Buyer. Whenever Buyer simultaneously connects two or more wells using a common pipeline 
segment, the average daily deliverability of the connected wells shall be aggregated for 
purposes of determining whether Seller is required to make a contribution in aid of 
construction. 
1V-2. Buyer, in its sole discretion, may release Seller from such part of its 
obligation to make contributions in aid of construction under this Article as Euyer 
IV-3. Irrespective of whether Seller has made « contribution in aid of 
construction under Section IV-1, all facilities installed to connect one or more wells to 
Buyer's nyitte* shall remain the sole and exclusive property of Buyer. 
IV-4. Except for gas produced from wells connected on or before the effective 
date of this Agreement, Buyer's initial obligation to take or pay for gas in accordance 
with Section VI-4 from any well properly equipped and capable of producing gas (even 
though qas may not have begun to flow) shall commence on the earlier of (a) the date such 
well is first connected to Buyer's facilities, or (b) 60 days following the latest of: (i) 
the effective date of this Agreement; (ii) the date when all necessary governmental 
authorizations to commence the purchase and sale of gas contemplated by this Agreement 
have been received and accepted by the parties; (iii) the date Buyer acquires the 
necessary right-of-way permits: or (iv) the date on which Buyer is first able to begin 
installing the pipeline to connect the well, if Buyer previously has been prevented from 
doing so by a force majeure situation including adverse weather conditions. Buyer agrees 
to apply for all necessary right-of-way permits promptly after Seller notifies Buyer that 
Seller has commenced completion of such well as a producer and to pursue all such 
necessary permits and applications with due diligence. 
ARTICLE V 
Delivery Point, Pressure and Compression 
V-l. The delivery point of gas sold under this Agreement shall be the Master 
Meter Station No. 105 installed by Buyer or such other points as the parties agree to in 
writing. Title to and ownership of the gas .shall pass to and absolutely vest in Buyer at 
the delivery points. 
"v-2. Buyer shall be required to take, or to pay for if not taken, any gas that 
Seller con deliver against a line pressure of 550 psig in the amounts and manner provided 
in Article VI. If any gas cannot be delivered against a line pressure of 550 psig. Seller 
Khali be required to compress the gas to the extent it can do so through the use of its 
compression facilities that are in place at the date of execution of this Agreement. 
Seller shall operate such facilities at its sole cost and expense and maintain them in 
good working order at all times. If gas cannot be delivered against a line pressure of 
550 psig through the use of Seller's compression facilities, and additional compression is 
needed. Buyer may, at its option, compress the gas so that it may bring the gas into its 
oybtem. Should Buyer elect not to compress such gas, it shall give notice to Seller And 
Seller shall have 60 days from the date of such notice within which to elect to install 
additional compressors to compress the gas. Upon Seller's failure to elect to compress 
prensure of 550 p*ig shall be released from this Agreement. Seller shall have the 
obliqntiou to compress any casinghead gas, if necessary. Any party installing compression 
equipment shall also install pulsation dampening equipment which, in Buyer's judgment, 
will prevent gas measurement inaccuracies. 
ARTICLE VI 
Delivery Rates and Payment for Gas Hot Taken 
VI-1. Subject to the provisions of Section VI-7, Buyer shall take from the 
subject lands oach year, or pay for if not taken, an amount of gas equal to the "contract 
quantity,* which shall be 75% of the sun of the following amounts: 
(«i) 100% of the casinghead gas produced during the year from crude oil 
wells located on the subject lands (all of which casinghead gas Buyer 
mur.t take and pay for) i and 
(b) the combined annual deliverability, as determined under Section VI-2, 
of nil qas wells which arc subject wells. Provided, however, if the 
gas delivered from a well does not meet the quality specifications set 
out in Section IX-1, the deliverability of such well shall not.be 
included in computing the contract quantity unless the gas is treated 
to bring the gas into conformity with such specifications. 
VI-2. The annual deliverability of each subject, well shall be determined as 
foilown: 
(a) During the last two weeks of the November preceding the year for which 
the deliverability is being established, a seven-day test shall be 
conducted against the existing line pressure at the point of delivery 
which pressure shall not exceed 550 psig. In the year in which 
deliveries from a well initially commence, the test shall be conducted 
approximately 120 days after commencement of deliveries, unless 
otherwise agreed by the parties. 
(b) If gas cannot be produced from any well during the scheduled test 
period for temporary reasons, such as mechanical failure or the 
reworking of the well, the test shall be conducted within 30 days 
after the well commences production following such temporary shut-in. 
<c) The "average daily deliverability" measured in Mcf per day, shall be 
determined by dividing the total Mcf delivered during the seven-day 
test period by seven. 
(d) The "annual deliverability" shall be the average daily deliverability 
multiplied by the number of days in the year for which the test is to 
he applied; except the annual dcliverability of a well during the year 
initial production shall be the average daily delivorability 
determined by the initial test multiplied by the number of days from 
the date Buyer's take-or-pay obligation with respect to such well 
commences under Section IV-4 to the end of the year, 
(e) In the event there is an increase or decrease in the deliverability of 
a subject well exceeding 10%, either party may, by giving 15 days' 
written notice, call for a special test to redetermine the average 
daily deliverability of the well. The test results shall establish 
Seller's average daily deliverability from the last day of such test 
until the end of the current year or until the next special test, and 
the annual deliverability determined under paragraph (d) shall be 
recomputed using the redetermined average daily deliverability. 
VI-3. If, on any day Seller does not deliver to Buyer the average daily 
deliverability of gas when requested to do so by Buyer, the contract quantity shall be 
reduced by the amount of the difference between the average daily deliverability and the 
amount actually delivered on such day. Provided, however, if on any such day the pressure 
existing in Buyer's facilities exceeds SSO psig, the contract quantity shall be reduced 
only to tin* extent that Seller, after providing the necessary compression it is required 
to provide pursuant to Section V-2, would have been unable to deliver the average daily 
deliverability on such day against a line pressure of 550 psig. 
VI-4. Should Buyer fail to take the contract quantity in any year. Buyer shall 
pay Seller for the "annual deficiency- which is the difference between the contract 
quantity and the Hcf of gas actually delivered during the year. The annual deficiency, 
calculated on an Mcf basis, shall be converted to MMBtu*s by attributing to each Mcf of 
such deficiency the average MMBtu's per Mcf for all gas delivered under this Agreement 
during the year. Payment for each MMBtu of the annual deficiency shall be that amount 
determined by dividing the total amount paid, except tax and other direct cost 
reimbursements, for all MMBtu of gas delivered during the year under the Agreement by the 
total number of such MMBtu. Buyer shall pay for the annual deficiency within 60 days 
following the end of the year in which the deficiency occurred. 
VI-5. If Buyer has paid Seller for any annual deficiency. Buyer shall have the 
right during the five years following the year in which the deficiency occurred to make up 
tho annual deficiency by crediting payments previously made under Section VI-4 for such 
deficiency against payments due for quantities of gas taken during any such succeeding 
vcar which arc in excess of the contract quantity for such year. However, Buyer shall pay 
price in offect when the make-up gaa is taken, including t*x and other direct cost 
reimbursements, and the price paid pursuant to Section VI-4. If Buyer has not made up any 
such deficiency as of the date this Agreement terminates, solely because the Agreement 
terminated during the five-year period following the year in which the deficiency 
occurred, the term of this Agreement shall be extended oh a month-to-month basis for a 
period of not more than two years solely to permit Buyer to make up such deficiency by 
continuing to take gas at not less than the annual rate specified in Section VI-1 and 
crediting all such takes to the make up of such deficiency* Provided, however. Buyer 
shall incur no additional take-or-pay obligations during the two-year extension period, 
notwithstanding the foregoing. Seller may elect to repay Buyer (without interest) the 
amount of any payment received by Seller for gas paid for but not taken instead of 
extending the term of this Agreement. 
VI-6. Seller shall reimburse Buyer for the amount paid for any deficiency 
(without interest) which has not been, or will not be, nade up during the make-up period 
for such deficiency, if: 
(a) The deficiency cannot be made up due to the cessation or inadequacy of 
production during the period, in which case Seller shall pay Buyer 
within 90 days following the earlier of: (i) the last day of 
production from the subject wells: or (ii) the expiration of such 
period; or 
(b) The parties mutually determine, based upon the projected rate of 
production from the subject wells, that a deficiency cannot be made up 
within the make-up period in which case Seller shall pay Buyer within 
90 days of such determination* 
Provided, however. Seller shall not be required to reimburse Buyer for any deficiency 
which cannot be made up due to inadequacy of production if such inadequacy occurs solely 
because the pressure existing in Buyer9s facilities during the make-up period exceeds 550 
psig* Buyer shall not have any obligation to make expenditures to enhance production from 
the subject wells in order to make up any deficiency* 
VI-7* In order to meet fluctuating market demand. Buyer shall have the right at 
all times to take, and Seller shall have the obligation to deliver, quantities of gas from 
the subject wells up to 100% of the ability of the subject wells to produce* 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, however. Seller may control the flow of gas to the extent 
it deems necessary based upon its asscssnent of the ability of any subject well to produce 
without damage to the well or corresponding reservoir. 
VI-t. If the taking by Buyer or anyone else of gas from gas wells producing from 
the same common source of supply as a subject well makes imminent the drainage of gas from 
Seller*s acreage. Seller may notify Buyer in writing of the existence of such situation. 
Upon receipt of such notice* Buyer shall regulate its takes from the common source of 
supply, to the extent possible, in a manner that will protect Seller from drainage. 
ARTICLE VII 
Price 
VIX-l. Gas Pricing. For all gas delivered hereunder, the Btu content shall be 
determined on the basis of the actual condition of the gas at the measurement point for 
pricing purposes. To the extent allowed by law. Buyer shall pay Seller the following 
pricesi 
(a) Regulated Gas Price. The price of any gas whose maximum base price is 
regulated by.the FERC or by a properly constituted state authority at 
the time of delivery ("regulated gas") shall be the highest applicable 
base price, including all applicable escalations, on the date the gas 
is delivered. For any gas qualifying as "tight-format ion gas" under 
FERC Order No. 99, and any subsequent orders and regulations, the base 
price, if the highest applicable price, shall be that base price 
established by th^ frpr fnr gn^h gas pursuant to its incentive pricing 
ajifcktfffty under NGPA Section 107^x The total price for regulated gas 
slia11 LUUSiSl of the base price, reimbursements of costs borne by the 
Seller for which reimbursement by Buyer is permitted under the 
applicable statutes and regulations, and tax reimbursements made 
pursuant to Section VI1-3. Provided, however. Buyer shall not 
reimburse Seller for any portion of the cost's identified in Section 
IX-3 that are borne by the Seller, 
(b) Unregulated Gas Price. 
(i) Negotiation. The price of any gas that is not subject to ceiling 
price regulation at the time of delivery ("unregulated gas") shall be 
established through negotiation between the parties upon written 
request for ouch negotiation made by cither party. In no case may 
either party request a price redetermination through negotiation for 
any gas for which there is in effect a negotiated price until the 
expiration of at least one year from the effective date of the last 
negotiated change in price. 
In the event a price negotiation does not result in a mutually 
agreeable price within 90 days of the date the request is made. Seller 
may terminate this Agreement with respect to that portion of the gas 
for which a negotiated price could not be established, subject to the 
following terms and conditions$ 
(1) Seller has received a bona fide offer to purchase such gas 
from a person who is not affiliated with Seller; (2) Seller has 
offered to sell the gas to Buyer at the same price as that 
specified in the bona fide offer and Buyer has not accepted 
Seller's offer within 30 days of the date the offer is made; and 
(3) Seller has accepted the bona fide offer and entered into a 
binding contract with the offeror. (Seller's acceptance of the 
bona fide offer shall automatically terminate this Agreement with 
respect to the gas subject to the offer.) 
(ii) Fixed Price Subject to Escalation. During any period in which a 
negotiated price is not in effect for any unregulated gas, the initial 
price of such gas shall be the higher of the following: 
(1) The price in effect for such gas at the end of the regulated 
period; or 
(2) A price of $5,104 per MMBtu. 
The initial price shall be subject to quarterly escalation 
irrespective of whether gas was being paid for in accordance with this 
subparagraph (ii) during any quarter preceding the quarter for which a 
price is being established. For gas delivered during the calendar 
quarter commencing on January 1, 1982, (the "first calendar quarter") 
the price shall be determined by multiplying the applicable initial 
price by 1.015. For gas delivered during any calendar quarter after 
the first calendar quarter the price shall be determined by multi-
plying the price for the preceding calendar quarter by 1.015 as of the 
first day of each calendar quarter succeeding the first calendar 
quarter; up to and including the first day of the calendar quarter for 
which the price is being determined. 
VII-2. Interim Collection Pending Eligibility Determination. If Seller has filed 
an application with the appropriate jurisdictional agency for a deternination of 
eligibility to collect an NCPA Section 102, 103, 107 or 108 price. Seller nay collect such 
conditions specified in the applicable FERC regulations and for the time period specified 
in/those regulations. Any interim price collected pursuant to this Section VIl-2 shall be 
ftibjoct to rofund depending upon the final eligibility determination. 
VI1-3. Tax Reimbursement. 
(a) Seller shall bear and be responsible for payment of all taxes assessed 
with respect to the gas at or prior to its delivery to Buyer, and 
Buyer shall bear and pay all taxes assessed with respect to such gas 
after delivery.•• Buyer shall reimburse Seller to the maximum extent 
permissible tinder applicable lav for all sales; occupation; production 
(including production-based ad valorem taxes)* severance, excise, or 
similar taxes (excepting other ad valorem* franchise, income or 
similar taxes) borne by Seller* including all such taxes which are 
newly established or increased after the effective date of this 
Agreement. The tax reimbursement payable with respect to gas whose 
ceiling price is established under the NGPA shall be limited to 
reimbursement of state severance taxes as defined in NGPA Section 110. 
Provided, however, the tax reimbursement payable with respect to any 
gas whose ceiling price is established under NGPA Section 106(b) shall 
be subject to refund depending upon the ultimate disposition of FERC 
Order 108, Docket Mo. RM80-21. 
(b) Tax reimbursement shall not include any interest or penalties due on 
delinquent payments of taxes. 
(c) When necessary. Seller shall advise Buyer in writing as to Seller's 
interest in production, if any, which is exempt from taxes. 
(d) This Section VII-3 shall not apply to any sales of gas for which there 
is in effect a price established under subparagraph VII-l(bHi). Tax 
reimbursements, if any, payable with respect to such gas shall be 
established through negotiations. 
VI1-4. Excess Royalty. If, under any lease, the royalty payments Seller must pay 
on gas sold under this Agreement are based upon a value which is, as a result of 
governmental or judicial action, greater than the price then payable to Seller by Buyer, 
the price shall be increased in an amount sufficient to reimburse Seller for such 
additional royalty payments unless such reimbursement would cause the price payable for 
gas under this Agreement to exceed any applicable maximum lawful price established by the 
TKRC. Should Seller become liable for such additional royalty payments. Seller shall 
notify Buyer immediately and, within 90 days after the end of each month, Seller shall 
prepare and submit to Buyer a statement setting forth the amount of such additional 
royalties that Seller has paid during that month. Buyer shall reimburse Seller by the 
amount provided in this Section within 30 days of receipt of Seller's statement. Buyer 
shall not be obligated to reimburse Seller for, nor shall Seller demand from Buyer, any 
excess royalty payments under this Section, until Seller has filed with the FERC or other 
appropriate agency and received any necessary authorization to include such amounts in the 
rates to be charged Buyer. 
VI1-5. Rate Coverage. 
(a) If any state or federal governmental authority with ratemaking 
jurisdiction over Buyer's resale transactions precludes Buyer from 
recovering in its rates and charges any portion of the costs of gas 
under this Agreement (including all reimbursements), the price for 
such gas shail be reduced to equal the amount which Buyer has been 
allowed to recover. If Buyer has made payments to Seller in excess of 
amounts for which recovery is subsequently allowed by the ratemaking 
body. Seller shall refund to Buyer the disallowed amounts, including 
interest or carrying charges equal, to those Buyer is required to 
refund or credit to its customers. Buyer shall provide Seller with 
advance notice whenever it has reason to believe that such preclusion 
action may be taken by such authority and Seller shall have the right 
to intervene in any proceeding held to consider such action. 
(b) If the price of any gas is reduced pursuant to paragraph (a) above, 
Seller may terminate this Agreement with respect to such gas upon 90 
days* written notice if it can sell such gas to another bona fide 
nonaffiliated pipeline company which is ready, willing and able to 
purchase such gas at a price that exceeds the amount that Buyer would 
have been allowed to recover in its rates by the ratemaking authority. 
VII-6. Economic Termination. If Buyer determines that continued purchase of gas 
under this Agreement, when considered in the aggregate, will be an uneconomical 
transaction for it, Buyer may designate a lower price or prices for the gas then being 
purchased to become effective 120 days after written notice to Seller of such dcsiqnated 
price(c). If Buyer serves such a notice, Seller may, upon 30 days prior written notice to 
Buyer, terminate this Agreement at any time during the first 60 days following the 
effective date of Buyer's designated pricc(s). For any period beyond the effective date 
of Duycr's newly designated price(s) and prior to termination, Buyer shall pay Buyer's 
which there is in effect a price established under subparagraph Vll-l(b)U) until the 
expiration of one year from the date on which such price first went into effect. 
ARTICLE VIII 
Transportation for Others 
VHI-1. To allow Buyer to recoup, and earn a reasonable profit on, its investment 
in transportation facilities, and to provide Seller a means for transporting gas. Buyer 
shall render transportation services, to the maximum extent practicable, for any gas with 
respect to which Seller has exercised its right of termination under Article VII. 
Therefore, Seller shall use, and it will require any third-party purchaser of such gas to 
agree to use, the transportation services of Buyer if economically and physically 
practicable under the conditions and circumstances existent at the time Seller or any new 
purchaser begins to take delivery of such gas. Buyer shall provide these transportation 
ftervieca through such part of its facilities as are suitable for delivery of the gas at a 
transportation rate commensurate with that established under similar transportation 
agreements and arrangements in effect at the time Seller or a new purchaser begins to take 
delivery of the gas. 
ARTICLE IX 
Quality 
1X-1. The gas which Seller delivers to Buyer shall conform to the following 
sp<;ci f ica t ions: 
(a) Oxygen and carbon dioxide. The gas shall not, at any time, have an 
oxygen content in excess of two-tenths of 1% by volume nor a carbon 
dioxide content of more than 5% by volume. Seller shall make every 
reasonable effort to keep the gas free from oxygen. 
(b) Liquids.'- Seller shall separate crude oil, water and liquid 
hydrocarbons from the gas so they will not enter Buyer's facilities 
and so that the gas will be merchantably free of such substances. The 
gas shall not contain more than six pounds of water vapor per 
1,000,000 cubic feet of gas measured at a pressure base of 14.7 pounds 
per square inch absolute and at a temperature of 60* Fahrenheit. All 
oil and liquid hydrocarbons separated from the gas by Seller prior to 
delivery to Buyer shall remain the property of Seller. 
(c) Hydrogen sulfide. The gas shall not contain more than one-fourth grain 
of hydrogen sulfide per 100 cubic feet. 
(d) Total sulfur. The gas shall not contain more than 20 grains of total 
sulfur per 100 cubic feet, of which not more than two-tenths grain 
shall be mercaptan sulfur* 
(e) Odors and solids. The gas shall be commercially free from 
objectionable odors, solid matter, dust, gums and gum-forming 
constituents which might lessen its merchantability or cause injury to 
or interference with proper operation of the lines, regulators, 
meters, or other facilities through which it flows. 
(f) Inert substances. The gas shall not, at any time, contain inert 
substances in excess of 3% by volume. 
(g) Gross heating value. The gas shall have a gross heating value of not 
less than 950 Btu per cubic foot. For purposes of this Agreement, 
"gross heating value per cubic foot" means the number of Btu's 
produced by the combustion, at a constant pressure, of the amount of 
gas saturated with water vapor which would occupy a volume of one 
cubic foot at a temperature of 60" Fahrenheit, at a pressure 
equivalent to that of 30.00 inches of mercury at 32" Fahrenheit under 
the gravitational force of 980.655 cm. per second per second, with air 
of the same temperature and pressure as the gas when the products of 
combustion are cooled to the initial temperature of gas and air and 
when the water formed by cenbustion is condensed to the liquid state. 
IX-2. Buyer may refuse to accept and pay for any gas which does not conform to 
one or more of the specifications set forth in this Article. Upon written request of 
Seller, Buyer shall release from this Agreement any well producing nonconforming gas that 
Buyer has refused to accept* If, notwithstanding its right to refuse to accept 
nonconforming gas. Buyer elects to accept delivery of such gas. Buyer shall notify Seller 
of its election at the earliest possible time. Provided, however. Buyer's takes of such 
gas shall not be treated as gas delivered during the year and shall not be subtracted froa 
the contract quantity in computing the amount, if any, of the annual deficiency under 
Section VI-4. 
IX-3. If Buyer refuses to accept delivery of gas that does not meet one or more 
of the quality specifications set out in Section IX-1, Seller shall have a reasonable 
opportunity to treat the gas to bring it into conformity with such specifications. 
Buvcr's takes of any gas which is, a9 a result of such treatment, included in computing 
the contract quantity under Section VI-1, shall be treated as gas delivered during the 
year and subtracted from the contract quantity in computing tho amount, if any, of the 
annual deficiency under Section\VI-4. 
ARTICLE X 
Meters and Gas Measurement 
X-l. The volume of gas sold under this Agreement shall be measured by an orifice 
meter located at the discharge side of the dehydration unit(f) installed by Buyer. 
Orifice meters shall be installed and operated by Buyer and volumes shall be computed as 
prescribed in ANSI/API 2530, entitled "Orifice Metering of Natural Gas" (formerly Gas 
Measurement Committee Report No. 3 of the American Gas Association), as amended. The 
correction factor for Reynolds Number (F ), Expansion Pactor (y), Orifice Thermal 
Expansion Pactor (F ), Manometer Pactor (Fm) and Gravitational Correction Factor (F^) 
shall be assumed to be unity (1.0). Buyer may use 24-hour, seven-day or eight-day orifice 
meter charts. The orifice meters used shall be flange tap type. 
X-2. The temperature of the gas flowing through the meters shall be determined 
by Buyer by the use of a continuous recording thermometer of standard manufacture 
installed by Buyer in a manner which is acceptable to Seller and which will insure that 
the thermometer will properly record the temperature of the gas flowing through such 
meter(s). The average of the 24-hour record from the recording thermometer, or of so much 
of the 24 hours as gas has been,flowing, if gas has not been flowing during the entire 
period, shall be deemed to be the qas temperature for the day and shall be used to make 
the proper corrections in volume computations. 
X-3. Specific gravity shall be determined quarterly by taking samples at the 
delivery point and determining the specific gravity thereof by use of a gravity balance or 
other mutually agreeable method. 
X-4. The gross heating value per cubic foot shall be determined by the Buyer as 
needed, but at least quarterly or upon reasonable request of Seller. 
X-5. Regular tests to determine the accuracy of Buyer's measuring equipment 
shall be made quarterly by Buyer, and Seller shall have notice of and an opportunity to 
witness such tests. Special tests may be made at any reasonable time at the written 
request of Seller. If, upon any special test requested by Seller, the measuring equipment 
is found to be no more than 21 inaccurate the entire cost of such test shall be paid by 
Seller and previous readings of such equipment shall be considered correct. However, such 
equipment shall l»c adjusted at once to read accurately. If, uj>on any test, the measuring 
equipment shall be found to be inaccurate by an amount exceeding 2% when measuring a 
volume equal to the average flow rate for the period since tho last preceding test, then 
which the parties know, or agree, thnt the readings were inaccurate. If this period is 
unknown and the parties cannot agree upon a period, such correction shall be for one-half 
of the period since the date of the last test. After any test, the meters will be 
corrected to read accurately. Buyer will pay the costs of regular teste and also of any 
special tests in which the measuring equipment is found to be more than 2% inaccurate. 
Seller has the right to install check meters. However, such check meters shall be tested 
and operated in the same manner as Buyer's meters, and shall be installed so they will not 
affect Buyer's meters. 
X-€. In the event any measuring equipment is out of service or registering 
inaccurately, the volume of gas delivered hereunder shall be estimated by using the 
registration of any check measuring equipment, if installed and accurately registering. 
In the absence of such equipment, the volume shall be estimated by correcting the error, 
if the percentage of error is ascertainable by calibration test or mathematical 
calculation. If neither method is feasible, the volumes shall be determined by estimating 
the deliveries during a period under similar conditions when the measuring equipment was 
registering accurately. 
X-7. Seller shall have the right to be represented at and to participate in all 
tests of gas and equipnent used in measuring and determining the nature or quality of such 
gas and to inspect, at any time during business hours, any and all such equipment, but 
the reading, calibrating and adjustment of equipment, and the changing of charts shall be 
done by Buyer only. 
X-8. All measuring and testing equipment referred to in this Article, except 
check measuring or other equipment owned by Seller, shall be provided, installed, operated 
and maintained at Buyer's expense. 
ARTICLE XI 
Title 
XI-1. Seller hereby warrants title to and the right to sell the gas committed 
under this Agreement and further warrants that all such gas is free from all liens and 
adverse claims, including tax liens. Seller at all times shall have the obligation to 
make settlements for all royalties due and payments owed to Seller's mineral and royalty 
owners. Seller agrees to indemnify Buyer and save it harmless from all suits, actions, 
claims, debts, accounts, damages, costs, losses, liens, license fees, and expenses which 
attach before the title to the gas pasr.es to Buyer or which may be levied and assessed • 
upon the sale of the gas to lluyer. Trovided, however, (but without any diminution of any 
other rights Buyer may have hereunder) nothing herein shall be construed (1) to require 
-._..__ _^ , _ i~.«^ mm +* uhiHi it wa« unable to Drove title* or (2) to require 
Seller to acquire and conmit hereunder qas reserves estimated to be equivalent to the 
reserves attributable to any property AS to which it WAS unable to prove title. In the 
event of any adverse claim of any character whatsoever being assorted in respect to any of 
said gas, Buyer, upon request, shall be furnished indemnification for the purchase price 
from Seller* 
XI-2. All equipment placed on the subject lands by Buyer shall be and remain its 
property and be subject to removal by it within a reasonable period of tine after such 
equipment is no longer being used by Buyer* 
ARTICLE XII 
Force Majeure 
X1T-1. 'If, as a result of force majeure, a party is unable to meet its obligations 
under this Agreement, in whole or in part, that party shall give the other prompt written 
or telegraphic notice of such situation, describing it in reasonable detail. Thereupon, 
the party giving the notice shall be released from its obligations under this Agreement, 
except for Buyer's obligation to make payments for gas delivered hereunder, to the extent 
that the force majeure affects such obligations, during the continuance of the force 
majeure. If, as a result of a force majeure. Buyer is unable to make up a deficiency in 
accordance with Section VI-5, the makeup period shall be extended by an amount of the time 
equal to that during which the force majeure prevented Buyer from making up deficiencies. 
The party affected by the force majeure 3hall attempt to rectify the conditions brought 
about by the force majeure as quickly as possible, but need not rectify such conditions if 
doing so requires it to settle a strike against its will. 
XI1-2. The term "force majeure" means acts of God, strikes, lockouts or other 
industrial, disturbances, acts of the public enemy, wars, blockades, public riots, 
lightning, fires, storms, floods, explosions, breakage or accident to machinery or lines 
of pipe or materials, inability to obtain a right-of-way or materials, or any other cause, 
whether of the kind enumerated or otherwise, which is not reasonably within the control of 
the party claiming the suspension. 
ARTICLE XIII 
Riqht-of-Way 
XIII-1. Seller grants to Buyer, so far as Seller has the right to do so, a 
right-of-way on the acreage covered by this Agreement for Buyer's pipelines and other 
necessary facilities, with full rights of ingress and egress to and from said facilities, 
and the right to perform thereon all acts which arc 'necessary or convenient for the 
carrying out of the terns of this Agreement. 
ARTICLE XIV 
Successors and Assigns 
XIV-1, This Agreement shall be binding upon the successors and assigns of the 
parties hereto; provided, however, no assignment of either party's rights under this 
Agreement shall be binding upon the other party until written notice and a true copy of 
the assignment is furnished to and receipted by the other party. No assignment will be 
valid and binding which endeavors to relieve the assigning party of any obligations to 
make payments hereunder which accrued prior to the date of assignment or in which the 
assignee does not affirmatively agree, in writing, to assume all'obligations of the 
assignor under this Agreement including, but not limited to, the obligation to deliver gas 
paid for but not taken by Buyer, prior to the effective date of the assignment. 
ARTICLE XV 
Notices 
XV-1. Notices required under this Agreement, other communications, monthly 
statements, and payments shall be deeped fully delivered or served when deposited in the 
United States mail, postage prepaid, by first class, registered or certified mail, to 
Seller, or to Duyer, at the addresses set forth above, or at such other address as either 
party shall designate in writing. For purposes of this section "other communications" 
shall include any request for negotiation, offer, and acceptance of an offer made pursuant 
to subparagraph VII-l(b)(i). Notice of tests may be made by telephone. 
ARTICLE XVI 
Billing 
XVI-1. On or before the 20th day of each calendar month. Buyer shall render to 
Sellcr a statement showing the amount of gas received by Buyer during the preceding 
calendar month. Payment for such amount shall be made by the 27th day of the month in 
which the statement is rendered. Any errors in such statement or payments shall be 
promptly reported to Buyer and Buyer shall make proper adjustment thereof within 30 days 
after final determination of the correct volume(s) or payments. Upon written request. 
Buyer shall furnish Seller copies of measurement charts used in compilinq any monthly 
statements. Seller shall return such charts to Buyer within 30 days of the date Seller 
received them. Seller shall have access at all reasonable times to such of Buyer's 
records and books as pertain to volumes of gas received by Buyer. 
ARTICLE XVII 
Miscellaneous 
XVII-1. Neither Seller nor Buyer shall be, nor be considered as being, the agent. 
damages caused by the acts or conduct of the other. 
XVI1-2. Seller, from time to time, r.hall, at Buyer's request, make available to 
Buyer such geological, engineering and production data as may be available to Seller, pro-
vided such data is not considered confidential by Seller, which will enable Buyer to make 
and keep current its own reserve and deliverability studies. In addition, Seller shall 
determine stabilised shut-in pressures annually in cooperation with Buyer's 
representatives. 
XVII-3. Seller shall have the right to form or to participate in the formation of 
any unit, pooling or communitization agreement which may include any of the subject lands. 
However, this Agreement shall continue to apply to Seller's interest in gas from the unit, 
pooling or communitisation agreement attributable to the subject lands. 
XVII-4. If any provision of this Agreement requires either party to obtain from any 
governmental body authority of any kind for it to perform its obligations hereunder, such 
party shall diligently seek such authority. 
XVII-5. No waiver by either party of any one or more defaults or breaches by the 
other in the performance of the Agreement shall operate or be construed as a waiver of any 
future defaults or breaches, whether of a like or different character. 
XVII-6. This Agreement is subject to all present and future valid laws and lawful 
orders of all regulatory bodies. Should either of the*parties, by force of any such law 
or regulation, at any time during the term hereof, be ordered or required to do any act 
inconsistent with the provisions of this Agreement, the Agrecnent will continue but shall 
be deemed modified to conform with the requirements of such law or regulation for that 
period only during which the requirements of such law or regulation are applicable. 
Nothing herein shall prohibit either party from obtaining or seeking to obtain 
modification or repeal of such law or regulation or restrict either party's right to 
legally contest the validity of such law or regulation, and each party reserves the right 
to file with such regulatory bodies any material necessary to implement the terms of this 
Agreement as they existed prior to the modification. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement on the day and 
year set forth above. 
SELLER: 
BCLCO DE\ 
ATTEST 
AUJ-.IH^ 
/ BUYJ£*T ' 
MOUNTAIN FUEL SUPPLY COtlPANY 
m
™tt.. . /3 >//. . (1s 
EXHldXT "A" 
ATTACHED TO AND MADE A PART OP THE CAS PURCHASE AGREEMENT DATED JANUARY 22, 1982, BETWEEN 
BELCO DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, AS "SELLER- AND MOUNTAIN FUEL SUPPLY COMPANY, AS "BUYER-. 
Sellers* interest in the gas produced from the following described lands located in the 
Chapita Hells Area of Uintah County, Utah: 
Township 4 South, Range 3 East, S.L.M 
Section 32: All 
Section 33: All 
Township 5 South, 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
22: 
23: 
25: 
27: 
35: 
All 
All 
All 
Range 
W»jSW%, 
8 West, 
SVftSEfc, 
5 • I* «M« 
EhSEfc 
Section 36: All 
Township 7 South, Range 21 East, S.L.M. 
Section 15: NE>iNE%, SWfcNWfc 
Township 7 South, Range 23 East, S.L.M. 
Section 32: Row Description 
Township 8 South, Range 20 East, S.L.M. 
Section 8: NHNEk, SEfcNEfc, NEfcSEfc 
Section 22: NHNH, ShSH 
Section 23: Lot 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, SW%SW% 
Section 26: NVftNW% 
Section 27: Lot 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, SWfcNEfc 
Township 8 South, Range 21 East, S.L.M. 
Section 7: ' NW%SE% 
Section 19: NWkNEfc, E»jSW%, SE% 
Section 20: S*i 
Section 21: SH 
Section 22: S*i 
Section 23: N^SH, SHSWfc, SW%SEfc 
Section 24: SH 
Section 25: All 
Section 26: All 
Section 27: All 
Section 28: All 
Section 29: All 
Section 30: EH, SE%NW%, E«|SW% 
Section 31: EHNW%, NE% 
Section 33: NH, N«iSW«i, N*jSE% 
Section 34: NW%, N»jNE%, SW^NE* 
Section 35: SW*NE% 
Section 36: N«j, N»jSW%, SE%SE% 
Township 8 South, Range 22 East, S.L.M. 
Section 1: S^Nh, SH 
Section 2: NW%, S*$NE»j, S«» 
Section 3: All 
Section 4: NH# EHSWH, SEH 
Section 9: EHNWH, NEH, NEHSWH, NHSEH 
Swction 10: NH. NHSWH, NHSEH 
Section il: All 
Section 12: All 
Section 13: All 
Section 14: NH, NHSWH, NHSE% 
Section 15: All 
Section 16: All 
Section 19: NHNWH, EHSWfc, SE% 
Section 20: SH 
Section 21: All 
Section 22: All 
Section 23: NWH, EH, NHSWH 
Section 24: All 
Section 25: NH, SW% 
Section 26: All 
Section 27: All 
Section 28: All 
Section 29: All 
Section 30: All 
Section 31: EHNE%, NHSWH, SEH 
Section 32: All 
Section 33: All 
Section 34: All 
Section 35: All 
Section 36: All 
Township 8 South, Range 23 East, S.L.M. 
Section 4: NWHNEH, SHNWH, NW%SW% 
Section 5: Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, SHNWH, SHNEH, SH 
Section 6: Lot 7, EHWH, NE%, EHSEH 
Section 7: Eh* EHWH 
Section 8: WH#SHNW%f EH 
Section 17: NWH, EHSW% 
Section 18: EHWH# EH 
Section 19: EHWH, NEH 
Section 29: NWH, NWHNEH, SHNEH,-SH 
Section 31: NHNH, SEHNWH, NEHSWH, SEHSWH 
Section 32: All 
Township 8 South, Range 24 East, S.L.M, 
Section 1: NWHNEH, SHNWH, SWH 
Section 12: NWH, NHSWH, SWHSWH, SEHSEH 
Section 16: SH 
Township 9 South, Range 17 East, S.L.M. 
Section 25: NEH, EHNWH, NYSE's 
Township 9 South, Range 38 East, S.L.M. 
Section 7: 
Section 8: 
Section 9: 
Section 13: 
Section 33: 
Section 34: 
Section 35: 
Section 36: 
All 
All 
SHNH 
NWH, NWHNEH, SHNEH, SEH, NEHSWH, SHSWH 
ShNH 
SHNH 
NH, NHSH 
All 
Township 9 South, Range 19 East, S.L.M. 
Section 21: 
Section 22: 
Section 24: 
Section 26: 
Section 27: 
Section 32: 
Section 33: 
NH, NHSH 
SWHNEH 
SEHNWH 
NWHSEH, SEHSEH 
Lots 1, 4, 11, SEHNWH, SWHNEH, SWH, SH 
NH 
NEHNWH 
Township 9 South , fringe 20 K/i3t, S.L.M. 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
.Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
I: 
2: 
3: 
4: 
5: 
8: 
9: 
10: 
11: 
12: 
13: 
14: 
15: 
16: 
17: 
19: 
20: 
21: 
22: 
23: 
24: 
25: 
26: 
27: 
28: 
29: 
32: 
33: 
34: 
35: 
36: 
SW%, WSSE* 
SW«jSW«i 
SS 
Lot 11, SHNEH, NEkSES, SHSE<|, SE%SW% 
Lot 6 
SHNWfc, NES, WHS*'*, LHSEH 
All 
swtswt 
NWkSW%# StkSZk 
All 
All 
NH 
All 
NS, NE»iS\^, ShSWV, NE%SE%, S«jSE% 
All 
All 
NWH, SS, NkNE%# SHNE% 
All 
Sh, S«JN*J 
NW%, Sh 
All 
All 
All 
S«j, NWii SW«|NW«| 
NW%, S«i 
NHHW<|# WE* 
EH 
NEk 
N«j, NE%SW)|# SE% 
S«3 
All 
Township 9 South, Range 21 East, S.L.M. 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Townshi 
1: 
2: 
3: 
4: 
7: 
8: 
9: 
10: 
11: 
12: 
14: 
15: 
16: 
17: 
18: 
19: 
20: 
21: 
23: 
24: 
26: 
29: 
30: 
31: 
32: 
33: 
ILJ-
SHSH, NE%SE*, EljNE* 
SH 
SS 
SE%SC% 
NE*NW%, NWjNEH, SE%NW*, SHSEk, E*|SW^
 f SE% 
SW*, NSSE4, SW^SE^i 
S>>, SW%NE^, NhNE% 
SH 
sw% SH 
' All 
S^NE'i, E»|SE* 
NE*, SH 
All 
Eh, EJjWH 
All 
All 
All 
EH 
All 
All 
All 
All 
WSNWH, NFANW*# NE«j, NE<*SW%, NHSE»* 
All. 
NH 
South, Range 22 East S.L.M, 
S e c t i o n 1: NES, SHNWH, Sh 
S e c t i o n 2 : SS . NE*, S>jNW*i 
S e c t i o n 3: Sh , "W*, NC*, S*> 
S e c t i o n 4 : A l l 
S e c t i o n 5: A l l 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
fit 
7: 
8i 
9: 
10: 
lit 
12: 
13t 
14: 
ISt 
16: 
171 
Hi 
20: 
21: 
22: 
23: 
24: 
25: 
26: 
27: 
28: 
29: 
35: 
36: 
NW1,, NE«i, SE%, NSSW4, SE<|SW% 
NEt, SEtNWt, ESSWt, SZH 
All 
All 
All 
All 
All 
All 
All 
All 
All 
NW%, NE%# SE%, EHSWH 
NHNEfc, SEkHEt, ZHSMk 
NE%, E H W H , WhSEH, SEkSE% 
NH, NSSW«i, SE%W%, SZk 
All 
All 
All 
All 
All 
N«i, N«jSl| 
NEfc, EHNWH* NEfcSW^, N>|SE% 
Eh 
HH 
N«j 
Townwhip 9 South, Range 23 East, S.L.M. 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Townshij 
Section 
Townshij 
Section 
3: 
4: 
6: 
7: 
18: 
19: 
20: 
21: 
22: 
27: 
28: 
29: 
30: 
32: 
33: 
34: 
35: 
p 10 
16: 
p 10 
6: 
Township 10 
Sect ion 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Townshi 
1: 
12: 
13: 
20: 
24: 
25: 
26: 
30: 
p 10. 
All 
All 
Lot 7, E«i. EhW«| 
E«j# EHWH 
E»J, E«3W»j 
Eh, E»iWl| 
EHSWH, SF\, S^HZh 
SH, SHNH 
SS, SHNWS, SW%SE% 
All 
All 
EH, EHW«s 
SE%, EhNWfcf EhSU\s, NE%SVf% 
All 
All 
All 
All 
South, Range 17 East, S.L.M. 
NE%NE% 
South, Range 18 East, S.L.M. 
NE%, ShMWfc 
South, Range 20 East, S.L.M, 
NE%, S^NW1*, SW% 
AD 
All 
SW«! 
All 
NS 
NH 
NE*, EhNW«i 
South, Range 21 East, S.L.M. 
Section 4: Lots 1, 2, 4, 5, ShNWfc, S«jNE»i, SW*, SE* 
Section 5: NEfe, SbNE%, SW%, SEfc 
Section 6: Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, S^NEH, SEhSE%, EhSW*, SE% 
Section 7: E«j, £****, 
Section 9: All 
Section 18t EH, EH*H 
Section 26: SEH, NEH 
Township 10 South. Ranqg 22 East, S.L.M. 
Section 1: SH 
Section 2: 22.43 unsurveyed ecres 
Section 10: SEHNWH, SHNEH, SEH 
Section 11: 5.51 unsurveyed acres 
Section 12: NH 
Section 13: NH 
Section IS: NEH, NHSEH 
Section 23: EH 
Soction 24: WH. NEHNEH 
Section 25: WH 
Section 26: EH 
Section 27: SH 
Section 28: NH 
Section 34: SH 
Section 35: NH 
Township 11 South, Range 21 East, S.L.M. 
Section 12: All 
Section 13: All 
Section 24: All 
Section 25: All 
Township 11 South, Range 22 East, S.L.M. 
Section 4: NHNWH, SHNEH* SH 
Section 5: Lots 4, 5, 6, 8, SEHNEH* SHNUH* SH 
Section 6: SHNEH, SEH, WHSWH 
Section 7: Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, SEHNWH, SHNEH* EHSWH* SEH 
Section 9: All 
Section 15: All 
Section 16: All 
Section 18: EH, EHWH 
Section 19: EH* EHWH 
Section 21: WH* EHSEH 
Section 22: NH* EHSW% 
Section 23: All 
Section 26: All 
Section 27: WHSWH, SWHNWH 
Section 28: EHEH 
Section 30: EHWH. NHNEH 
Section 31: All 
Section 35: All 
Township 11 South, Range 23 East, S.L.M. 
Section 5: SHNWfc, NEHSWH* SHSWH 
Section 8: NHNH. SWHNWH, SHNEH, SWH 
Section 17: SHNEH, NWHNEH 
Section 20: SHNWH, NEHSWH 
Section 21: All 
Section 29: WHEH. SEHSni« 
Section 33: SWH* SHNWH* NWHNWH 
LEASE 9 LESSOR 
696655 USA C-12750 
696065 USA 013000 
£96685 USA C-10799 
896695 USA c-ioaoo 
EXHIBIT MAM 
ATTACHED TO ANP MADE A PARI OF THE THIRD AMENDMENT TO 
GAS PURCHASE AGREEMENT 
between 
COWRADO INTERSTATE GAS COMPANY 
and 
GAS PRODUCING ENTERPRISES, INC. 
DATED JUNE 20, 1974 
DATED: ; November 1978 
DESCRIPTION NEt ACRES ORR 
I 
Township 8 South, Range 99 West, 6th PM 2,412,35 3X 
Section 18, lot* II thru 15, 17 thru 24, EJjSVfc, S^SE* 
Township 8 South. Range 100 West. 6th PM 
Section 11, SZkSMk* ShSE* • 
Section 13, Lota 3, 4, SWfc 
Section 14, V&i. Jh 
Section 23, S W c , IfcSW*, NE* 
Section 24, Lots 1, 2, 3, V% 
Section 23,%N|iSWk ' 
Section 26, NE%, WiSH 
.Township 7 South. Ranee 101 Vest. 6th PM 2,338*06 J* 
Section 36, Lots 1 thru 4, Vh&i9 H% (All) 
Township 8 South. Ranee 101 West. 6th PM 
Section 1, Lots 1 thru 4, SWi, S* (AU) 
Section 12, All 
Section 13, H>s, KHS%, S&cSE>* 
Township 7 South. Range 102 West. 6th PH 1,258*00 3X 
Section 5, Lots 5 thru 8, S W J , S* 
Section 8, All . , 
Section 16, SWkSEk 
Township 7 South. Range 102 West. 6th PM £68,90 21 
Section 12, Lots 1 thru 4, POh$ UH 
Section 13, Lot 1 
IXASE I LESSOR 
£56705 USA C-11216' 
o ; t 7 i ; USA C-12668 
596725 USA C-12669 
896735 USA C-12671 
696745 USA C-12699-A 
-2-
PESCRIPTIOW 
Township 6 Southf Range 100 West. 6ch PM 
Section 32, Lots 2, 3, 6, 7 
Township 7 South. Range 100 West. 6th PM 
Section 3, Lots 9, io . 
Section A. Lots 5$ 6$ 1$ 8 
Section 5, Lots 5, 6 
Section 10, SE^NUk 
Township 7 South. Range 100 West. 6th PM 
Section 181 Lots 3 thru 6, WH 
Township 7 South. Range 101 West. 6th PM 
Section 22. Lot 1, SEWE*, HlkSlH 
Section 23. Lot 1, SWkNW*. W%SW%, E W J , Pi 
Township 7 South. Range 100 West. 6th PM 
Section 17, NEWiE*, NWWWk, Sh*H> &i 
Section 18, N^KEkt SWkNEk, SE% 
Township 7 Southr Range 100 West. 6th PM 
Section 19, Lots 5 thru 89 EWl, Pi 
Township 7 South. Range 101 West. 6th PM 
Section 25, All 
Section 26, IH 
Township 7 South. Range 102 West. 6th PM 
Section 7, N0(SW% 
Section 19, Lots 5 thru 8, SEkNWk, K&tNEl 
Township 7 South. Rsnge 103 West. 6th PM 
Section 2, KWkSE* 
Section 11, MSsK£%» StkHEk SEkSEk 
Section 12, Wtf, S*k> #&&*. SEkNft 
Section 13, tiEfc, WfcSEk 
Section 24, E*j 
Section 25, »iltu Stifle, tfiSEk 
WET ACftES ORR EXPIg 
143.65 3Z 07/31 
1,048.^9 31 06/3C 
840.00 it 06/3C 
i ,57i;84 3* 06/3< 
4*417.12 3X 04/3C 
1ZASZ I LESSOR 
696733 USA C-12721 
696765 USA C-12864 
696773 USA C-12865 
E96785 USA C-12866 
£96793 USA C-12998 
-3-
PESCftlPTIOM NET ftCRES ORR 
Township 7 South. Ranns 102 West. 6th PM 2,329.61 3X 
Section 25, Lots 1 thru 4, W%E*j, \)H (All) 
Section 26, All 
Section 35, All 
Section 36, Lot 1, W4NE%, MflcSEk, WW%, N^SW*, StfcSW* 
Township 8 South, Range 102 West. 6ch PM 
Section 1, Lots 79 8, 10, 11, 12 
Township 7 South, Range 101 West. 6th PM 
Section 5, Lots 3 thru 8, S^H%. ISH 
Section 6, Lots 8 thru 12, SEkNEfc, E*jS»< 
Section 7, Lots 5 thru 8, &OH (All) 
Section 8, All 
Section 179 H>j 
Section 18, Lots 3 thru 8, E%£% (All) 
Township 7 South, Rsngo 101 West. 6th PM 
Section 15, Lots 6 thru 11$ SVkSEk 
Section 16, Lots 1 thru 9,'KWk, W^Nft, N E W 
Section 17, S% 
Section 20, #*, NEfcSWk, H4SB% 
Section 2 1 , Lots 1 , 2 , SlftNtfc, SW%, E% 
Section 22, W%, W%E%, SEkSEH 
Township 8 South, Range 101 West, 6th PM 1,1)1*36 3X 0. 
Section 4 , Lots 1 thru 4, SWi, VH&1 
Section 10, N^NEk, 
Section 11, N%, SEk 
Section 14, MEkNVAc, NEkfE* 
Township 7 South. Rsngo 101 West. 6th PM 2,2^6.36 3X 01 
Section 26, W>i 
Section 27, All 
Section 33, Lots 1 thru 4 , W* 
Section 34, Lots 1 thru 4, N*j 
Section 35, Lots 1 thru 4 , N>* 
2,551.14 3X C 
2,5?8.35 3X 0 
LEASE # LESSOR 
896805 USA C-13102 
896885 USA C-12999-
897085 USA C-12653 
897285 Estate of John V. Dougherty 
897295 Clarence Deacon 
897515 USA C-12654 
-4-
DESCRIPTION HET ACRES ORR 
Township 8 South. Range 101 West. 6th PM 1,162.05 3% 
Section 7, Lots 1, 2, EfeMfe, S^NEk, SEk 
Section 14, N^SE^ 
Section 17; Sh 
Section 22, NWk 
Section 23, HWk, SWVNEfc 
Township 7 South. Range 101 West. 6th PM 2,416.38 2%X 
Section 3, Lota 5 thru 8, $Wi9 SH (All) 
(Excl. reservoir right-of-way) 
Section 4 , Lota 3 thru 8, $k#i, S>* (All) 
Section 9, Al l 
Section 10, Lota I thru 7, #*#*, SVkNWk, W^SWk 
(Excl. reservoir right-of-way) 
Section 15, Lota 1 thru 3 , MftNUk 
Township 8 South. Range 100 West. 6th PM 2,139.41 3X 
Section 1, Lota 1, 2, 3 , 4, 5, 6, 7, 
SWkNEk, S)|NWk, St*. WSiSEk 
Section 2 , Lota 1, 2 , 3 , 4 , S*sN% 
Section 3 , Lota 1, 2 , 3 , 4 , Sh^i 
Section 10, U** 
Section 11 r* N4 
Section 12, Lota I , .2, 3 , MWk» K^ SWk 
Township 7 South. Range 100 West. 6th PM 320.00 Itont 
Section 8, SEk, SE^ SWH 
Section 9, MWkSW** 
Section 17, HEkNWk, Wfi&Ek 
Township 7 South, Range 102 West. 6th PM 
Section 6, S E W c , SV<NE><, NWkSEk, MEWWk 
106.66 Hone 
Township 8 South. Range 100 West. 6th PM 1,632.37 33C 
Section 5, Lota i , 2 , 3 , 4 , V$H$ SH 
Section 6, Lota. I r ' 2 , ,3,'.4, 5, 6, S**H£k, SEk 
Section 7, Lota 1 , '2 , "3, 4 , tftfty, 24 
LEASE # 
S97525 
897535 
LESSOR 
USA C-12751 
USA C-12752-A 
-5-
DESCRIPTION 
Township 8 South, Range 100 West. 6th PM 
Section 8, All 
Section 9, All 
Section 17, All 
Section 18, Lots 3, 4, IfcSttfc, SE% 
Township 8 South, Range 100 West. 6th PM 
Section 10, Stft, SW%SE* 
Section 14, VWi 
Section 15, All 
Section 16, All 
WET ACRES' 
2,199*33 
1,640*00 
897555 USA C-13364 
697565 
897575 
USA C-13368-A 
USA C-13367 
Township 7 South, Range 100 West. 6th PM 2,548.36 
Resurvey Tracts Noa. 47, 48~H, 48-1, 48-J, 37-B 
Section 20, S%, S»*N%, NE%NE%, NWkNW% 
Section 21, Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, NW%, WfS% 
Section 28, Lots 1, 2, 3, S%HW%, $1* 
Section 29, Lots 1, 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , IfeNWk, SEk, SZkSUk 
Township 7 South, Ranee 100 West, 6th PM 36.50 
Resurvey Tract Ho. 37-C 
Township 7 South, Range 101 Vest, 6th PM 2,532.29 
Section 24, Al l 
Township 7 South, Range 100 Vest', 6th PM 
Section 30, Lots 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, NEkr. E^ NWk, E^ SWV, StfkStH 
Section 31, Lots 5 , 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, E**Ntfc, NEkSV%, 
hlHS&i, SifNEk. MftNEk 
Section 32, Lots 1, 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , NEfc, N^SEk, 8*NWk, SWVNVk, 
N^ fStflc 
Section 33, Lot 1, Mft, HtjSVfc 
LUSE I 
e975E3 
897395 
897605 
797623 
LESSOR 
USA C-13363-A 
USA C-13365-A. 
USA C-13366-A 
Katharyne E. Htm 
898725 
898915 
896925 
699115 
Leonard Slaugh 
V. E. Uubbard. 
Marie K. Young 
Leonla t. Chuc 
•6-
DESCRIPTIOK 
Township 7 
Section 33i 
Township 7 
Section 7, 
Section 16i 
Township 7 
South. 
, Lpte : 
South. 
iota 5 
South• 
Reaurvey Tract Ho. 
Township 7 Southf 
Range 
I. 3, < 
Range 
f 6, 7. 
Ranne 
, 48-G 
Ranne 
100 West. 6ch PM 
• , HI*, WjSEk 
100 Vest. 
8 
;, NEkNEk, 
100 West. 
102 West. 
6ch PM 
\fii 
6th PM 
6th PM 
Section 22, Lota 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 21, 23, 25 of 
Reaurvey Tract No. 40 
Section 23, Lota 2, 3, of Reaurvey Tract No* 40 
Township 7 South. Range 101 West 
Section 30, Reaurvey' Tract,44 
Township 7 South. Range 102 West 
Section 36, Lota 2, 3, 4, 
Township 7 South. Range* 101 West 
Section ?0, Reaurvey Tract 44' 
Township 7 South. Range 102 West 
Section 36, Lota 2, 3, 4, * 
Township 7 South. Rang. 100 Wett 
Section 30* Reaurvey Tract 46 
Section 31, MfcSElc 
Township 7 South. Rang. 100 W a t 
Section 16, MftNEfc 
Section 18, S E W c 
Section 20, MElfMft, MWfcNEk 
MET ACJRES 
335.83 
565.01 
40.00 
40.00 
40.00 
40..00 
40.00 
160.00 
LEASE # LESSOR 
S99125 USA C-16622 
899145 USA C-16621 
699235 Thoats W. Woodward 
699245 John H. Lathsa at al 
902085 John V. Cuddy 
901095 USA C-17357. 
-7-
DESCRIPTION 
Township 8 South* Rente 102 West, 
Section 1, Lots 9$ 13 thru 20 
6th PH 
Township 8 South. Rsnr.e 101 West. 6th PM 
Section 2, Lots 1, 2, 3, 4. S^ N**, S>| 
Section 3, Lots X, 2, 3. 4, S*itf*, SH 
Township 8 South, Rants 99 West 
Rssurvty Tracts 46, 47, and 54 
Tovnthlp 8 South. Rants 100 West 
Ssction 10, NHSEk, SEkSlk 
Section ii9 tftSH, swkswk 
Sactlon 12, Lot *, SSjSVfc 
Stctlon 13, Lots 1, 2, KEktt* 
HET ACftES 0RR EXPIR1 
36G. 00 3X 08/3 li 
1,280.60 3* 05/31/ 
252.87 3X 12/07/ 
Township 8 South, Rannt 99 Wttt 
Resurvny Tracts 46, 47 and 54 
Township 8 South, Rings 100 Vt 
Stctlon 10, ItfjSft, SEkSE^ 
Stctlon 11, #iSH, WhSUk 
Stctlon 12, Lot 4 , SHtofli 
Stctlon 13, Lots lf 2, HEkHWk 
758|.61 3X 10/2?^ 
Township 7 South. Rsnte 101 West 
Tracts.39, 40 (Exc 37.71 mineral ac of Section 10). 
41, 42, 43 (located In StctloiulS, 16, 21, 22 t 23) 
42f.S7 2.887X 07/23^ 
Township 8 South. Rants 100 West, 6th 7H 
Section 2, S% 
Section 3, $h 
Section 4, Lots 1, 2, 3. 4t S*jN%f S*| (All) 
1.26^.32 4X 12/3H 
LEASE I 
915855 
916965 
LESSOR 
USA C-20561 
USA C-20635 
923225 Alborcsons Ranches, Inc. 
Curative L n — 
923265 USA C-12757 
923285 Pearl I. Zadre 
Curative Lease 
923295 George M. Anderson* 
Curative lease 
•8-
DESCRIPTIOK 
Township 7 South. Range 102 Vest, 6th PM 
Section 18, SVi 
Township 7 South. Range 102 West, 6th PM 
Sectioa 16, Lota 1, 2, 5, 6, 8 thru 15, 17, 18, 19, 
21 thru 24, E^NEk, NEkSEk 
Township 7 South. Range 100 West. 6th PM 
Ute Rock Placer Mining Claims 1 thru 47 
Township 7 South, Range 101 West. 6th PM 
Ute Rock Placer Mining Claiae 48 thru 50 
Township 7 South. Range 101 West, 6th PM 
Section 19, Lota 5 thru 8, *H*H (All) 
Section 20, MftSWk, Sh$H 
"Section* 28, ATI" 
Section 29, All 
Section 30, Lots 5 thru 10, EkNEk 
Section 31, Lota 5 thru 8 
Section 32. Lots 1 thru 4. HkNWk. WEk 
Township 7 South, Range 100 Weat. 6th PM 
Placer Mining Claims Ute Rock Noa. 1-47 
Township 7 South. Range 101 Weat. 6th PM 
Placer Mining Claime Ute Rock Hog. 48-50 
Township 7 South. Range 100 West. 6th Pq 
1 thru 47 Ute Rock Placer Mining Claims 
Township 7 South. Range 101 West. 6th PM 
48 thru 50 Ute Rock Placer Mining Claims 
LEASE I 
9233^5 
923335 
923575 
923835 
924315 
924325 
LESSOR 
Lena Zadra Dinsaore, 
Cur aciva L***A 
Stolle Zadr* Jtawley, 
Curative Leajsj^^^ 
Raymond k. Zadra, 
Curative Lease 
JoJo Oil Shale Company, 
Curative Lease 
USA C-22170 
USA C-22171 
-9-
PESCRIPTIOW 
Township 7 South, Ranee 100 West, 6ch PM 
Ute Rock Plater Mining Claims 1 thru 47 
Township 7 South, Ranne 101 West, 6th PM 
Ute Rock Placer Mining Claims 48 thru 50 
Township 7 South. Range 100 West. 6th PM 
Ute Rock Placer Mining Claims 1 thru 47 
Township 7 South. Range 101 West, 6th PM 
Ute Rock Placer Mining Claims 48 thru 50 
Township 7 South. Range 100 West. 6th PM 
Ute Rock Placer Mining Claims 1 thru 47 
Township 7 South, Range 101 West. 6th PM 
Ute Rock Placer Mining Claims 48 thru 50 
Township 7 South. Range 100 West, 6th PM 
.Ute Rock Placer Mining Clalma 1 thru 47 
Township 7 South, Range 101 West. 6th PM 
Ute Rock Placer Mining Claims 48 thru 50 
# 
Township 7 South. Range 102 West. 6th PM 
Section 69 Lots 8 thru 14, SE^NEk, SE**Stfc, S»iS0c, MtfcSEk 
Section 7, Lots 5 thru 8, &i> SjNWk. StkSVk 
Section 17. SWH 
Township '7 South. Range 102 West, 6th PM 
Section 18, Lota 69 7. 8 
Section 19, S^ NEk, NWkNEk, NE>cNWc, E^ SWk, SEk 
Section 20, Lots 5. thru 8, SW<, W^ SEk 
Section 21, Lots r thru 18, S^ HEfc, NW^ HEk 
Section 22, Lots 1 thru 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 22, 24, 26, 
tfiNEk. SHANES* 
k WET KCRES 
.00 
.00 
.00 
.00 
1,190.31 
f-iri02.96 
yZASE # LESSOR 
924333 USA C-22172 
5003 Theodore E, Zsdra, Jr., 
Curstlve Lease 
-10-
DESCRIPTIOK 
TownihiP 7 South, Range 102 Vest. 6th ?M 
Section l), N^ i, SEk 
Section 18, WEk, E4W4 
Section 20, Lots 1 thru 4. WHMEk, NWk 
Section .21, Stk 
Section 27, S&c 
Section 28, MEk 
Section 34, N&c 
Township 7 South, Range 100 West, 6th ?M 
Ute Rock Mining Claims #1 thru 47 
Township 7 South, Range 101 West. 6th PH 
Ute Rock Mining Claims 148, 49, 50 
LSSSPB . LESSEE 
Zions F i r s t NationaJDclco Petroleum 
bonk, Tru»tco Icorporat ion 
Les te r Newton Oswald 
Iramily t Mar i t a l jTrusts 
i 
DATFI nflSPRTPTTON • t O R S . 
WORKING 
INTEREST 
7/10/75 Township 1 ITorth, Range 7' Eas t 
Sec t ion
 x 2 : A l l 
S e c t i o n 4 : Lots 2 r 3 , 4 , SE*l?E%, UhSZk, 
S'AhSEk, SNk 
S e c t i o n 6: L o t s 5 , 6 , 7 , SE>?NW><, E>*SWV# 
ShlWHf SE% 
Sect ion 8: A l l 
2015.09 100) 
k££££ 
U-41363 
U-4L370 
K13-1I-
- , 7 0 
20n-«2-
20H--62-
Sechton 
4 
5 
7 
32 
» 
Township 9-SontJi. *»-"« 22-ga»t_ 
Description Acrcc<!« 
Ix>U 1,2,3,4 « 2 - « 6 
S/2 3 / 2 
U>t» 3*4, S/2 KH/4, S/2 
SE/4 NE/4 5 2 4 ' 4 5 
TovmrtiU 4-Soath, Range >S*j& 
Al l 254.22 
3Ma-i4-20H-€2-
3CC* 23 
3HD-14-2QH-C2-
3651 22 
:ni>-i4-2ca-*2-
Mb2 
rN&-i4-2ca-u-
3653 
22 
23 
2$ 
27 
27 
Townahlo 8-SoTith, Z*r*3m 20-Kaat 
K/2 KW/4 * Lot J 113.89 
S/2 S/2 
Lot.s 1 thro • Ins*. 
K/2 K/2 
lAt 9 * SW/4 SK/4 
KW/4 KW/4 
KB/4 KE/4 
N/2 UE/4 
3E/4 IW/4 * i o t 2 
324 
303.7 
145.5 
SLSfKXjAAC*. ir-t^r-L^y /f •y • / — y —*>-^ - o -
Jtw¥0«.N.wYork 10017 £ t > » * < • / ^ / ' - C / " K C V . U V L U v -
""TiGElW* (212) 644-2200 V \ l ^ ^ 
Ctt * Mtco,cti . .
 A p R t t ^33 | ^ H 
Belco Petroleum Corporation a. M. CHISTE 
BeSco 
\ i \ i 
a*,*.^  V^: 
Mr. W. Olson 
Mountain Fuel Supply Company 
79 South State Street 
P.O.Box 11150 
Salt Lake City# Utah 84147 
Dear Wally: 
Per our conversation of March 25, 1983 and in accordance 
with your letter dated February 24f 1983, Belco and 
Mountain Fuel agree that the gas from the attached listing 
of wells proposed to be drilled in 1983 will be purchased 
by Mountain Fuel under the terms and conditions of our 
Chapita Wells contract dated January 22, 1982. Belco pro-
poses to commence this project in April, 1983. 
However# with regard to these wells only, the contract will 
be amended to provide a take or pay clause of 60%. Mountain 
Fuel will pay the highest maximum NGPA price, except that 
if the well is qualified as a 107 tight gas well, Mountain 
Fuel will pay $4.50 per MMBTU which price shall be inclusive 
of all taxes. ^ JL/^jhdl^^/ Ut**-
Please signify your concurrence by signing below and returning 
a copy to my attention. 
Very truly yours, 
BELCQ<PETRO££UM CORPORATION 
RMp.-a Robert M. Chiste 
««.Zliu Executive Assistant to the 
A t t a c h
' President 
The above terms are agreed to and approved. 
MOUNTAIN FUEL SUPPLY COMPANY 
BY ,W.JLJS /?^y^ 
Belco Development Corporation 
INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO:-
FIOM:-
.TTM MftOPF DATE:. nFrPMBFP ? 7 . 1QP1 
nAVTn w, r.g&T. 
SUBJECT: NGPA PRICE REDUCTIONS FROM MOUNTAIN FUEL SUPPLY 
QijlA/u^ldiK^ 
S 
sales MountaipiBI£uel Supply Co. (MFSC) 
MGPft fiPrti^1^Pri<rog for gas that 
section£lQ7 prices^ Turthermore/ effective 
began paying based on NGPA section 
prices^for that same gas. Listed below are the wells effected 
recent contract amendment calling for lower prices: 
Effective with October 1983 
began paying Belco based on 
V xXs" Eligible for NGPA 
wifrh November 1983 sales MFSC 
03 
by the 
;Ms.*:>.fes- WELL NAME 
Chapita 
Chapita 
Chapita 
Chapita 
Chapita 
Chapita 
Chapita 
Chapita 
42 -13 
4 3 - 1 1 
45 -25 
46 -30 
47 -30 
4 8 - 1 ? 
49 -25 
52 -33 
?• Chapita j#«<*"7 56-29 
fc-S 
1-3 
Chapita 
Chapita 
Chapita 
Chapita 
Chapita 
Chapita 
Chapita £•-
Chapita' 
Duncan Fed. 
Stagecoach 
Stagecoach 
Stagecoach 
White Rivei 
58 -19 
219-15 
220-10 
224-10 
2 2 5 - 2 
2 2 7 - « * 
2 3 0 r l 4 
2 3 4 - 2 3 
3 3 - 9 
18-17 
2 0 - 7 
2 1 - 8 
.42-34 
U 0**^ -
U . 0 3 3 7 
NOV. 1983 SALES (MCF) 
2329 
3169 
7767 
140 
2755 
4295 
5953 
981 
612 
1936 
1186 
6693 
3900 
MFSC is current 
i)j<W- M2.o«o 2.SX-
y p a y i n g NGPA s e c 
t h e C h a p i t a q i 7 - t e > t h e C h a p i t a ^ 6 ^ 
a l t h o u g h o u r / a g r e e m e n t was f o r ( s e c t i o n 
OCT *1 W^fA 
109 prices for 
and the Stagecoach 
103 prices. 
purchases «f / 
22-17 
w 
/ O i 
I O 1 * ±.t>5 O 
c o n t i n u e d 
fiT Pie 
V
 TtTIEBrOFFICE MEMORANDUM 
PAGE 2 
l ase note that several of the wells listed can qualify for section 108 
prices if we should elect to pursue that matter. 
Finally, I should further point out that Oonoco and Enserch are receiving 
as nuch as $4.50 per M3F for their share of gas on sane of the above listed 
wells. 
QtlQAMLld.O&JUtl 
cc: R. M. Chiste 
M. Papa 
J . Henry 
J . Rogers< 
B. Fance 
AXCKCKENT TO 
CAS PURCHASE AGREEMENT 
THIS AMENDMENT la aiade effective aa of July lf 1983, by and between SELCO DEVELqPMCKT 
CORPORATION, hereafter "Seller," and MOUNTAIN FUEL SUPPLY COMPANY, hereafter "Suyer^ (Seller 
and layer mf collectively referred to as the "parties.*) 
THE PARTIES REPRESENT AS FOLLOWSt 
A. Seller And Suyer entered into a Cas Purchase Agreement (hereafter "Agreement*) dated 
January 32, 1112, covering the aaleand purchase of certain gas produced from theichaplts veils 
>rea located in Plntah County, Utah/ The Agreement is an "Intrastate rollover contract," as 
defined in Sections 2(12) and 104(b) of the Natural Cas Policy Act of 1971 (NCPA). 
1. The partlas entered into a Letter Agreement dated March 28, 1913, vherein the parties 
agreed to amend the Agreement to provide for a €0% take-or-pay obligation and a $4.50 per MKStu 
price for "tight-formation gas" produced from certain veils vhich vere to be drilled during 
1983. 
C. The parties des ire to amend the Agreement to change the "tight-formation gas* price 
for gas delivered during the period of July 1, 1963, through June 30, 1985, for a l l subject 
v e i l s , including those v e i l s referenced in the March 28, 1983 Letter Agreement. The parties 
intend that t h i s Amendment be in l i e u of the amendment contemplated in the March 28, 1983 
Letter Agreement. The v e i l s referenced in the March 28,1983 Letter Agreement shall in 
a l l other ways be covered by the terns of the January 22. 1982 Agreement. 
THEREFORE, THE PARTIES AGREE AS FOLLOWS* 
1. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in Section VH-l(a) and Vll-l (b) of the 
Agreement, the price for any gas delivered during the period of July 1, 1963 through June 30, 
1985, that qualifies as "tight-formation gas" under the FERC Order No. 99 shall be the highest 
maximum' lawful price that the gas would otherwise qualify for in the absence of qualification 
finder NCPA Section 107(c)(5). In the event of deregulation of such price during this period. 
the price for "tight-formation gas" shall be the maximum lawful price most recently in effect 
prior to such deregulation. 
2. Except as expressly modified herein, all other terms and conditions of the Agreement, 
as amended, shall remain in full force and effect. * ~^ 
IK WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Amendment on the day and year 
set forth above. 
SELLER: 
BELCO JtffcVELCSfcENT CORPORATION 
A/,dc<£M- KQmkmk 
Assistant Secretary ^ 
BUY! 
MOUNTAIN. FUEL SUPPLY COMPANY 
Attest: 
^Secretary President ana L . L . U . 
Transmission Division 
AXEKSKSNT TO 
CAS PUACHASE ACHXEKENT 
faUiflU^ 
THIS AKENDKENT It sude effective aa of July 1, 1911, by and between BE Leu DEVELOPKENT 
COMORATXON, hereafter 'Seller,* and MOUNTAIN FUEL SUPPLY COMPANY, hereafter *8uyer.« (Seller 
and layer are collectively referred to aa the *partiee.°) 
TKC PAATXES REPRESENT AS FOLLOWSt 
A. Seller and Buyer entered into a 6as Purehate Agreement (hereafter "Agreement*) dated 
January 22, 1912, covering the aale and purchase of certain gas produced from the Chapita wells 
Area located in Uintah County, Utah. The Agreement is an 'intrastate rollover contract,* aa 
defined in Sections 2(12) and 104(b) of the Natural Caa Policy Act of 1971 (NGPA). 
ft. The parties entered into a Letter Agreement dated March 21, 1983, wherein the parties 
agreed to amend the Agreement to provide for a €0% take-or-pay obligation and a $4.50 per M*3tu 
price for *tight-foraation gas" produced from certain walla which were to be drilled during 
1*13. 
C. The parties desire to amend the Agreement to change the 'tight-foreation gas* price 
for gas delivered during the period of July 1, 19S3, through June 30, 1985," for all subject 
wells, including those wells referenced in the March 28, 1983 Letter Agreement. The partiea 
Intend that thia Amendnent be in lieu of the amendment contemplated in the March ,?8, 1983 
Letter Agreement. The veils referenced in the March 28v 1983 Letter Agreement shall in 
all other vavs be covered bv the terms of the January 22. 1982 Agreement. 
THEREFORE, THE PARTIES AGREE AS FOLLOWS: 
1. notwithstanding anything to the contrary in Section VZl-l(a) and Vll-l(b) of the 
Agreement, the price for any gas delivered during the period of July 1, 1983 through June 30, 
1985, that qualifies as 'tight-formation gas" under the FERC Order No. 99 shall be the highest 
maximum lawful price that the gas would otherwise qualify for in the abaence of qualification 
under NGPA Section 107(c)(5). 2n the event of deregulation of auch price .during this period, 
the price for "tight-formation gas* shall be the maxiaum lawful priee most recently in' effect 
prior to auch deregulation. 
2. Except aa expressly modified herein, all other terms and conditions of the Agreement, 
aa amended, ahall remain in full force and effect. 
IK WITNESS WHIREOf, the partiea hereto have executed thia Amendment on the day and year 
aet forth above 
Attastt 
/ V ~ * <*£&;•-"* 
I/,A£C/CJ%~ 
Assistant Secretary 
Attest: 
(lti.s.i £miu 
MOUNTAIN FUEL SUPPLY COMPANY 
.Secretary 
<-y By: (H flK.ivwtiv 
^resident ana L'.L.U. 
Transmission Division 
TabE 
CIC Contract No. V ' / V A 
GAS PURCHASE AGREEMENT 
between 
COLORADO INTERSTATE CAS COMPANY 
division of 
COLORADO INTERSTATE CORPORATION, as Buyer 
and 
GAS PRODUCING ENTERPRISES, INC., as Seller 
Uintah County, Utah 
DATED: JUNE 20, 1974 
STATE OF (DI/)RADO ) 
) ss.: 
COUNT* OF DOWER ) 
Be it remanbered, that en this 3& day of ?2c7<4^f^Uu^Vi?V\ 
before me, tlie undersiqnecL, a Notary Public in and for the County and State 
aforesaid, came (?Ufc(j; £ yjl<lZ*^*U , V ^ X J President 
of Colorado Interstate Gas CCirpany, a^Delaware Corporation, who is personally 
knc*m to me to be such officer, and vfoo is personally known to me to be the 
person *dx> executed as such officer the within insLrument of writi no on behalf 
of such corporation, and such person duly acknowledged the execution of the 
sane to be his free and voluntary act and deed, and as the free and voluntary 
act and deed of such corporation, for the uses and purposes therein set forth. 
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my 
Notarial Seal the day and year last above written. 
(L ^A.^^-J 
Notary Public 
KJ7l d?7V<&^ 
My Ctnmission Expires: 
My Commission cxpiics August 25, !C2J 
STATE OF NEW YORK ) 
) ss.: 
COUNTY OF NEW YORK ) 
Be it ranenbered, that on this 22 day of November , 19 78 , 
before me, the undersigned; a Notary Public in and for the County and StaL-
aforesaid, came Arthur M . Walter Treasurer 
of EEUD DEVEIXXMENT CORPORATION, a DELAWARE Corporation, v/ho is personally 
knewn to me to be such officer, and who is personally known to me to be the 
person \foo executed as such officer the within instrument of writing on behalf 
of such corporation, and such person duly acknowledged the execution of the 
sane to be his free and voluntary act and deed, and as the free and voluntary 
act and deed of such corporation, for the uses and purposes therein set forth. 
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my 
Notarial Seal the day and year last above written. 
My Ocmnission Expires: 
GLADYS ^ H ^ « k 
<to^2_ 
Article PARe 
I COMMITMENT . 2 
II DELIVERY . . ,. 7 
III QUALITY 9 
IV QUANTITY , . 10 
V PRICE 12 
VI TERM 17a 
VII REGULATIONS « 17a 
VIII COMMINGLED GAS . 19 
IX MODIFICATIONS AND AMENDMENTS 19 
X TERMINATION OF PRIOR AGREEMENTS 19 
EXHIBIT "A" 
GENERAL CONDITIONS 
T TlKFTNTTTONS 1 
II MEASUREMENT 2 
III OWNERSHIP, CONTROL, AND POSSESSION 5 
IV BILLING AND PAYMENT -. 6 
V TAXES 7 
VI TITLE 7 
VII INDEMNIFICATION 9 
VIII FORCE MAJEURE 9 
IX DEFAULT 10 
X ASSIGNMENT 10 
XI CONFLICTS 10 
XII NOTICES . . . 10 
EXHIBIT "BM SCHEDULE OF COIDIITTED ACREAGE 
EXHIBIT MB-1" MAI 
EXH I B I T
 "
C
" • •• •- LIST OF UELL! 
EXHIBIT "n" 
JAS PURCHASE ACREEMEHT 
(WELL CONNECTION) 
THIS AGREEMENT is made as of the 20th day of June, 1974, by and between 
COLORADO INTERSTATE CAS COMPANY division of COLORADO INTERSTATE CORPORATION, 
Post Office Box 1087, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80944, herein called ,fBuyer, 
and 
CAS PRODUCING ENTERPRISES, INC. 
Five Greenway Plaza East 
Mouston, Texas 77046 
herein called "Seller." 
WHEREAS, Seller controls gas lands and gas wells in what is commonly 
.referred to as the Natural Buttes Unit Area of Utah and expects to drill 
additional wells on lands now or hereafter controlled by it in said area; 
and 
WHEREAS, Buyer, upon receipt by it and by others of all acceptable 
regulatory authorizations necessary to carry out the transactions of which 
this Agreement is a part proposes, at least for a period of several years,. 
to deliver the gas purchased by it hereunder to Mountain Fuel Supply Company 
under the terms of a Gas Purchase and Exchange Agreement of* even date here-
with; and 
WHEREAS, Buyer and Seller are. parties to a Gas Purchase Agreement 
dated September 27, 1973, and, upon receipt by Buyer and by Seller hereunder 
and by others of all acceptable regulatory authorizations necessary to carry 
out the transactions of which this Agreement is a part, desire to cancel and 
supersede said Gas Purchase Agreement by this Agreement; 
WITNESSETH THAT, the parties hereto do mutually agree upon the sale 
and purchase of gas. in the quantities and under the conditions herein 
provided and In accordance with the General Conditic ^ attached hereto 
and made a part hereof %n Exhibit "A," &* follows: 
ARTICLE 1 - COhMlTMENT X £• •/! ( »>P"'mfU '7 ''' ' A ' '' 
1.1 INITIAL COMMITMENT - Seller represents that it owns gas leases 
and gas rights in the lands as described in Exhibit "B" and shown on 
Exhibit "B-l" hereto attached and made a part hereof, and may acquire 
additional gas leases and gas rights in said area which will be added to 
said Exhibit "B," and upon which it has or expects to develop reserves of 
gas which have not been committed except as herein provided, and that from 
such sources Seller believes it can assure delivery of gas in sufficient 
quantities to fulfill the requirements of this Agreement* Seller hereby 
commits to the performance of this Agreement for the term hereof all of 
Seller's interest!) in said gas rights and the gas which can be commercially 
produced from the coram!teed acreage, reserviug, however, lo Seiiet the 
following: 
(a) All oil which-may be produced from the committed acreage*. 
(b) All gas produced from oil wells, commonly known and 
referred to as casinghead gas. 
(c) All gas which may be required for drilling and lease 
operations upon the connitted acreage and other nearby acreage of Seller. 
(d) All gas which mav be required for delivery to Seller1s 
lessors under the terms of leases, and all gas which may be sold and 
delivered by Seller to owners of the surface rights in the land covered 
by the particular lease or included in the unit from which the gas sold 
hereunder is produced for use by such owners in connection with the 
Irrigation of the real property included within the said oil and gas lease 
or unit. 
; « . 
(e) All liquid hydrocarbons, oil, or condensate removed by Seller 
by means of drips and/or conventional field separators from the gas produced 
from committed acreage prior to delivery to Buyer. With respect to the 
removal of such liquid hydrocarbons at the wellhead. Seller agrees to install 
all drips and conventional field separators that may be found necessary to 
separate crude oil, liquid hydrocarbons, and water in its liquid state from 
the gas so that, to the extent that same may be removed by use of such 
drips and field separators, such oil, liquid hydrocarbons, and wauer may 
be kept from entering Buyer's facilities. 
1.2 RELEASE FROM COMMITMENT - Buyer shall be obligated to connect 
wells now or hereafter drilled on the committed acreage which can be 
economically connected to Buyers facilities. As to any well which is 
completed and available for connection hereunder, Buyer, within 30 days 
following the receipt from Seller of all of the information which Seller is 
required to furnish Buyer in accordance with Paragraph 1.5 of this Article I, 
shall advise Seller whether or not such well can be economically connected 
to Buyer9s facilities. In the event such well cannot be economically 
connected to Buyer9s facilities, Buyer shall, at the time said notice is 
given, furnish to Seller information upon which Buyer9s determination was 
made and at the same time advise Seller of the conditions under which such 
well can be economically connected to Buyer1s facilities; Seller shall 
then have the option of installing, maintaining, and operating that portion 
of the facilities which cannot be economically installed, maintained, and 
operated by Buyer. In the event a well is not connected as provided herein 
or after connection Buyer elects to discontinue its taking of gas from any 
well covered hereby under any of the options granted Buyer under the terras 
y-
hereof, then Seller in addition to the other rights provided herein shall 
thereafter have the option to vithdrav said well and the acreage attrib-
utable thereto from commitment to this Agreement. Notvlthstanding the 
above, if any veil completed on the committed acreage is capable of producing 
gas in commercial quantities and cannot be economically connected because 
of lack of development in the area between Buyer1s existing facilities and 
Seller9a veil, Buyer may at its option prepay monthly to Seller commencing 
90 days from completion of said veil at the then effective price herein pro-
vided, for gas at the rate of an average daily quantity equal to 75 percent 
of each such well's maximum sustained capability to produce gas as computed 
under Article IV, Paragraph 4.1(a) hereof. Except as hereinafter provided, 
such payment shall continue until Buyer connects to such veil. Any monies] 
cs paid by Buyer chell be repaid to *««y*r fcySA\]*r in 60 equal monthly 1 
Installments over a 5-year period immediately following initial delivery. I 
If such veil is disconnected under any of the options granted herein, then I 
Seller*shall thereupon repay to Buyer all monies not previously recouped I 
vhich vere paid to Seller for such gas not taken. In the event that Buyer, \ 
after commencing such payments, later determines that it is*not feasible I 
to construct facilities to connect said veil, Buyer may at its option I 
cease making payments, whereupon either Seller or Buyer may terminate this 1 
Agreement as to such veil and the acreage attributable thereto; and in such 1 
event Seller shall thereupon repay to Buyer all monies not previously recouped 
vhich vere paid to Seller for such gas not taken. — ^ 
1.3 EXTIRATION AND SURRENDER OF LEASES - Seller shall have the right 
to surrender in whole or in part any leases covering the committed acreage 
or allow the same to terminate for nonpayment of rentals or for failure to 
develop the same or for any other reason, provided that Seller shall notify 
Buyer in writing of its intentions to surrender any lease or allow the same 
to terminate at least 60 days prior to the intended effective date of such 
surrender or termination, whereupon Buyer may at its option elect to acquire 
such lease or leases from Seller* Seller shall not be liable for any failure 
on its part to give the 60 days1 written notice covering acreage described in 
Exhibit MBfl where such failure is due to oversight, inability, or inadvertence. 
on the part of any officer, employee, or agent acting on its behalf* If 
Buyer exercises such option, then Seller shall promptly assign and transfer 
to Buyer without further consideration all of Seller's interest in such 
leases as to which such option is exercised without warranty of title, and 
Buyer shall at such time assume and agree to perform all the obligations of 
Seller in connection with such leases. At the time of delivery to Buyer 
of assignments transferring to it the title to Seller's interest in such 
leases, Buyer shall pay to Seller in cash the fair salvage value of Seller's 
interest in any and all well equipment which may be then situated on such 
leases* If Buyer does not notify Seller in writing of its exercise of such 
option within 40 days after receipt of Seller's said notice, then Buyer's 
said option as to such leases shall expire and Seller may surrender the 
same or allow the same to terminate* It is agreed, however, that Buyer's 
option to acquire lease or leases, as provided in this paragraph, shall 
be subject to rights and options respecting acquisition of any lease com-
mitted hereunder, heretofore, or hereafter granted to 3rd parties under any 
agreement entered into between Seller and such parties for the development 
of the committed and adjoining acreage. 
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1.4 CONSOLIDATION OF LEASES - For the purpose of consolidating the 
coonitted acreage, Seller shall have the right to form, or to participate 
in the formation of, any unit which may include all or any part of the 
leases committed hereto and to pool and combine any lease or any part of 
any lease with properties owned by others, provided that this Agreement 
shall continue to apply to the interest of Seller in any such unit so 
formed to the extent that Seller9s interest in said unit is derived from 
the acreage committed hereto. 
1.5 DEVELOPMENT - Seller agrees to act with due diligence to obtain [ 
all necessary authorizations and order all necessary materials in connection I 
with the development of commercial production from the gas rights committed 
to Buyer under this Agreement and to develop and operate the acreage I 
committed to this Agreement in accordance with prudent operating practice. 
Seller shall notify Buyer of all new well locations, together with the 
acreage attributable thereto, and the ownership therein involving the acreage 
conraitted hereunder; shall advise Buyer of all wells completed on said 
acreage; and shall furnish all available completion information, logs, 
core analyses, and other data pertinent to evaluating the reserves under-
lying said acreage and each wellfs ability to produce. 
1.6 RIGHT-OF-WAY - Seller grants to Buyer, so far as Seller has the 
right to do so, right-of-way on the committed acreage for4Buyer's pipelines, 
and other equipment as may be necessary, with full right of ingress and 
egress to and from said premises, and the further right to do thereon acts 
necessary or convenient for the carrying out of the terms of this Agreement. 
All pipelines and equipment placed on the committed acreage by Buyer shall 
be and remain its property and be subject to removal by it at any time. 
1.7 MANAGEMENT AND OPERATION - Except as herein limited,/the control, 
management, and operation of the lands, leases, and veils located thereon 
and constituting the comitted acreage shall be and remain the exclusive 
right of Sellerjincluding but not limited to the drilling of any veils 
and the repair and revorking of old veils. Seller shall notify Buyer 
through Buyerfs appropriate field office prior to changing the rate of 
flov from any veil hereunder. Such notice may be given by telephone or 
the most convenient method of communication. 
ARTICLE II - DELIVERY 
2.1 DELIVERY LOCATION - The delivery points for the gas deliverable 
hereunder shall be at the wellhead of each veil producing gas from the 
gas rights committed by this Agreement unless a separator is installed at 
the veil or veils for the removal of liquids produced vith the gas, in ' 
which event the point of delivery for such veil shall be on the gas 
discharge side of Seller1s separator through which the gas is passed. In 
the event Seller elects to compress the gas produced from any veil drilled 
on the acreage committed under this Agreement, the point of delivery shall 
be at the discharge of the field compressor. Seller shall furnish a suit-
able valve at each point of delivery for Buyer18 connection. 
2.2 DELIVERY PRESSURE - Gas shall be delivered hereunder at each 
point of delivery at sufficient pressure to enter Buyer's gathering system 
against the pressure existing therein from time to time, vhich pressure 
shall not exceed 860 pounds per square inch gauge; provided, however, 
should any of Seller's veils be not capable of delivering its Contract 
Quantity (as hereinafter defined) against Buyer's existing gathering 
system pressure, Buyer shall reduce such pressure to the extent required 
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of the average I 
irfs facilities i 
to accept delivery from such wcllf but in no event shall Buyer be required 
to reduce such pressure below the greater of 60 percent 
shut-in wellhead pressure of all veils connected to Buye 
producing from all formations or 25 pounds per square inch gauge. Said 
shut-in wellhead pressure shall be measured each year prior to November 1 
at the end. of a shut-in period of not less than 66 hours nor more than 78 
hours, and such Measurement shall be used to determine minimum pressure 
obligations for the following 12-month period November 1 through October 31 
Maintenance by Seller of sufficient pressure to enter Buyer1s gathering 
system as defined above shall be a condition of Buyerfs obligation to purcha 
' / * 
se I 
and receive from Seller the quantities of gas specified in Article IV hereof. \ 
Seller shall have the right, but not the obligation, to compress the gas 
from any well in order to make such well capable of delivering gas at the 
required pressure. In the event any of Seller's wells are incapable of 
producing at the required pressure,Jthere shall be deducted from the volume 
of gas Buyer shall be obligated to take hereunder, the volume of gas allocable* °^ I 
to said well or wells for the period of time that such well or wells are 
incapable of so producing. \ 
2.3 MEASUREMENT - For the purpose of measurement, the average 
absolute atmospheric (barometric) pressure shall be assumed to be 13.0 
pounds per square inch, Irrespective of the actual elevation or location 
of the delivery points above sea level or of variation in such barometric 
pressure from time to time. Other provisions hereof with respect to 
measurement arc set forth in the General Conditions attached hereto as 
Exhibit "A." 
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ARTICLE III - QUALITY 
3.1 GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS - Cas delivered under this Agreement shall 
be gas as delivered in its natural state from the veils, separators, or 
compressors, including hydrocarbon and nonhydrocarbon substances in a vaporous 
state; provided, however, it shall not contain more than 1 grain of hydrogen \ 
sulphide, nor more than 20 grains of total sulphur per 100 cubic feet, at 
an absolute pressure of 14.65 pounds per square Inch,, at a temperature of 
60 degrees Fahrenheit; it shall be commercial in quality and be free from 
any foreign materials such as dirt, dust, iron particles, and other similar 
matter; it shall be reasonably free from objectionable liquids; and it shall 
be delivered at sufficient temperature from Seller's separator to prevent 
freezing in Buyer1s line, but in no event shall the gas exceed a temperature 
of 120 degrees Fahrenheit at the points of delivery. 
3.2 HEATING VALUE - The gross heating value of the gas delivered 
hereunder shall be not less than 950 .British thermal units per cubic foot at 
the pressure and temperature bases set forth in Paragraph L 5 of Article I of 
Exhibit "A" hereof. Adequate tests to determine the gross heating value of 
the gas delivered hereunder shall be made by Buyer at least once each year 
or as much oftener as is found necessary in practice. All such tests when 
so made shall, for the purposes of this Agreement, be determinative of the 
British thermal unit content of the gas subsequently produced from the well 
or wells so tested for a period of 1 year from the effective date thereof, 
or until changed by special test. 
3.3 FAILURE TO, MEET SPECIFICATIONS - If at any time the total quantity 
of gas produced from the committed acreage hereunder fails to meet the 
specifications as to quality as herein provided, Buyer may elect to 
discontinue taking gas from any or all such wells which produce gas having 
a quality inferior to that herein stipulated, whereupon cither Seller or 
Buyer may terminate this Agreement as to such wells and the acreage 
attributable thereto. 
ARTICLE IV - QUANTITY 
••1 (a) Contract Quantity - In the event valid allowables are 
established by duly constituted authority, Seller agrees to sell and deliver 
and Buyer agrees' to take and pay for or failing to take neverthelc ss to pay 
for said allowables* In the absence of valid allowables, fseller agrees to 
sell and deliver and Buyer agrees to take and pay for or failing to take i 
nevertheless to pay for 75 percent of each well's maximum daily sustained L 
capability (including any legal limitations placed upon the gas wellfs 
production as well as its physical capability) to produce against the 
lesser of the minimum pressure provided for in Paragraph 2.2 hereof or 
the pressure existing in Buyer's gathering system at the time 
(b) Allowable Nominations - In the event valid allowables arje 
established for the wells connected to Buyer's facilities, and Buyer's nomi-
nations are required, Buyer shall nominate in the aggregate for each 1-year 
period a quantity of gas at least equal to the Contract Quantity as stated 
herein. 
4.2 FAILURE OF BUYER TO TAKE CONTRACT QUANTITY - If during any 1-year 
period, commencing with the 1st day of the month in which initial delivery 
is made from each well, Buyer shall fail to take the Contract Quantity of 
gas from such well, then Buyer shall pay Seller on or before the 20th day 
of the 2nd month of the next following year for that quantity of gas which 
is equal to the difference between the Contract Quantity and Buyer's actual 
takes during such period. The amount so paid shall be equal to the price 
1 A 
3 
in effect at the time such deficiency occurred, multiplied by the volume 
of gas for which payment is due Seller, if the date at which such deficiency 
occurred can be determined; otherwise, the amount so paid shall be equal 
to the weighted average price for gas delivered hereunder during the period 
such deficiency occurred, multiplied by the volume of gas for which payment 
is due Seller. During the 5 years next succeeding a year in which Buyer 
has failed to take the gas so paid for, all gas taken by Buyer from Seller 
which is in excess of the Contract Quantity of gas for the current year 
shall be known as Make-up Gas and shall be delivered without charge to 
Buyer until such excess equals the amount of gas previously paid for but 
not taken, provided that Buyer shall not be permitted to make up any 
canceled allowable. However, Buyer will pay Seller any price differential 
between that price previously paid and that price in effect when such 
Make-up Gas is actually taken. Seller agrees to refund monies to Buyer 
for that portion of the gas previously paid for but not taken which Seller 
is unable to deliver as a result of any such well not being capable of 
producing such gas or being disconnected under any of the options granted 
herein. 
4.3 FAILURE OF SELLER TO DELIVER CONTRACT QUANTITY - If at any time 
during the term of this Agreement Seller does not deliver to Buyer tne 
Contract Quantity as set forth above from any well covered hereby when 
requested so to do by Buyer, Buyer's obligation to take such quantity shall 
be reduced by an amount equal to the quantity of gas which was requested by 
Buyer and not delivered by Seller. 
4.4 DISCONTINUANCE OF TAKING - Irrespective of any other provision of 
this Agreement, whenever the quantity of gas capable of being delivered from 
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I I i I " I RICE 
PRICE - For gas delivered to Buye.' 1/ Seller hereunder, the price 
per 
For the wells listed in Exhibit tfCM - For gas delivered from the -
wells listed * attached and 'ii.iiil m 1 ) 1 1 ( me 
shai . .nitial delivery hereunder through December 11 
1974 : s- __^._LI ... ^scalate ,97500 on January 1, J'^ J'Ii, and on January Is 
of each year thcrcafu_ through January lf 1981, E££ :ivc January 1, 1982f 
and thcrcafterf the jice shall be determined in accordance with Subparagraph |*# ^ 
f,C,f of Paragraph 5.1 of this Article V. ^ 
B« For the veils listed in Exhibit "D" - For gas delivered from the 
veils listed in Exhibit tfDM hereto attached and made a part hereof the price 
•hall be 31•9326c per Mcf froct initial delivery hereunder through December 31, 
1974. Said price shall escalate .9750c on.January 1, 1975, and on January 1st 
of each year thereafter through January 1, 1981. Effective January lf 1982, jJJ 
and thereafter, the price shall be determined in accordance with Subparagraph ^ 
lfCft of Paragraph 5.1 of this Article V. 
C. For gas delivered from all other veils; including ?&s delivered fron 
the veils listed on Exhibits ''C" and <yDM followlrg the rcconnlction or stimula-
tion thereof -
(1) For gas delivered from the wells covered by this Section (C), 
the price to be paid hereunder shall be the national price provided by the 
Federal Power Commission in its Opinion and Order Ho. 699-H issued December 4, 
1974, in Docket No. R-389-B (Order No. 699-H) as said Opinion and Order may 
be now or hereafter supplemented or amended, together with escalation of said 
price in such amounts and on such dates as may be provided therein. 
(2) In the event the national price established in Order No. 699-H 
is superseded or cancelled, the price hereunder at any time and from time to 
time shall be the price last determined under the provisions of said Paragraph 
(1) plus 1.0c per Mcf effective on January 1 next following the effective date 
of said last determination and plus 1.0c per Mcf effective on each January 1 
thereafter during the life of this Agreement. It is specifically agreed by the 
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(5) If at \y tine and from time to time a .ing the term of this 
Agreement Seller's costs, including a reasonable rate of return on its invest-
ment, incident to the development, production, and sale of the gas covered 
hereby, are greater than the revenue produced by the then effective pricing 
provisions contained in this Agreement, then Seller nay apply to the Federal 
Power Commission or to any successor governmental agency having jurisdiction 
for an Increase in price consistent with such costs. In the event increased 
pricing is approved by said Federal Power Commission or successor agency as 
a result of any such application, then, commencing with the effective date of 
such approval, said increased price or prices shall become the price or prices 
payable for gas purchased hereunder; provided, however, if the Federal Power 
Commission or successor agency shall at any time specifically exclude any 
portion of such increased price or prices as a part of Buyerfs costs recover-
able In its rates for gas sold to its customers, then the price or sricsc -'-' 
payable for gas purchased under this Agreement shall be reduced to the extent 
necessary to compensate for such exclusion. Nothing contained in this Sub-
paragraph (5) shall operate to reduce the price or prices otherwise payable 
hereunder. 
(6) In the event that prior to initial delivery hereunder the 
applicable gas price provided for herein is lower than the price contained In 
any other Agreement, or proposed Agreement, under which Buyer purchases, or 
offers to purchase, gas which is or would be produced from acreage located 
within 50 miles of the Exhibit "B" acreage covered hereby, the price herein 
shall then automatically escalate to such higher price. 
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of 3 arbitrators s* n be appointed upon applicati by either party therefor 
by the U. S. District Judge, senior in point of service, of the Federal 
Judicial District in which the property covered by this Agreement is situated* 
After 3 arbitrators are appointed pursuant to the foregoing provisions of this 
section, they shall meet, hear the parties with respect to the matter of said 
fair value, and arrive at a determination of the price at which gas is to be 
sold hereunder for the said then remaining term of this Agreement. Any 
determination agreed to in writing by at least 2 of said arbitrators shall be 
final and binding on the parties hereto. All arbitrators appointed pursuant 
to this section shall be individuals experienced in the oil and gas industry 
and competent to pass on the matter of said fair value. The fees and expenses 
of the arbitrators shall be borne equally by the parties hereto. 
(8) The prices provided for herein are based upon a gross heating 
value of 1,CC0 Zritiah thermal units per cubic foot. If the average KTOSS 
heating value of gas supplied from any well committed hereunder during any 
month shall be less than as stated above, then the price payable for gas 
delivered from said well during such month shall be proportionately reduced; 
and if the average gross heating value of gas supplied therefrom during any 
month shall be more than as stated above, then the price payable for gas 
delivered therefrom during such month shall be proportionately increased. To 
obtain such reduced or increased price, the prices stated herein shall be 
multiplied by a fraction, the denominator of which shall be the heating value 
as stated above and the numberator of which shall be the average gross heating 
value of gas delivered therefrom during the billing month. 
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initial delivery hereunder through December 31. 198 
the same nue from tl • , sal e c f the first 80f000 Mcf per 
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ARTICLE 
iii 
;Vo «n +Uo -*-*-• hereof and shal 
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ARTICLE VII - REGULATIONS 
JULATIONS - This Agreemer' • , * -.he respective obligations 
* he parties hereunder are subject to preser 
valid ' ii ' H i " "'i"!""i regulatl m, of duly constituted authorities having 
Jurisdiction ni. control over the parties, their ?*' xiiLies 
this Agreement m mi it m mil* >II»IM , cessation o* 
Jurisdiction or control, *tll rights and obligations as set forth in this 
Agreement shall again pertain. 
7.2 AITUCATIONS - Buyer and Seller shall each proceed with diligence 
to file with regulatory authorities any applications required and each 
agrees to furnish the other a copy of any such filings and any orders 
issued with respect thereto. Buyer and Seller shall prosecute such 
respective applications with diligence to final disposition. 
7.3 CERTIFICATES AND FACILITY CONSTRUCTION - Buyer's and Seller's 
obligations under this Agreement are conditioned upon both Buyer and Seller 
obtaining from such regulatory authorities such authorizations as may be 
necessary, in form and substance satisfactory to the party applying therefor* 
Neither party shall be required to accept any authorization which, in the 
opinion of the party applying for same, contravenes, nullifies, or is con-
trary to any provision of this Agreement or is otherwise not acceptable. 
Upon acceptance of all such authorizations by Buyer and Seller hereunder 
and by others necessary to carry out the transactions of which this Agreement 
is a part, Buyer and Seller will proceed with diligence in the construction 
of any facilities needed to accomplish delivery of gas from the wells 
covered hereby; provided, however, in no event shall Buyer or Seller have 
an obligation to commence construction of such delivery facilities during 
the winter period from November 15 to April 1. 
7.4 GOVERNMENTAL LEASES - It is hereby agreed that this Agreement 
shall be subject to the condition that nothing herein shall be construed as 
affecting adversely any of the relations between the United States and its 
lessee or the State of Utah and its lessee;, particularly in matters of 
gas waste9 taking royalty in kind, and the method of computing royalties 
due as based on a minimum price and in accordance with the terms and I 
provisions of the oil and gas leases and operating regulations applicable 
to the lands covered hereby. 
ARTICLE VIII - COhDUNCLEO CAS 
8 1 Ii " i 1 .he event the gas purchased hereunder is commingle I • J tli gas 
sold by others prion: il : • delivery hereunder then Seller agrees I: i » provide 
statement of ownership of the gas commingled and delivered during the 
to such statement. If Seller does not provide Buyer with such statemen 
or before the 5th day of sit • .3 i i o ' : Jill 1. the 1:1 the requirement that Buyer pay 
Seller on — »—f~- the 20th day of each 11101 \th for al 1 gas purchased and 
delivered hereunder during f.lie preceding month, as stated in Paragraph 2 
of Exhibit " I" , ," slia .3 ] 1 1 2 waived, t .• 1 Buyer shall 1 .• : t , I i • : \ obligated. to pay 
for such gas until the 20th d jay of the mc nth following the month in \A J ,1 „ 
6u cilllii s t a t e s lent i s 1: ceo 1 ed« 
ARTICLE IX - MODIFICATIONS AND AMEIJDIOTS 
fi JII ft o j i changes J 1:1 the ...provisions of t h i s Agreement made subsequent to 
i t s execution s h a l l be made Hi f I,omul amendments executed I ii the sane "manner 
as th is Agreemer 
J 0, Il 11J|: • on receipt by Buyer and Se l le r hereunder and tij o thers of a l l 
i 'or lzat ionf i u r n ."J in y I ,1 r iii n ' 1 111 I III 
of which t h i s Agreement i s a par, t
 f llli»ii! r v. 1 I .al 11 das I'm chase Agreement dated 
September 27, J 973, between the p a r t i e s hereto s h a l l "be superseded and 
canceled I: y thi s Agreement• 
IM WITNESS WllEl F, the parties hereto have exi Led this Agreement In 
several counterpart originals as of the day and year first above written. 
COLORADO INTERSTATE CAS COMPANY 
division of 
COI.ORADO INTERSTATE CORPORATION 
ATTEST: 
j%£ 
Assistant Secretary 
Vice President 
Colorado Inters ta te Corporation 
BUYER 
ATTEST: 
Assis tant Secretary 
COuDUN R. MORRIS 
GAS PRODUCING ENTERPRISES, INC. 
Vice Pres iden t '//is 
SELLER Y./J-
- 2 0 -
, # t « W w . w w - # v » ^ * ^ V / 
COUNTY OF I I I f\ ilV 
II lit iemerabcrcd, that on 
I f fo ic we, Lhe undersigned, a Not 
aforesaid, personally appeared 
this tj/,at... day oi Jl 
ary Public in and tfe Counts 
n <^ 
n  Dor the ounty and i up 
*\)jLc*> President of COLORADO INTERSTATE CORPORATION, a Delawaff c111 , ,,,,. 
tion, vho is personally known to me to be the e^Lft^* 1 ,?S of \w 
corporation that executed the within instrument, ana acknowledged to me 
that such corporation executed the «iinnif* 
In testimony whereof I Inu I treunto set my hand and affixed my 
i InI Seal the day and ye HI Inst above written. 
.ommission expires: 
Notary Public Z. 
STiHIL Ui 
— tt*^ ; ) 
Be it remembered, that on this it" daf of (fCf^*71* , lfl /( , 
before me, the undersigned, a„No,tavy Public 1 i nnl for the County and <irii 
al ucsaid, came ^> /*. -ven » 7/t^ Prenlihm 
a _ ,V».*jLcu<^ -«ww^ * corporation, who is personally known to mc to be 
such officer, and who is personally known to me to be the person who 
executed as i.uili nf fieri the within instrument of writing on behalf ol jutli 
corporation, and such person duly acknowledged the execution of thr unwi to 
be his free and voluntary act and deed, and as the free and voluntary net 
ami deed of surh corporation, for the uses and purposes therein set fo id 
In testimony whereof9 1 have hereunto set my hand and affixed my 
Notarial Seal the day and year last above written 
J/cfLti ) i i \iJ<iUt' ••<• 
Wi lommiss iun e x p u c s : 
Notary Public 
\ . .- . .._~ , ,ft.t« - 1 I P ?5 
- " • •h'j 4 m • » • * » < ' • • * • • * ' * * * » * * n * i I I * I • • 
EXHIBIT "A" 
General Conditions 
Gas Furchase Agreement 
DEFINITE ,,S 
Except where the context C M I •  • I , •» M < • i'" • n* 
c^n •—•-* fn this Agreement shall havr i i <• following 
leanings: 
1 m#»^ « - ^-<i~-i -*• •»# consecutive hours 
beginning eight o ^candard 
purchase. 
MONTH - The term "month" shall - beginning ;*
 ; -t 
o'clock w.i irst da 
-m. on . •
 : uccceding calendar month* 
shall m p 
nont-* 
U . BRITISH THERMAL UNIT - 'IV term "Brxt iMi the r 
t h e cscu"t, « s*1 * >i,j I r cp^ r^^u re ~~ one pour- - e r 
one degree Fahrcnhei 60 degrees Fahrenheit 
J .5 CROSS HEATING VALU" •• • I ' t a l n t , ; ua lu i ' , " v h r n 
i t i ed to a cubic foot nf" gas , s h a l l mean the number nf B r i t i s h thermal 
u n i t s producer! b> Uic conibustior1, ,i n p ,, , "> «,iu, i i. „ he apo"«»- ~r 
i I occupy a volume ui unie tub ic lool, a I J l e m p c r a t u r e of „ 
degrees Fahrenheir 1", s a t u r a t e d wi th water v,i|> • " , '" l " «c 
uq iiv i \ 1 i ;111; "i of mercury at "!? degrees F a h r e n h e i t and 
under s t anda rd g i a v i t a t i o n a l fnici1 i980.665 r per s e c . ) w i t h 
IMIIPI? tcmpernt \nr II.M" | U 11• r , ml i I lin ^ r m l u c t s o f con- > 
m i l u u i c d ui i in1 i i u t u L t e m p e r a l u r e of gns and a i r -Mid t i i c n t h e V.ULUI 
formed li)» c o m b u s t i o n i s c o n d e n s e J t •  • 11 I u i I i i r 
ARTICLE II - MEASUk^CFJlT 
2.1 UNIT OF MEASUREMENT - The unit of measurement for gas delivered 
hereunder shall be 1,000 cubic feet (Mcf) of gas at a base temperature of 
60 degrees Fahrenheit and at a base pressure of 14.65 pounds per square 
inch absolute. Unless otherwise stated, all quantities given herein arc 
in terms of such unit. If at any time during the life of the Agreement, 
the pressure base at which the gas delivered and purchased thereunder is 
changed or modified from the 14,65 pounds per square inch absolute pressure 
89 herein provided, by any regulatory agency of the Static or Federal 
Government having jurisdiction in the premises, the prices specified in the 
Agreement on which settlement is to be made shall be adjusted to conform to 
such new pressure base by use of a factor, the numerator of which is the 
new pressure base (expressed in pounds per square inch absolute) and the 
denominator of which is 14.65. 
2.2 ORIFICE METER COMPUTATIONS - If orifice meters are used, the 
volumes of gas measured under, the Agreement shall be computed in accordance 
with the specifications published April 1955, as Gas Measurement Committee 
Report Number 3 of the American Gas Association. Factors required in the 
computations to be made in accordance with said Report Number 3 shall be 
determined from the following information: 
(a) The temperature of the gas flowing through the meter is 
assumed to be 60 degrees Fahrenheit; provided, however, if it is indicated 
that a significant volume change would result from the use of recording 
thermometers, then and in that event Buyer shall install recording thernom-
cters to properly record the temperature of the flowing gas. In the event 
recording thermometers are installed, the arithmetical average of the 
• 2 -
in rnpcraturcs so recorded during the time
 6aw - « - **wwinj; s h a l l "be used in 
computing i • :i• as uremen13. 
(b) The spec i f ic gravity of the dctcrnincd *v*^ 
t i c e . The regular test Aha II determine speci f ic gravi ty tc ased in 
computations :l n the measurement i i:l es 111 1  f::::l 1 1:1 t is air 
t e s t or unti Il changed by specia l test,, 
l"Y"I The Reynolds Number Hanoretef Fact 01
 f nnfl E".jjnn€! ion .Fa.cJLoJl 
i r r c s p e c t i w - I1 'V" a c t u a l V J I J ^ S of " "ipse f i t t e r s . 
D e v i a t i o n from B o y l e ^ Lav s h a l l be* v e r i f i e d a t l e a s t onrn 
I 11 11 in 11 il 11 in I 11"»II ii * In in I I lie nude 
- * ar < apparatus approved by till 1 .c United Sta tes B-.» cau of 
*> JMPUTATIONS FOR METERS OTHER THAN ORIFICE METERS -c i -
o ther than o r i f i c e meters uie ! 
1 i  I J ch affect the computation ~ adings -.,. - . r a t i o n s ol si. 
metering equipment s h a l l be given due considera t ion . 
2 4 EQ1 JIFIlf 1 :i ] ] i ns ta l 1 imai n t a in , and opera te a t i t s own 
"expense, a t or near the point o 1: de l ivery , a meter or meters of ample s i ze 
hereunder. All 'meters s h a l l be equipped with rccot ding, dev ices . If 
^ r H . r e nf»- - • w *ns ta l l c y sha l l be i n s t a l l ed ai id oj »cx ated i n 
hn Knnr.1 ( . , s prescribed in Gas llcasurcmcs it Committee 
Report Nunbc • , including time \ppctulix t h e r e t o , of tlic 
Ame*- y i l l cause said meters to be read at regu-
l a r periods which ct fi wi th accurate measurement. Se l l e r agrees 
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that Any compression facilities installed by Seller * all be installed so 
as to prevent interference with accurate measurement. Seller shall have, 
access to the measuring equipment at all reasonable times, but the reading, 
calibrating and adjusting thereof, and the changing of charts shall be done 
only by the employees or agents of Buyer. 
2.5 TESTS^ND CORRECTION OF ERRORS - At least once each three months 
for orifice meters and semiannually for positive displacement meters, 
Buyer shall calibrate its measuring equipment and, if installed, tempera-
ture recorders in the presence of representatives of Seller, if Seller 
chooses to be represented, and the parties shall jointly observe any 
adjustments which are made in the measuring equipment should such adjust-
ments be necessary. If cither party at any time desires a special test of 
any measuring equipment, it will promptly notify the other party, and the 
parties will then cooperate to secure an immediate calluiMUUU Icol CU«M a 
joint observation of any adjustments, and the measuring equipment shall 
then be adjusted to accuracy.-
Buyer shall give to Seller notice of the time of all regular tests of 
measuring equipment and other tests called for herein sufficiently in 
advance of the holding of tests so that Seller may conveniently have its 
representative present. If, upon any test, any measuring equipment is 
found to be inaccurate by 2 percent or more, registrations thereof shall be 
corrected at the rate of such inaccuracy for any period which is definitely 
known and agreed upon, but in case the period is not definitely knotm and 
agreed upon, then for a period extending back one-half of the time elapsed 
since the last date of calibration. Following any test, measuring equip-
ment found inaccurate shall immediately be restored as closely as possible 
- /• -
to a co "iJ111 I i1 ji""L c u r a c y * 
of service and/uv tn so that the amount of g;is delivered cannot 
ing the period such measuring equipment is out of service ai idj or ou 
repair shall be estimated and agreed upon b) tllh c parties hereto upon 
which is feasibl e: 
(• •) B 
t a i n a b l e by c a l i b r a t i o n , te 5 t , or mathematical c a l c u l a t i o n . 
(I ) B] s I " : .g tV 5 r :: .gi stx at:it :: i Il1 MI I IIIHM" ur iii | i ipii iniit'iil 
If installed and accurately registering, 
(c) By estimating the quantity of delivery hy I'm liveries during 
preceding periods under similar conditions when the measuring equipment 
was re gis c c r ing aceuraieiy• 
2 (I 1 II II II I III" II" II I 1 II II''" i "  11*. 1 1 c i m a y , it I  i II ' 11 m il in i i Il m' u (i i i > i 11 <. 1 „ 1 II . 11 11 
o p e r a t e check meters to check Buyer 's measuring equipment , bu t measurements 
ment on ly , except in ca ses h e r e i n s p e c i f i c a l l y provided in I lw: conLi'nrv* 
i l l I sub jec t ill ill isonable t imes t o i n s p e c t i o n or 
examinat ion by Buyer, b u t the r e a d i n g , c a l i b r a t i o n an: id ad jus tmen t t he reo f , 
iiiiiii I changing of 'ha**^ *.hall be done onl^ S e l l e r . 
IIIIIII ill II II II II II I I I 1 
1 . 1 A s b e t w * t i • - - - - .
 T 
1 1 I I I i j I 1 i > III I I I I I I I I I I III III III 
IIIIIII I n j n i j ratisec* • M* ~LV . , * ; n a l l hav» >** s >* 
ill 1 I  in i" |n iiiiiiil HI JLUL5> u i u o i i v r ' " ^ e c i t i e u m t n e Agicem^a&L, m a r 
which delivery title to said pas shall vest in Buyer and Buyer shall be 
deemed to be in exclusive control and possession thereof and responsible 
for any injury or damage caused thereby* 
ARTICLE IV - BILLING AND PAYMENT 
4.1 BILLING - On or before the 10th day of each month, Buyer shall 
render to Seller a statement of the quantities of gas delivered to Buyer 
during the preceding month and the amount due from Buyer to Seller, less 
all applicable taxes paid by Buyer for Seller's account, according to the 
measurement terms, conditions, and prices herein provided. 
4.2 PAYMENT - Buyer agrees to pay to Seller on or before the 20th day 
of each month for all gas purchased and delivered hereunder during the 
preceding month, as shown on the above-mentioned statement. 
4.3 CHARTS AND RECORDS - Buyer, upon request, shall furnisn co bcii^r 
at the earliest practicable time all charts upon which Buyer has based the 
statement of gas purchased, referred to herein. Seller shall return to 
Buyer all charts after a 30-day period. Seller shall have access to 
Buyer's records and books at all reasonable hours so far as they affect 
measurement and settlement for the gas sold hereunder. 
4.4 ROYALTIES - Seller agrees to make payment for all royalties and 
payments out of production due on the gas delivered hereunder. 
4.5 ERRORS - In the event an error is discovered in the amount shown 
to be due in any statement rendered by Buyer, such error shall be adjusted 
within 30 days of determination thereof, provided that claim therefor shall 
have been made within 12 months from the date of such statement. 
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ARTICLE in TOT* 
production (including ;ncl vjiliunni i ' nr HI oiluc t ion taxes), 
gathering, deliver) • > i unim I » '< <-i «*- • or assessments 
upon said p*« as produced and delivered hereunder, now in existence or 
authorized collection by the State t i 'y 
iter direct! indirectly from Seller, shall be 
paid solely and entirely by Seller. „ 
->•* : sessments above described a r c incrented 
h e r e a f t ^ new excise or assessment m f" the same nature is 
imposed cither direct i i i \ • i n^.m i i in m i n i , iln » n e Rxiynr 
111
 ,"! I reimburse Scilci Juli,^, the effective period thereof to thi- v \ U i \ i U I 
100 percent of vim increase in such tax** ^Y 
i mi mi in i mi _ *•* *" ^*i •»—- . _ 
Agreement. 
^^  „«,. -oyalty, overriding 
T^ynll " production payment* or simllai Interest shall "be cons i il H T I I I, 
covered by the \ n / ir: I ,,r •, 1 « i I t, i tl„, i
 K | r - r s c m e n t made-, b y B u y e r 
iespect thereto is passed . • *\\*-t of such 
royalty, overriding royal* t«»rcst. 
Seller shall l * m e t t o 
T! r ^ c * • * all, in 7in: on 
^ he lawful owner U K U U O L «: 
* UcSCtlOC !"o rntunnf e n r h r l r,K 
"ement , Buycr*s lo^ncc* * J .\.c A ' * -'>%.^ry 
1 It of such evidence o* U u u xn . ii i iiiiiii 1 n 
• 7 -
the opinion of Buyer s Counsel, Seller fall to exhibit such title, Seller 
shall have 90 days in which to remedy any specific defects, after having 
received the notice thereof. If such defects arc not so remedied in the 
time herein given, Buyer at its option may, by notice given to Seller, 
avoid all obligations in respect to said acreage, th* title of which is in 
question, for wells drilled thereon until such time as Seller stiall have 
remedied the specific defects, after which-Buyervs obligations shall resume. 
6*2 Seller agrees and it hereby does warrant for itself, its successors 
and assigns, that it will at the time of delivery have good title to all gas 
delivered by it to Buyer hereunder, free and clear of all liens, encumbrances, 
and claims whatsoever; that it will at such time of delivery have good right 
and title to sell said gas; and that.it will indemnify Buyer and save it 
harmless from all suits, actions, debts, accounts, damages, costs, losses, 
end c::pcncc cricing fron or out cf adverse claims cf 2ny or ill p^rror1? +0 
said gas or to royalties, taxes, license fees, or charges thereon, which 
are applicable before the title to the gas passes to Buyer. In the event 
any adverse claim of any character whatsoever is asserted in respect to any 
of said gas, Buyer may retain the purchase price thereof up to the amount 
of such claim without interest until such claim has been fully determined, 
as security for the performance of Sellerfs obligations with respect to such 
claim under this Article, or until Seller shall have furnished bond to 
Buyer, in an amount and with sureties satisfactory to Buyer, conditioned for 
the protection of Buyer with respect to such claim. In addition, if Buyer 
is made the party to any suit, claim, or demand in respect to the title to 
the gas delivered by Seller hereunder, Buyer, at its option, may require 
Seller to defend the same in its stead or to reimburse Buyer for all costs, 
fees, and other expenses incident to said defense. 
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ARTICLE VII - 1NDEM. iCATIOM 
7.1 Neither Seller nor Buyer shall be held responsible or liable for 
damage for the acts or conduct of the other* 
ARTICLE VIII - FORCE HMEURE 
8.1 In the event of either party's being rendered wholly or in part by 
force majeure unable to carry out its obligation under the Agreement other 
than to make payments of amounts due hereunder, it is agreed that on such 
partyfs giving notice and full particulars of such force majeure in writing 
or by telegraph to the other party as soon as possible after thrt occurrence 
of the causes relied on, then the obligations of the parties hereto, so far 
as they are affected by such force majeure, shall be suspended during the 
continuance of any inability so caused, but for no longer period, and such 
cause shall, so far as possible, be remedied with all reasonable dispatch. 
8.2 The ternr ,ffcrc* rp^vr?1' ?* *twn1rwArf lu*rMn ^h*11 mean acts of 
God, strikes, lockouts or other industrial disturbances, acts of the public 
enemy, wars, blockades, insurrections, riots, epidemics, landslides, light-
ning, earthquakes, fires, storms, floods, washouts, arrest and restraint of 
rulers and peoples, civil disturbances, explosions, breakage or accident to 
machinery or lines of pipe, freezing of veils or lines of pipe, shutdowns 
for necessary maintenance, alterations or repairs, sudden partial or sudden 
entire failure of wells, failure to obtain materials and supplies due to 
governmental regulations, and causes of like or similar kind, whetlicr herein 
enumerated or not, and not within the control of the party claiming suspen-
sion, and which by the exercise of due diligence such party is unable to 
overcome; provided that the exercise of due diligence shall not require 
settlement of labor disputes against the better judgment of the party having 
the dispute. 
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ART1CLK IX - DEFAULT 
9*1 No waiver by cither party of any one or more defaults by the 
other in the performance of any provisions of this entire Agreement shall 
operate or be construed as a waiver of any future default or defaults, 
whether of a like or of a different character* 
ARTICLE X - ASSIGNMENT 
10.1 The Agreement may be assigned by either of the parties herein to 
any person, firw, or corporation acquiring all of the assets of the assign-
ing party; an affiliate, 50 percent or more of the stock of which is owned 
by the said party or the assignee; or a trustee or trustees, individual or 
corporate, as security for bonds or other obligations or securities. It 
may not otherwise be assigned without the consent of the other party. 
10.2 All of the rights and duties herein contained shall inure to and 
be bindinc uoon the successors and assigns ot buyer and Seller, provided 
that no conveyance or transfer of any interest of either party shall be 
binding upon the other party until such other party has been furnished with 
written notice and a true copy of such conveyance or transfer. 
ARTICLE XI - CONFLICTS 
11.1 Should any conflict exist or appear to exist between these General 
Conditions and the Agreement, the Agreement shall govern. 
ARTICLE XII - NOTICES 
12.1 Unless herein provided to the contrary, any notice called for in 
the Agreement or these General Conditions shall be in writing and shall be 
considered as having been given if delivered personally or by mail, postage 
prepaid, to either Buyer or Seller at the place designated. Routine com-
munications, including monthly statements and payments, shall be considered 
as duly delivered when mailed by ordinary mail. 
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KXIUDIT "B" 
Lcr.al Description of Lands in the 
Natural r.uttcs Unit, Uintah Countv, Utah 
T-9-S. R-20-E S.L.H. 
All Sections 12, 13, 14, 15, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 
27, 28, 29, 32, 33, 34, 35, and 36 
T-9-S. R-21-E S.L.M. 
Section 1 - S/4 
Section 2 - S/2 
Section 3 - S/2 
Section 4 - S/4 
All Sections 7 through 36, both inclusive. 
T-9-S. R-22-E S.L.H. 
Section 7 - SW/4 and S/2 NW/4 
Section J 7 - W/2 SW/4 
Section 18 - S/2, NW/4, and W/2 NE/4 
Section 19 - All 
Section 20 - S/2 zv.i V/2 KH/'t 
All Sections 29 through 36, both inclusive. 
T-10-S, R-20-E S.L.H. 
All Sections 1, 12, 13, 24, 25, 26, 35, and 36 
T-10-S, R-21-E •S.L.M. 
All Sections 1 through 36, both inclusive. 
T-10-S. R-22-E S.L.M. 
All Sections 1 through 35, both inclusive. 
Exituirr "n-r 
ATTACHED TO AND HADE A PART OF THE CAS PURCHASE AND EXCHANGE AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN 
COLORADO INTERSTATE CAS COMPANY 
division of 
COLORADO INTERSTATE CORPORATION, as Buyer 
AND 
CAS PRODUCING ENTERPRISES, INC., as Seller 
DATED: June 20. 1974 
NATURAL BUTTES UNIT AREA - UINTAH COUNTY. UTAH 
AREA BOUNDARY 
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Wells c o ^ i \ d by Pricinr, r»ovlston Artie? V, 5.1-A 
Nat. nl Uuttcs Area, Uintah County, *nh 
Well 
Utc Trail f52 x 22 3 
Ute Trail 05 (KEU07) 
Location 
NW/A - NE/A: Section 22 
T 9 S - R 20 E 
NE/A*- HE/4: Section 23 
T 9 S - R 20 E 
Ute Trail *13 
Utc Trail fflO 
Ute Trail ffll 
Ute Trail CSS x 2 G 
Utc Trail ?83 x 9 II 
Utc Trail Si Wasatch 
f1 Mesa Verde 
SE/4 - KW/4: Section 15 
T 9 S - R 21 E 
NE/A - SW/A: Section 3A 
T 9 S - R 21 E 
NE/A - SU/A: Section 25 
T 9 S - R 21 E 
SE/A - SE/A: Section 2 
T 10 S - R 21 E 
SE/A - NE/A: £cction 9 
T 10 ? - P. ?.? p. 
NE/A - NE/A: Section 8 
T 10 S - R 22 K 
(Sane) 
Ute Trail £15 
Bitter Creek #1 
Uintah Unit 91 
Uintah Unit Sh 
SW/A - NE/A: Section 1 
T 10 S - R 22 E 
SE/A - NW/A: Section 3A 
T 10 S - R 22 E 
SE/A - NE/A: Section 16 
T 10 S - R 21 E 
SW/A - NE/A: Section 23 
T 10 S - R 21 E 
Wells covo I by Tricing Provision Article/ 5.1-IJ 
Natural fcultcs Area, Uintah County, Utah 
Velio 
Natural Cuttcs Unit SB 
Natural Buttes Unit #9 
Natural Buttes Unit #10 
Natural Buttes Unit (11 
Natural Buttes Unit (12 
Natural Buttes Unit (13 
Utc Trail (3 
Location 
NE/A - KE/A: Section 33 
T 9 S - R 22 E 
SE/A - : Section 19 
T 9 S - R 22 E 
NW/A - SE/4: Section 13 
T 9 S - R 21 E 
SE/A - : Section 14 
T 9 S - R 21 E 
SE/A - : Section 18 
T 9 S - R 22 E 
SE/A - : Section 30 
T 9 S - R 22 E 
ME/A - : Section 16 
T 10 S - R 22 E 
Utc Trail vl 
Ute Trail (12 
ISE./<i - : section M 
T 10 S - R 22 E 
SW/A - : Section 29 
T 9 S - R 21 E 
Well 
Natural Cuttcs Unit 31 
Natural Buttcs Unit S3 
Natural Cuttcs Unit H 
Katural Buttcs Unit f5 
Natural Cuttcs Unit 06 
l.ocntIon 
NE/A - NI-./A: Section 5 
T 10S - II 22 H 
HE/A - : Section 17 
T 10S - R 21 E 
SE/A - SF./A: Section 23 
T 9 S - R 21 E 
SE/A - SK/A: Section 28 
T 9 S - R 20 E 
SU/A - : Section 2A 
T 9 S - R 2] E 
AMENDMENT 
THIS AMENDMENT Is made the 1st day of Ma£ , 19 79. 
between COLORADO INTERSTATE GAS COMPANY, as Buyer, and BELCO DEVELOPMENT 
CORPORATION, as Seller. 
WHEREAS, on June 20, 1974, Colorado Interstate Gas Company division of 
Colorado Interstate Corporation, now Colorado Interstate Gas Company, and 
Gas Producing Enterprises, Inc., entered Into a Gas Purchase Agreement; and 
WHEREAS, Seller subsequently acquired an Interest in the lands and 
leases and on March 18, 1977, entered into an.Anendment with Buyer to the 
June 20, 1974, Agreement; and 
WHEREAS, the parties desire to amend that March 18, 1977, Amendment; 
THEREFORE, the parties agree as follows: 
Paragraph F of the March 18, 1977, Amendment to the June 20, 1974, Gas 
Purchase Agreement shall be deleted in its entirety. 
Except as herein amended, the March 18, 1977, Amendment to the June 20, 
1974, Gas Purchase Agreement shall remain in full force and effect. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Amendment 
as of the day and year first above vnritten* 
ATTEST: 
Assistant Secretary 
COLORADO INTERSTATE GAS COMPANY 
^ 
E. Milligan J CI; 
Vice President 
9-
BUYER 
ATTEST: 
BELOO Dl CORPORATION 
Treasurer 
SELLER 
Cohro^o Interstate Gas Company 
- HON GABON£* 
• P.O. MX 1M7 • COCO. SPCS., CO *0U4 , (303) 473- 2300 V!<* **tk*M 
February 7, 1984 
Belco Development Corporation 
One Dag Hammarskjold Plaza 
New York, NY 10017 
Attention: Robert M. Chiste 
Executive Assistant to the President 
Re: CIG Gas Purchase Agreement No. 579 
Gentlemen: 
On June 20, 1974, Colorado Interstate Gas Company 
("CIG"), as Buyer, and Gas Producing Enterprises Inc., now 
Coastal Oil & Gas Corporation, entered into a Gas Purchase 
Agreement, as amended, for the purchase and sale of natural 
gas produced from certain lands and leases ("Agreement"). 
Belco Development Corporation ("Belco'!), as Seller, subse-
quently acquired an interest in certain of those lands and 
leases, as more fully described in Amendments to the Agreement 
dated March 18, 1977, January 9, 1978, and November 27, 
1978. Because of the state of its gas markets, CIG desires 
to amend the Agreement with Belco to reduce the price and 
Contract Quantity of gas sold under'the Agreement. Belco 
desires that CIG connect and purchase gas, from the five 
wells, listed in Appendix "1" hereto ("New Wells"), that CIG 
has determined, under the Agreement, cannot economically be 
connected to Buyer's facilities and sold in Buyer's markets. 
To achieve the above-described objectives, CIG and Belco 
agree to amend the Agreement, as follows: 
1. Contract Quantity - Notwithstanding the provisions 
of ARTICLE IV - QUANTITY of the Agreement, the total Contract 
Quantity for all wells during the period, January 1, 1984, 
through December 31, 1984 ("Contract Year 1984"), shall be 
1,900 MMcf at 14.65 p.s.i.a., distributed across the pricing 
categories of the Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978 ("NGPA"), 
as follows: 
February 7, ^ ^84 
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NGPA Price Annual Volume 
Category (MMcf at 14,65 p.s.i.a.) 
Section 102 190 
Section 103 755 
Section 107 - ^ ,«<£-
Existing Wells (as of 1 - 1 - 8 4 ) ^ . 595 (i»7.r*M*fr 
Mew Wells (i.e., gas produced^from .. *#'»*- ' 
the 5 wells listed in Exhibit "1" 
hereto) 340 
Section 108 15 
Section 109 5 
Total 1.900 
Belco has dedicated its interest in certain cashinghead 
wells in the Natural Duck Field, Unitah County, Utah, to CI6 
under the Agreement. The casinghead gas produced from these 
wells in the Natural Duck Field may be released from the Asjl** 
CIG-Belco Agreement* during Contract Year 1984.** If these AA2*«C 
wells are released during Contract Year 1984, C16 will, upon 
such release, not be obligated to purchase additional Section 
109 gas from Belco during Contract Year 1984. In lieu of 
purchasing additional Section .109 gas, CI6 will purchase 
from Belco a volume of Section 103 gas In addition to the 
755 MMcf provided for above. The additional volume of 
Section 103 gas that CI6 shall be obligated to purchase 
during Contract Year 1984 shall be a volume equal to the 
remainder of 5 MMcf minus the volume of Section 109 gas that 
CI6 previously purchased from Belco during Contract Year 
1984. If such remainder is a negative number, CI6 will not 
be obligated to purchase during Contract Year 1984 any 
greater volume of Section 103 gas than the 755 MMcf provided? 
for above. Except for the reduction of CIG's obligation to 
purchase Section 109 gas, as provided for above, the release 
of casinghead gas from the Natural Duck Field will not 
reduce CIG's obligation to purchase the volumes specified 
above. 
*by mutual consent of the parties 
**In such event, the Total 1984 take .requirement will remain 
1,900 MMCF. 
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CIG agrees that it will take at least 297.5 MMcf from 
"Existing Section 107 Wells" (i.e.. NGPA Section 107 wells 
connected to CIG tinder the Agreement as of January 1, 1984, 
excluding any of the "Hew Wells" connected as of that date) 
during the period January 1, 1984, through June 30, 1984. 
2. Price - Except for the tixshjgKl MMdf of gas 
sold to CIG during Contract Year 1984 fromEXtSting Section 
107 Wells, Belco waives its right to collect the "Section 
107 Price" (the maximum lawful price for gas qualifying for 
pricing under NGPA Section 107(c)(5)) under the Agreement 
during Contract Year 1984. During Contract Year 1984, gas 
sold from the New Wells, and gas, except the first 297.5 
MMcf, sold from the Existing Section 107 Wells, will not be 
sold to CIG at the Section 107 Price, but instead at the 
NGPA price that would otherwise be applicable in the absence 
of contractual authorization to collect the Section 107 
Price. 
3. Connecting the New Wells - CIG has determined, 
under the Agreement, that gas from the New Wells (the five 
wells listed on Exhibit "1") cannot economically be connected 
to its facilities and sold in its markets. Because Belco 
has agreed, for Calendar Year 1984, to waive Section 107 
pricing for most of the gas sold under the Agreement, including 
all gas produced from the New Wells, CIG agrees to connect 
the New Wells as soon as practicable and to purchase gas 
from them in the aggregate quantities specified above. It 
is agreed, however, notwithstanding any ether provision of 
the Agreement, that CIG shall be under no obligation to take 
any gas from the New Wells after December 31, 1984. Belco 
will be under no obligation to reimburse *CIG for the cost of 
connecting the five wells to CIG's facilities. 
4. Refund of take-or-pay payments - Belco hereby 
waives all take-or-pay claims, if any, that it has against 
CIG for the period prior to January 1, 1984,* Belco received, 
from CIG take-or-pay payments totalling $3,166,034.34 that 
CIG believes were paid in error. CIG has recouped $1,757,743.64 
of those payments through withholding payment on production, 
leaving a balance of $1,408,290.70 held by Belco. If CIG 
satisfies its obligation to purchase the Contract Quantity 
set forth in Paragraph 1 above, Belco agrees to refund 
$1,408,290.70 to CIG in full. If, however, CIG fails to 
take the Contract Quantity specified in Paragraph 1 above, 
CIG agrees to forfeit all of the $1,408,290.70 to Belco as 
a take-or-pay payment, provided that CIG's failure to take 
* except as provided herein. 
February 7, 
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Co/orach Interstate Gas Company 
the Contract Quantity is not attributable to Belco's inability 
or failure to deliver such quantity to CIG, or attributable 
to events beyond CIG's control provided, however, that CIG's 
market demand shall not constitute such an event. 
5. Amendments to the Agreement - CIG and Belco agree 
that during Contract Year 1984, they will engage in good 
faith negotiations to modify, effective January 1, 1985, 
certain major substantive provisions of the Agreement. 
Except as herein amended, the Agreement, as amended, 
shall remain in full force and effect. 
If you accept the above terms, please so indicate by 
signing in the space provided below and returning two copies 
for our files. 
Very truly yours, 
COLORADO INTERSTATE GAS COMPANY 
ACCEPTED AND AGREED TO this 6th 
day of March 1984. 
BELCO DEyE-EDPMENT CORPORATION 
By 
Arthur M. Walter 
(Print or type name) 
Sr. V.P. Finance 
Exhibit #1 
Belco's "New Wells" 
NBU #211-20 
NBU #212-19 
NBU #213-36 
NBU #216-35 
NBU #217-2 
THIRD AMENDMENT 
TO 
GAS PURCHASE AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN 
COLORADO INTERSTATE GAS COMPANY, as Buyer 
AND 
BELCO DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, as Seller 
NATURAL BUTTES UNIT AREA 
UINTAH COUNTY, UTAH 
DATED: NOVEMBER 3? , 1978 
THIRD AMENDMENT 
THIS AMENDMENT is made this 2*f tk day of November, 1978, 
by and between COLORADO INTERSTATE GAS COMPANY, herein called 
Buyer, and BELCO DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, herein called Seller. 
WHEREAS, on June 20, 1974, Colorado Interstate Gas Company 
division of Colorado Interstate Corporation, now Colorado Inter-
state Gas Company, and Gas Producing Enterprises, Inc., entered 
into a Gas Purchase Agreement (the "Agreement"), as amended, 
for the purchase and sale of gas produced from the lands and 
leases described therein; and 
WHEREAS, Seller has subsequently acquired an interest in 
certain of the gas leases as more fully described in Amendments 
to the Agreement dated March 18, 1977 and January 9, 1978; and 
WHEREAS, it is the desire of the parties hereto to enter 
into a Third Amendment to the Agreement dated June 20, 1974; 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises, the 
parties hereto agree as follows: 
A. Seller hereby dedicates to the Agreement, as amended 
on March 18, 1977, all of Seller's interest in certain lands 
in Unitah and Summit Counties, Utah and in Garfield and Mesa 
Counties,Colorado as described and set forth in Exhibit A attached 
- 2 -
hereto and made a part thereof. Such lands shall henceforth 
be deemed as added to Exhibit "BM of the Agreement as previously 
amended by Buyer and Seller. 
B. Seller hereby undertakes todrill an average of two 
w*lls per year to an average depth of not less than 6,COO 
feet for a period of three years, or a total of six wells on 
the lands newly dedicated and described in Paragraph A above. 
Said period is to commence with the date hereof and extend 
until November 27, 1981. 
C. In consideration of tho foregoing, the parties hereby 
agree that Article 5.1(c) of the Agreement as previously 
amended on March 18, 1977, shall be deleted in its entirety 
and the following inserted in lieu thereof: 
"(c) Should the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission, any successor governmental authority 
having jurisdiction in the premises or legislative 
action at any time prescribe, authorize, or permit 
to be paid for natural gas sales a rate of general 
applicability, including any pertinent producer 
allowances, if applicable, -and such rate is applicable 
to this sale and is higher than tho price hereunder, 
then the price hereunder shall be increased to equal 
such higher rate effective as of the date such 
higher rate is thus prescribed, authorized, or 
permitted as to all or any part of the gas sold hereunder." 
- 3 -
Except as herein amended, the Gas Purchase Agreement 
dated June 20, 1974, as amended, shall remain in full force 
and effect. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this 
Third Amendment as of the day and year first above written. 
ATTEST: COLORADO INTERSTATE GAS COMPANY 
SELLER 
Cont. c t No. 579- £_ 
AMENDMENT 
lo 
GAS PURCHASE AGREEMENT 
between 
COLORADO INTERSTATE GAS COMPANY, a s Buyer 
and 
BELCO DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, as S e l l e r 
HATURAL BUTTES UNIT AREA 
UINTAH COUNTY, UTAH 
DATED: « / % y Al; I9W 
AMENDMENT 
THIS AMENDMENT is made the JUZ**J of ^/l* 19 /7 » between 
COLORADO INTERSTATE GAS COMPANY, mt Buyer, and BELCO DEVELOPMENT 
CORPORATION, %t Seller. 
WHEREAS, on June 20, 1974, Colorado Interstate Cas Company and Gas 
Producing Enterprises Inc., now Coastal Oil & Gas Corporation, entered into 
a Gas Purchase Agreement, as amended, for the purchase and sale of gas 
produced from the lands and leases described therein; and 
WHEREAS, Seller has subsequently acquired an interest in certain of 
the gas leases as more fully described in Amendments to the Gas Purchase 
Agreement dated March 18, 1977, January 9, 1978, and November 27, 1978; and 
WHEREAS, it is the desire of the parties hereto to enter into an 
agreement to provide for the payment of incentive prices by Buyer to Seller; 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises, the parties hereto 
agree that said Gas Purchase Agreement dated June 20, 1974, shall be further 
amended ms follows: 
Subparagraph (c) of Paragraph 5.1 of ARTICLE V - PRICE shall be amended 
by adding thereto the following: 
Such rate paid pursuant to thia paragraph ahall include the highest 
prices allowed by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) under 
Section 107(c)(5) of the Natural Caa Policy Act of 1978 (NGPA) for gas 
delivered to Buyer by Seller from formations that qualify for such prices. 
Such rate shall change to conform to all auch adjustments and escalations 
and any revisions on the date they become effective as to the sale of gas 
covered hereby. 
Except as hcrtio amended, said Cat Purchase Agreement dated June 20, 
1974, as hereinbefore amended, shall remain in full force and effect. 
IN VHITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Amendment 
as of the day and year first above written. 
COLORADO INTERSTATE GAS COMPANY 
ATTEST: 
Sg£u<t~<s vC <4X?* 
Attittant Secretary •f 
By l i t t le 6. ^C^ri^J 
ciyde E. Hilligan* L  
Vice President 
BUYER 
ATTEST: 
•L Ass^sJ • < 
oUi 
% 
ant Secretary 
BELCO DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 
(Print or type name) 
-ttCAs-qitee 
(Print or type title) 
SELLER 
2 
Tali I 
ADDENDUM F 
Enron receives $4.00 per unit for sale of its natural gas to its 
gas purchasers. One eighth (1/8), or $0.50f of every unit 
represents the State1s royalty share of production and $3.50 is 
allocated to ENRON. There is a ten percent (10%) ad valorem and 
severance tax assessed against this production. Because the 
State's share of production is free from tax, $0.35 (10% or $3.50 
of ENRON'S share of production proceeds) is assessed for taxes. 
The natural gas purchaser pays ENRON an additional $0.35 as a tax 
reimbursement. 
Example 1: 
ENRON believes it correctly paid royalty based upon the price it 
received for the State's 1/8 royalty share of production, being 
$0.50 per unit. 
$4.00 x 1/8 (royalty share) = $0.50 per unit to the 
State. 
Example 2: 
The State assessed additional royalty based upon the following 
computation: 
$4.00 x 1/8 = $ .50 per unit Plus $ .35 x 1/8 = $0.04375 
per unit - Total - $0.54375 per unit payable to the State 
as royalty. 
Record at 54. 
Note 1: Dollar amounts and quantities are assumed for purposes of 
illustration. 
Note 2: Please refer to appended chart which is offered for 
illustrative purposes. 
1/8 
12.5 MCF 
($4.00 MLP - $50) 
12.5 MCF 
x $4.00 = $50.00 
100 MCF 
7/8 
87.5 MCF 
($4.00 MLP - $350) 
100 MCF 
$4.00 MLP 
87.5 MCF 
x $4.00 = $350 
$315 10% tax 
$35 
r 
Additional Royalty 
$35 x 1/8 = $4,375 
or $54,375 Total 
$350 Reimbursement 
$345,625 
1,11:) G 
FERC Actions H 4,207 p.1 
114,207 LETTER OPINION — SECTION 110 
Office of General Counsel 
Husky Oil Company, April 16, 1979 
FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 
T>. IT, S e c r i s t . Accountant ^ 1S79 
7> venue Ac count inn 
Kushy Oil Comnany 
r . O. Box 330 
Cody, Wyoninp. £2414 
Pear !!r. Secrist: 
This is in reply to your letter of January 15, 1°7<> vhcrcin 
you inquired relative to the application of acction 271.1102 of 
the Commission's Intcrir ^emulations under the Ilatural Cas 
Policy Act of 197P. 0?CrA). Specifically, YOUX ashed vhether 
the fomula prescribed in Appendix T) of TPC Opinion No. 69° 
should be used for calculating tar. reimbursements under the 
!?"!7.t and whether producers nav be reimbursed for taxes levied 
on that portion of the price vhich represents a reimbursement 
of taxes. 
The Commission has not developed ar.v formula for i^nv.tin* 
tax reimbursement, since section 110 of the !TCTA and section 
271.1102 of the Commission* s Interim Peculations pcrr.it rein-
tv.racment only for those State severance taxes actually borne 
by the seller. Accordinrly. the formula for irputinr tax 
rei^hurserrcnt found in Appendi:: * of TTC Opinion Vo. 6Qf> should 
r.rt be use^ for calculating yr,V\ tax reimbursements. Further-
more, since the !%G?A does not provide for adjustments to the 
r.-?:i«-ur. lavful price for tax exe--pt transactions, the situation 
should not arise where a producer is taxed on that nortion of 
the price which represents a reimbursement of tares which are 
Dot assessed. 
J hope that the fcrerolnr is responsive to your questions. 
Flease excuse the*delay in responding to your letter. 
Sincerely, 
r.obcrt L. Baum 
Deputy General Counsel 
©1980 Federal Programs Advisory Service, Washington, D.C. 4/15/8C 
U4.207 p.2 Natural Gas Policy Act Information Service 
K [£ S UL V G • C L P O B O X 3 6 0 CODY, WYOMING B 2 4 I * 
U . t » « O N ( 307-Sat>47lt 
January 15, 1979 
Mr. Komulo L. Diaz, Jr. 
Office of the General Counsel 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
825 North Capitol Street, N. E. 
Washington, D. C. 20426 
Dear Mr. Diaz: 
As suggested by Mr. David D'Alessandro of your office, I have 
attached a copy of my letter dated January 3, 1979. 
1 believe that Mr. D'Alessandro has answered my question concerning 
the impact that a tax-exempt interest has on the amount of tax reimbursement 
that we are entitled to receive. He also indicated that the U.S.G.S. 
could be considered a seller under the Act and, therefore, only entitled 
to reimbursement of taxes actually "borne" by them. 
Mr. D'Alessandro suggested that the formula prescribed in Appendix 
D of Opinion 699 should not be used to calculate tax reimbursements. 
That raises another question. Can we be reimbursed for taxes levied on 
that portion of the price which represents a reimbursement of taxes? 
That seemed to be the underlying intent of the Opinion 699 formula. 
Your help with my questions would be appreciated. 
Yours truly, 
HUSKY OIL COMPANY 
/?\// I., 
D. H. Secrist, Accountant 
Revenue Accounting 
Chit 
DHS:jjd/9331 
cc: C. J. Scrivner - Denver 
FERC Actions H4.207 p.3 
January 3, 1979 
NCPA Inquiries Office 
Room 4016 
FERC 
825 N. Capitol Street, N.E. 
Washington D.C. 20426 
Gentlemen: 
We are not certain how to apply the provisions of Section 271.1102 
of the NCPA to gas sales which are subject to a tax-exempt royalty in-
terest such as the USGS. Except for the provisions applicable to the 
Permian"Basin, Section 271.1102 states that, "The price for any first 
sale of natural gas shall not be considered to have exceeded the maxi-
mum lawful price applicable to that sale... if such first sale price 
exceeds the maximum lawful price to the extent necessary to recover 
State severance taxes borne by the seller." 
Appendix D of Opinion 699 apparently prescribed your formula for 
calculating the amount that would be allowed as reimbursement of State 
severance tax. That formula was to divide the base national rate by the 
reciprocal of the tax rate and then to subtract the base national rate 
from the result. Would you please infonr us of what adjustment, if any, 
is required when some of the gas sold is for the interest of a tax-exempt 
interest. 
In connection with this problem, I vcuH like to point out that, 
according to KTL-5 of the USGS regulations, we have to pay the USGS roy-
alty on any amount received for tax reimbursement. Unless we are allowed 
to collect the tax reimbursement on total sales, we will effectively be 
penalized for drilling wells on federal land. 
We also need to know how to calculate the tax reimbursement applied 
I T on FERC Form 121 when a variable tax rate is involved. For instance, 
;:. fold in Wyoming is subject to a county ;»d valorem tax which fluctuates 
with each year's mill levy. The mill levy for 1979 will not be final until 
abcut September 1979. Therefore, we may not be entirely accurate in our 
calculation of the tax that will be due. 
Finally, we would like to know whether or not a change in the tax 
rate will necessitate additional filings of FERC Form 121 for wells whose 
original filings were submitted prior to the change in the tax rate. When 
making interim collections pursuant to Part 273 of the Act, will the 
maximum price allowed automatically increase or decrease to the extent 
necessary to offset a corresponding change in the tax rate? 
© 1980 Federal Programs Advisory Service, Washington, D.C. 4/15/80 
As a small producer, we are somewhat unfamiliar with some of the 
mechanics involved in filing for prices. Therefore, we would appreciate 
your help with the questions noted above. 
Yours truly, 
HUSKY OIL COMPANY 
D. H. Secrist, Accountant 
DHS:skv/096065,B717 
cc: C. J. Scrivner - Denver 
VI0 
